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Preface
This is the thirteenth volume of the series Empirical Issues in Syntax and
Semantics (EISS), which, like the preceding twelve volumes of the series, is
closely related to the conference series Colloque de Syntaxe et Sémantique
à Paris (CSSP). The six papers included in the present volume are based
on presentations given at CSSP 2019, which took place on 02–04 October
2019 at UPS Pouchet CNRS, hosted by Université Paris 8.1 CSSP 2019 had a
small thematic session entitled Computational semantics and pragmatics,
but since the number of papers from the thematic session submitted to
the volume was low, they are not grouped separately.

We would like to take this opportunity to thank the reviewers, whose
comments aided the authors in revising the first drafts of their papers,
sometimes substantially. With their permission, the reviewers were (in al-
phabetical order by column):

Heather Burnett Bert Cappelle Alessandro Lenci
Patricia Cabredo Hofherr Caroline Heycock Philip Miller

Finally, we would also like to thank both the scientific committee and
the organizing committee of CSSP 20192 for their efforts in planning and
organizing a memorable conference.

Christopher Pinon
Laurent Roussarie
December 2020

1http://www.cssp.cnrs.fr/cssp2019/index_en.html
2http://www.cssp.cnrs.fr/cssp2019/contact/index_en.html
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Agreement and information structure in Surati
Gujarati
Kinjal Joshi

Abstract In Surati Gujarati and in Standard Gujarati, verbal elements can agree

with a morphologically overt accusative case marked argument. This agreement

pattern is unique because in other Indo-Aryan languages like Hindi and Marathi,

presence of morphologically overt case on an argument blocks agreement with

that argument, and the verb shows default agreement as a result. In this article, I

show a novel empirical fact that in the causative constructions of Surati Gujarati,

the verb can either agree with an accusative case marked object or show default

agreement. I argue that this difference in agreement (agreement with accusative

marked object vs. default agreement) is due to the use of two homophonous

but different case markings on the direct object, namely, differentially marked,

[+SPECIFIC] Accusative case vs. [+/–SPECIFIC] ordinary Dative case. To account

for dative case assignment, I propose that dative case is a dependent (structural)

case in Surati Gujarati. Further, I establish a relationship between information

structure and agreement. To account for both case alternation and information

structure-agreement relationship in Surati Gujarati, I propose a focus-driven ob-

ject shift analysis. Under the Minimalist Program (MP) framework, focus move-

ments are considered A-bar movements while movement related to case assign-

ment is A movement. Here, the same movement serves both purposes. Thus, a

movement of this type raises a larger theoretical question on the status of A vs.

A-bar movement.

Keywords information structure · object shift · agreement · causative · case

alternation
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1 Introduction
Surati Gujarati is a dialect of Gujarati mainly spoken in the city of Surat
and in areas surrounding Surat in India. The data in this article is from the
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field work that I conducted in the city of Surat to collect data on Surati
Gujarati. The field study was conducted on 25 language consultants, it
consisted of 14 female and 11 male speakers. Their age groups ranged
between 20–70 years.1,2 Cardona (1965), Mistry (1998), and Suthar (2005)
claim that in Standard Gujarati, when both the subject and the object are
overtly case marked, the predicate must agree with the case marked object
as seen in (1), and, if the predicate shows the default neuter agreement, it
renders the sentence ungrammatical, as in (2). The agreement facts de-
scribed in (1) and (2) for Standard Gujarati also hold for Surati Gujarati.3

(1) ram-e
Ram.M.SG-ERG

bakri-neAcc

goat.F.SG-ACC

khaadhi
eat.PFV.F.SG

(Standard Gujarati)

‘Ram ate the goat.’

(2) *ram-e
Ram.M.SG-ERG

bakri-neAcc

goat.F.SG-ACC

khaadhu
eat.PFV.N.SG

(Standard Gujarati)

‘Ram ate the goat.’

Now switching to the Surati Gujarati data, in examples (3) and (4), the use
of a causativized predicate allows default agreement on the main verb in
Surati Gujarati. This, I argue is due to case alternation. In a nutshell, I pro-
pose that Surati Gujarati has two distinct -ne markers, namely, -neAcc vs.
-neDat . Although the case marker -ne is homophonous for Accusative and
Dative case, the position of the accusative and dative case marked objects
make the difference in the case markers explicit. I illustrate this in sen-
tence (3), where the causativised predicate dawdaav (‘cause to run’) can
show default neuter agreement morphology as Dative case does not con-
trol agreement in Surati Gujarati. A crucial point here is that the dative

1The Gujarati spoken in the cities of Vadodra and Ahemdabad of the Gujarat state in
India is considered the Standard variety of Gujarati.

2I have excluded the field work methodology adopted to collect the data for reasons
of space.

3The following abbreviations are used: ACC = Accusative, CAUS = Causative, DAT = Da-
tive, ERG = Ergative, F = Feminine, F = Focus, M = Masculine, NOM = Nominative, NEG =
Negation, N = Neuter, PLURAL = Plural, PFV = Perfective, SG = Singular

Note that nominative case in Hindi, Marathi, and Surati Gujarati is morphologically
non-overt. Thus, referring to non-overt as zero case marking is merely a terminological
choice and should not be taken as an analytical commitment.
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marked object ram must always appear in the in-situ position to the right
of the adverb varamvaar (‘frequently’).

(3) Priyanka-e
Priyanka.F.SG-ERG

lagbhag
probably

varamvaar
frequently

VP[ram-neDat

Ram.M.SG-DAT

vhel-lu
early-N.SG

dawdaivu]
run.CAUS.PFV.N.SG

‘Priyanka probably frequently made Ram run early.’

Conversely, in sentence (4), the causativised predicate dawdaav (‘cause to
run’), can also agree with the direct object ram for masculine singular fea-
tures. Note, that the accusative case marked object ram must always ap-
pear in a structurally higher position than the dative marked object in (3).
The accusative object invariably appears to the left of the adverb varam-
vaar (‘frequently’) as seen in example (4).

(4) Priyanka-e
Priyanka.F.SG-ERG

lagbhag
probably

ram-nei Acc

Ram.M.SG-ACC

VP[varamvaar
frequently

ti

early-M.SG

vhel-lo
run.CAUS.PFV.M.SG

dawdaivo]

‘Priyanka probably frequently made Ram run early.’

The main goal of the paper is to explore this puzzling nature of agreement
with causative predicates, illustrated in examples (3) and (4). I describe
the puzzle in detail in §2 of the paper. The paper is structured as follows;
in §2, I provide a detailed description of the puzzle. In §3, I discuss object
case in Surati Gujarati. §4 provides supporting evidence for case alterna-
tion in Surati Gujarati, namely, Differential Object Marking Accusative vs.
Ordinary Dative case. In §5, I provide data and diagnostics to show that in-
formation structure plays a vital role in accusative case assignment in the
language. In §6, I account for dative case assignment in Surati Gujarati.
And in §7, I argue for an object shift type of analysis.

2 The puzzle
Looking at these agreement patterns in both Standard and Surati Gujarati
the use of causative predicates with overtly case marked arguments, presents
an intriguing puzzle. We obtain an unexpected behaviour of the agree-
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ment patterns with causative predicates (both causativized transitive and
intransitive predicates). The core puzzle here is that both object agree-
ment and default neuter agreement on the predicate is possible with the
causative predicates, as seen in sentences (5) and (6), respectively. Con-
versely, default agreement was not possible with an ordinary transitive
predicate kha (‘eat’) as seen in (1) and (2). The -neAcc on the direct ob-
ject ghoda (‘horse’) in example (5), is a case of differential object marking
(henceforth DOM) (Aissen 2003). I will argue that this agreement alterna-
tion on the causative predicates seen in examples (5) and (6) is a reflex of
the DOM phenomenon (i.e. differential object -neAcc vs ordinary -neDat).

(5) priyanka-e
Priyanka.F.SG-ERG

ghoda-neAcc

horse.M.SG-ACC

dawdaivo
run.CAUS.PFV.M.SG

‘Priyanka made the horse run.’

(6) priyanka-e
Priyanka.F.SG-ERG

ghoda-neDat

horse.M.SG-DAT

dawdaivu
run.CAUS.PFV.N.SG

‘Priyanka made a/the horse run.’

For the sake of simplicity, I use a causativized unergative predicate daw-
daav (‘cause to run’) to demonstrate the puzzle in sentences (5) and (6).4

It must be noted that the -neAcc object in (5), is definite whereas the -neDat

marked object in sentence (6) is ambiguous between definite and indef-
inite. Further, the agreement pattern seen in examples (5) and (6) is also
available for +HUMAN proper names. I illustrate this in (7) and (8). In ex-
ample (7), the causative predicate dawdaav (‘cause to run’), agrees with

4Similar patterns are observed with causativized transitives, as in (i) and (ii) with an
ambiguity in (i).

(i) ram-e
Ram.M.SG-ERG

bakri-neAcc

goat.F.SG-ACC

khawdaavi
eat.CAUS.PFV.F.SG

Reading A: ‘Ram made the (specific) goat eat.’
Reading B: ‘The (specific) goat was fed by Ram to someone.’
(Free Translation: ‘Ram fed the goat’)

(ii) ram-e
Ram.M.SG-ERG

bakri-neDat

goat.F.SG-DAT

khawdaivu
eat.CAUS.PFV.N.SG

Reading A (Only): ‘Ram made a/the goat eat.’
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the -neAcc marked direct object ram.

(7) priyanka-e
Priyanka.F.SG-ERG

ram-neAcc

ram.M.SG-ACC

dawdaivo
run.CAUS.PFV.M.SG

‘Priyanka made Ram run.’

Conversely, in example (8), the causative predicate dawdaav (‘cause to
run’), shows default neuter singular agreement.

(8) priyanka-e
Priyanka.F.SG-ERG

ram-neDat

ram.M.SG-DAT

dawdaivu
run.CAUS.PFV.N.SG

‘Priyanka made Ram run.’

My proposal for solving this puzzle is to argue that this distinct agree-
ment pattern is due to alternation in case, as indicated by the subscripted
‘Acc’ and ‘Dat’, thereby proposing two distinct -ne forms, namely, differen-
tial object -neAcc vs. ordinary -neDat . The phenomenon of case alternation
has been attested for many languages like Russian, Icelandic, Spanish and
Dutch (see Demonte 1995; Pineda 2013; Sigurðsson & Wood 2012).

DOM in Surati Gujarati is only available for animates. It is obligatory
for [+HUMAN] proper names but the DOM marker can be dropped with a
[−HUMAN, +ANIMATE] direct object, in which case they receive an indefi-
nite interpretation as seen in example (9). The direct object ghodo (‘horse’)
in (9) receives an indefinite interpretation without the DOM marker and
the verb in this case must obligatorily agree with the direct object as seen
in (9). This is in sharp contrast to example (5) where the object marked
with the overt DOM marker -neAcc, receives a definite interpretation.

(9) priyanka-e
Priyanka.F.SG-ERG

ghodo
horse.M.SG

dawdaivo/*dawdaivu
run.CAUS.PFV.M.SG/*N.SG

‘Priyanka made a horse run.’

In the following section, I discuss object case in greater detail.

3 Basics of object case in Surati Gujarati
In this section, I discuss the properties and the impact of the -ne marker,
a homophonous marker for accusative and dative case on the interpreta-
tion of the sentence (for Standard Gujarati, see Mistry 1998). In Table 1, I
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Table 1 Licensing conditions for DOM in Surati Gujarati

DIRECT OBJECT DOM (-neAcc) Example

I. [+HUMAN]/Proper
names

Obligatory (10)

II. [+ANIMATE,−HUMAN] Optional (11)

III. [−ANIMATE] Not licensed (12)

summarize the licensing conditions of DOM in Surati Gujarati.
The overt accusative case marking on direct objects in Surati Gujarati is

sensitive to animacy and definiteness. Further, the overt case marker -ne
is obligatory for direct objects that are proper names as seen in (10). The
case marker -ne is optional for objects with [+ANIMATE] features, as in (11).

(10) raj-e
Raj.M.SG-ERG

ram*(-neAcc)
Ram.M.SG-ACC

joyo
see.PFV.M.SG

‘Raj saw Ram.’

(11) raj-e
Raj.M.SG-ERG

bakri(-neAcc)
goat.F.SG-ACC

joyi
see.PFV.F.SG

‘Raj saw a (the) goat.’

[−ANIMATE] objects cannot license the overt case marker in Surati Gujarati
as it is sensitive to animacy, as seen in sentence (12), where the inanimate
direct object gaadi (car) cannot be used with the -ne marker. 5

(12) raj-e
Raj.M.SG-ERG

gaadi(*-neAcc)
car.F.SG(*-ACC)

joyi
see.PFV.F.SG

‘Raj saw a (*the) car.’

The hierarchy for licensing an overt accusative case marker on the object
is illustrated in (13).

(13) Animacy scale

5The rules for licensing of an overt case marker on the object seem to be different for
Standard Gujarati. Compare Mistry (1998:429) where he claims that even an inanimate
definite object like kaagal-ne (‘the letter’) can license an overt accusative case marker.
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Human > Animate Definite > Animate Indefinite > Inanimate

DOM is optional on [+ANIMATE] direct objects and its absence yields an in-
definite interpretation of these direct objects as seen in (14), where ghodo
(‘horse’) has an indefinite reading. In (14) both the adverb vhel- (‘early’)
and the predicate joyo (‘see’) agree with the direct object ghodo (‘horse’)
for masculine and singular features.

(14) priyanka-e
Priyanka.F.SG-ERG

(varamvaar)
frequently

ghodo
horse.M.SG

(??varamvaar)
frequently

vhel-lo
early-M.SG

joyo
see.PFV.M.SG

‘Priyanka frequently saw a horse early.’

The presence of DOM imparts a definite interpretation to the object as
seen in (15). The position of the DOM marked object ghoda-neAcc (‘horse’)
in (15) must be noted as it is higher than the indefinite ghodo (‘horse’) in
(14). I use adverbs varamvaar (‘frequently’) and vhel- (‘early’) to indicate
the difference in the positions of the two objects in (14) and (15).

(15) priyanka-e
Priyanka.F.SG-ERG

(??varamvaar)
frequently

ghoda-neAcc

horse.M.SG-ACC

(varamvaar)
frequently

vhel-lo
early-M.SG

joyo
see.PFV.M.SG

‘Priyanka frequently saw the horse early.’

By contrast, with ditransitives the -neDat marked indirect object ghodo
(‘horse’) in (16) does not trigger agreement and can never do so. The ad-
verb vhel- (‘early’) and the predicate aap (‘give’) both agree with the un-
marked object chana (‘chickpeas’) for number. Another important obser-
vation is the in-situ position of the -neDat marked object ghodo (‘horse’),
which is similar to the position of the unmarked object in (14). Note also
that the indirect object is ambiguous between definite and indefinite in
(16), parallel to what we saw in (6).

(16) priyanka-e
Priyanka.F.SG-ERG

(varamvaar)
frequently

ghoda-neDat

horse.M.SG-DAT

(??varamvaar)
frequently
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Table 2 Evidence for Case Alternation

Argument Example

I. The use of -neAcc is optional but -neDat is
obligatory

(18), (20), (22)–(23)

II. -neAcc object is structurally higher than
-neDat object

(24)–(26)

III Agreement with Negative particle blocked
with -neDat object

(30)–(31)

chana
chickpeas.PL

vhel-la
early-PL

aapya
give.PFV.PL

‘Priyanka frequently gave chickpeas to a/the horse early.’

4 Evidence for case alternation in Surati Gujarati
As already indicated, I propose the following explanation for the distinct
agreement pattern in Surati Gujarati: when the case on the object is ac-
cusative case, the verb must agree with the case marked object, and when
it is dative, the verb exhibits default neuter agreement (see Mistry 1998
for Standard Gujarati). In this section, I will provide arguments to make
the difference between differential object -neAcc vs. ordinary -neDat more
explicit.

4.1 Diagnostics for case alternation
The hypothesis must be empirically substantiated, as the two -ne mor-
phemes are homophonous and this difference is visible in syntax (also see
Mistry 1998). I summarize the arguments I provide in this section in Ta-
ble 2.

A piece of evidence to show the presence of accusative-dative case al-
ternation is seen in sentences (18) and (20) for contexts (17) and (19) re-
spectively (see §5 on the role of information structure in case marking);
here, the -neAcc marker is the accusative case marker (DOM) and it can
be dropped. The predicate dawdaav (‘cause to run’) and the adverb vhel-
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(‘early’) in both these examples agree with the object.

(17) Context: Priyanka is a shepherd and has three horses Y1, Y2, Y3.
Frequently, Y1 entered her kitchen early.

(18) Priyanka-e
Priyanka.F.SG-ERG

ghoda-neAcc

horse.M.SG-ACC

varamvaar
frequently

vhel-lo
early-M.SG

dawdaivo
run.CAUS.PFV.M.SG

‘Priyanka frequently made the horse run early.’

(19) Context: Some horse or other from Priyanka’s village frequently
entered her house early.

(20) Priyanka-e
Priyanka.F.SG-ERG

varamvaar
frequently

ghodo
horse.M.SG

vhel-lo
early-M.SG

dawdaivo
run.CAUS.PFV.M.SG

‘Priyanka frequently made a horse run early.’

By contrast, the -ne case marker is always obligatory when there is default
agreement as seen in sentences (22) and (23) for context (21). I argue that
this follows from analyzing it as a dative (non-DOM) case marker here.

(21) Context: Priyanka’s mother asked: what did Priyanka do?

(22) Priyanka-e
Priyanka.F.SG-ERG

varamvaar
frequently

ghoda-neDat

horse.M.SG-DAT

vhel-lu
early-N.SG

dawdaivu
run.CAUS.PFV.N.SG

‘Priyanka frequently made a/the horse run early.’

(23) *Priyanka-e
Priyanka.F.SG-ERG

varmavaar
frequently

ghodo
horse.M.SG

vhel-lu
early-N.SG

dawdaivu
run.CAUS.PFV.N.SG

‘Priyanka frequently made a/the horse run early.’

It must be noted that (18), (20) and (22) are all grammatical in their re-
spective contexts. However, there is no context in which (23) is grammat-
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ical. Thus, it seems that the distribution of accusative and dative case on
the object is contextually determined. Another piece of evidence for case
alternation in Surati Gujarati is presented by double object constructions.
It seems very clear from Cardona & Suthar (2003) that SUBJ-IO-DO-VERB

can be considered the base word order for double object constructions in
Standard Gujarati as seen in (24) and this also holds for Surati Gujarati.
The double object constructions are essential as dative case is consid-
ered the case of the indirect objects (see Dryer 1986; Haspelmath 2005)
as shown in (24). In (24), the beneficiary is unambiguously dative marked.
And the verb never agrees with the beneficiary. A causativized transitive
will also end up looking, as in (25).6,7

(24) ram-e
Ram.M.SG-ERG

raj-neDat

Raj.M.SG-DAT

bakri
goat.F.SG

aapi
give.PFV.F.SG

‘Ram gave Raj a goat.’

(25) ram-e
Ram.M.SG-ERG

varamvaar
frequently

raj-neDat

Raj.M.SG-DAT

VP[bakri(*-neAcc)
goat.F.SG(*-ACC)

vhel-li
early-F.SG

khawdavi]
eat.CAUS.PFV.F.SG

‘Ram frequently fed (a/*the) goat to Raj early.’

Crucially, the language cannot license accusative case on the direct object
in sentence (25) as long as it is in the in-situ position. But when the direct
object bakri (‘goat’) moves out of the VP then it can be -ne marked, as in
(26). Comparing (25) with (26), I show that that the accusative case marked
causee moves out of the VP domain and it is structurally higher as seen in
(26) than the dative argument, as in example (25).

(26) ram-e
Ram.M.SG-ERG

bakri-nei Acc

goat.F.SG-ACC

varamvaar
frequently

raj-neDat

Raj.M.SG-DAT

VP[ti

6The presence of dative subjects and dative objects in Standard Gujarati has been doc-
umented in previous studies (see Mistry 2004; 1998).

7The important point that the paper tries to make is to illustrate that Surati Gujarati
has two distinct -ne markers in causative constructions. Whether these markers are truly
dative or accusative, as discussed by Manzini & Franco (2016), is beyond the scope of the
paper.
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vhel-li
early-F.SG

khawdavi]
eat.CAUS.PFV.F.SG

‘Ram frequently fed the goat to Raj early.’

A dative-marked argument can only occur to the right of the adverb
varamvaar (‘frequently’) as seen in sentences (22), (25) and (26), whereas
the direct object can only be accusative-marked if it occurs to the left of
varamvaar (‘frequently’) as seen in (18) and (26) as opposed to (25). An-
other piece of evidence comes from negation in Surati Gujarati. Surati Gu-
jarati has negated auxiliaries which can either agree with the subject or
with the object if both are available i.e., if the subject is unmarked for case
as seen in (27). Here, the main verb laav- (‘bring’) agrees with the subject
Ram and the negation can either agree with the subject Ram or with the
object gaadi (‘car’) (For further discussion, see Joshi 2019).

(27) ram
Ram.M.SG

gaadi
car.F.SG

nho-ti/nho-to
NEG-F.SG/M.SG

lav-yo
bring-PFV.M.SG

‘Ram did not bring a car.’

If the subject is unavailable, i.e. if the subject is ergative case marked, both
the main verb and the pre-verbal nho- agree with the object as seen in (28)
and (29).

(28) ram-e
Ram.M.SG-ERG

gaadi
car.F.SG

nho-ti
NEG-F.SG

chalaavi
drive.PFV.F.SG

‘Ram had not driven a car.’

(29) ram-e
Ram.M.SG-ERG

bakri-neAcc

goat.F.SG-ACC

nho-ti
NEG-F.SG

khaa-dhi
eat-PFV.F.SG

‘Ram had not eaten the goat.’

The observation crucial to the argument is that negation can agree in-
dependently of the main verb as seen in example (27), where the nega-
tion can either agree with the subject or with the object. Based on the
above paradigm, I predict that if both subject and object are unavailable
for agreement, then the main verb and nho- both must show default agree-
ment. This is exactly what we observe in example (30) where both the
main verb dawdaav (‘made to run’) and the negation show default agree-
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ment morphology. The sentence in (30) supports an analysis where -ne
is a dative marker when the verb exhibits default agreement since, when-
ever the dative object is unavailable to the main verb for agreement, it also
remains unavailable to the negation for agreement.

(30) Priyanka-e
Priyanka.F.SG-ERG

ghoda-neDat

horse.M.SG-DAT

nho-tu
NEG-N.SG

dawdaivu
run.CAUS.PFV.N.SG

‘Priyanka did not make a/the horse run.’

If the object in example (30) was accusative, i.e., available for agreement
then it should have allowed the sentence in (31) to be grammatical, con-
sidering the empirical fact illustrated in (27) that negation can agree inde-
pendently of the main verb. However, example (31) is ungrammatical.

(31) *Priyanka-e
Priyanka.F.SG-ERG

ghoda-neDat

horse.M.SG-DAT

nho-to
NEG-M.SG

dawdaivu
run.CAUS.PFV.N.SG

‘Priyanka did not make a/the horse run.’

As a result, it confirms the analysis that the object in (30) with default
agreement on the main verb is dative and not accusative. Thus, based on
the empirical evidence presented above I claim that the difference in the
agreement patterns of Surati Gujarati is due to accusative-dative case al-
ternation.

5 Role of information structure in case assignment
In this section, I argue that information structure plays a vital role in case
alternation. To explain the role of information structure in case assign-
ment, I propose the following: In the Surati Gujarati examples under dis-
cussion, the case-marked objects of the causative predicates are marked
accusative case if the focus is narrow focus on the object. By contrast, the
object is marked with dative case if the focus is focus on the entire VP.

5.1 Diagnostics for focus
To test the above hypothesis, I use the question-answer congruence test
following Hamblin (1973), as the main example of pragmatic focus emerges
in question-answer congruence where a question indicates the commu-
nicative goal of the questioner. In context (32), the focus is on the entire
VP. Thus, the direct object ghodo (‘horse’), is licensed with dative case, as
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seen in sentence (33). Here, the presence of dative case is evident, as the
verb shows default neuter agreement and does not agree with the direct
object; recall that I have argued that dative case does not control agree-
ment in Surati Gujarati (See §1, example (3)).

Focus on the VP

(32) Context: Priyanka wanted to know the strength of her new horse.
When her mother saw the horse gasping for breath she asked
Q1: What did Priyanka do?

(33) Priyanka-e
Priyanka.F.SG-ERG

[ghoda-neDat

horse.M.SG-DAT

dawdaivu/*vo]F

run.CAUS.PFV.N.SG/*M.SG

‘Priyanka made a/the horse run.’

In context (34), the focus is on the direct object. As a result, it gets the
accusative case, as seen in sentence (35). The presence of accusative case
in this sentence is evident, since the verb in (35) agrees with the direct
object, as accusative case is transparent to agreement in Surati Gujarati
(see §2–§4).

Narrow focus (Focus on the direct object)

(34) Context: Priyanka had a goat and a horse. She was unsure whom
she would send to the race. So Salman asked her mother
Q2: Whom did Priyanka pick to run in the race?

(35) Priyanka-e
Priyanka.F.SG-ERG

[ghoda-neAcc]F

horse.M.SG-ACC

dawdaivo/*vu
run.CAUS.PFV.M.SG/*N.SG

‘Priyanka made the horse run.’

In following section, I discuss dative case assignment in causative struc-
tures of Surati Gujarati.

6 Dative case assignment in causative structures
The empirical facts presented in the paper point us to the following di-
rection with respect to dative case assignment. In what follows, I propose
that dative case in Surati Gujarati causative structures is assigned by a de-
pendent case mechanism. I build on Baker (2015), who argues that dative
case is a high dependent case in VP and a VP analog of ergative case. We
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know from sentences (25)–(26) that dative objects occur to the right of the
adverb varamvaar (‘frequently’), which is exactly what we get in sentence
(36), thus, it is safe to say that the object vaagh-ne (‘tiger’) in sentence
(36) is dative. The dative in (36) seems to be structural case as the ob-
ject vaagh (‘tiger’) has an agent theta role from the verb kha- (‘eat’). Thus,
vaagh (‘tiger’) does not have the theta role associated with dative case (e.g.
recipient). The dependent case idea is of utility here as the causee of a
transitive causative predicate like kha (‘eat’) is dative if and only if it c-
commands a distinct NP in the same VP domain. Notice that the object
vaagh-neDat (‘tiger’) and bakri (‘goat’) in (36) are in the same VP domain
but the dative object c-commands the unmarked object bakri (‘goat’) and
thus, dative case is a result of case competition between the two DPs in
the same domain.

(36) mhe
I.ERG

(??vaagh-neDat)
tiger.M.SG-DAT

(varamvaar)
frequently

VP[vaagh-neDat

tiger.M.SG-DAT

bakri
goat.F.SG

khawdaavi]
eat.CAUS.PFV.F.SG

‘I frequently fed a/the tiger a goat.’

Now let us extend this analysis to a causativised unergative predicate like
dod (‘run’). For this, I Follow Laka (1993) and Baker & Bobaljik (2017), via
Bárány & Sheehan (2019), who propose that unergative predicates as op-
posed to unaccusatives are said to be underlyingly transitive with a null
cognate object. I further propose that causativised unergative predicates
like dod (‘run’) contain an implicit object in the VP domain, which acts as
the case competitor for the causee. As a result the causee gets dative as a
dependent case, as seen in (37).

(37) priyanka-e
Priyanka.F.SG-ERG

(??ghoda-neDat)
horse.M.SG-DAT

varamvaar
frequently

VP[ghoda-neDat

horse.M.SG-DAT

∅ dawdaivu]
run.CAUS.PFV.N.SG

‘Priyanka made a/the horse run.’

In line with the above-mentioned generalization, causativized unac-
cusative predicates do not have a null cognate object, and thus, do not
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allow default agreement. I illustrate this in (38), where the causative pred-
icate paad (‘made to fall’) has to obligatorily agree with the causee ghoda
(‘horse’).

(38) priyanka-e
Priyanka.F.SG-ERG

ghoda-neAcc

horse.M.SG-ACC

padaav-yo/*yu
fall.CAUS.PFV.M.SG/*N.SG

‘Priyanka made the horse fall.’

Recall, I show in sentences (25) and (26) that the accusative case marked
causee moves out of the VP domain and it is structurally higher than the
dative argument. I discuss the mechanism of object movement in the fol-
lowing section in greater details and provide evidence for the same.

7 Object shift/scrambling in Surati Gujarati
The distinct agreement patterns and case alternation seem to be a result
of object shift/scrambling. In this section, I will illustrate the difference in
the syntactic positions of DOM marked object vs. ordinary Dative object
with respect to adverbs, as seen in examples (40) and (42). I propose that
in the causative examples that I focus on, an object with +FOCUS feature
moves out of the VP to a position where it gets accusative case, whereas an
object without the +FOCUS feature remains in-situ regardless of its speci-
ficity and is assigned dative case. The crucial data supporting the claim
comes from the adverb placement test (Pollock 1989). Assuming that ad-
verbs have fixed positions, the results of the adverb placement test have
a direct implication for the syntactic analysis of the word order. I use the
adverbs lagbhag (‘probably’), varamvaar (‘frequently’), and vhel- (‘early’)
to test object movement. For the [+FOCUS] object to get accusative case it
must move out of the VP, as in (40), where the direct object Ram occurs to
the left of the adverb varamvaar (‘frequently’).

(39) Context: Priyanka had many servants of which only Ram was the
one who looked very exhausted. Thus, Priyanka’s mother asked
her father the following question:
Q3: Whom did Priyanka frequently make run early?
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(40) Priyanka-e
Priyanka.F.SG-ERG

lagbhag
probably

ram-nei Acc

Ram.M.SG-ACC

VP[varamvaar
frequently

ti

vhel-lo
early-M.SG

dawdaivo]
run.CAUS.PFV.M.SG

‘Priyanka probably frequently made Ram run early.’

The sentence is grammatically deviant if the accusative case is forced on
the object in-situ for context (39), as in sentence (41). Since proper names
that have a human referent must be case marked with the DOM marker,
-ne cannot be omitted from Ram.

(41) ??Priyanka-e
Priyanka.F.SG-ERG

lagbhag
probably

varamvaar
frequently

VP[(vhel-lo)
early-M.SG

ram-neAcc

ram.M.SG-ACC

(vhel-lo)
early-M.SG

dawdaivo]
run.CAUS.PFV.M.SG

‘Priyanka probably frequently made ram run early.’

Now let us consider a different question within the same context, as in
(39), described in Q4. The response to the question in Q4 (with wide VP fo-
cus) is given in (42). If the object is dative case marked with default neuter
agreement on the verb, the object without the [+FOCUS] feature remains
in-situ, to the right of the adverb varamvaar (‘frequently’), as seen in (42).

Q4: What did Priyanka do?

(42) Priyanka-e
Priyanka.F.SG-ERG

lagbhag
probably

varamvaar
frequently

VP[ram-neDat

Ram.M.SG-DAT

vhel-lu
early-N.SG

dawdaivu]
run.CAUS.PFV.N.SG

‘Priyanka probably frequently made Ram run early.’

The sentence is judged to not be perfectly grammatical if the dative case
marked object Ram, moves higher on the clausal spine out of the VP, as
seen in sentence (43) which contrasts with (42).

(43) ?Priyanka-e
Priyanka.F.SG-ERG

lagbhag
probably

ram-nei Dat

Ram.M.SG-DAT

varamvaar
frequently

VP[ti
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vhel-lu
early-N.SG

dawdaivu]
run.CAUS.PFV.N.SG

‘Priyanka probably frequently made Ram run early.’

To account for object shift (sentence (40)) I propose the following (illus-
trated in (44)): First, the ergative subject, moves to the specifier of TP in
this case. Subject movement is evident from the position of the adverb
lagbhag (‘probably’) in the structure as shown in (44). Second, the ac-
cusative case marked object moves out of the VP. Movement of the DP out
of the VP has been previously argued by Diesing (1992) to target specific
objects.

For now I assume that the accusative object originates in the comple-
ment of V and the dative object in [Spec, VP] (as shown in (46)). Third, the
movement of the object out of the VP is connected to accusative case in
causatives. The evidence from the adverb placement test clearly show us
that the object has to be higher on the clausal spine for it to surface with
accusative case. Fourth, only objects with +FOCUS feature move out of the
VP and get accusative case, as seen in sentence (40). If objects with +FO-
CUS feature do not move out of the VP, it renders the sentence ungrammat-
ical as seen in (41). I build on Diesing (1997) and claim that objects with
+FOCUS feature escape the existential closure when they move out of the
VP, thereby acquiring accusative case as a form of dependent case (Baker
2015). This is sketched in (44) for sentence (40), and in (45) for (41).8

To account for in-situ objects (see (42)), I propose the following, illus-
trated in (46): First, the ergative subject moves to the specifier of TP as
previously argued. Second, the dative case marked object remains in-situ
and does not move out like the accusative case marked object. Third, the
in-situ position of the dative case marked object is confirmed by the ad-
verb placement test in (42) and (43). The sentence is perfectly grammat-
ical when the dative marked direct object remains in-situ as seen in (42).
However, the sentence cannot be judged perfectly grammatical when the
dative marked direct object moves out of the VP, as in (43). Fourth, only ob-
jects with +FOCUS feature can move out of the VP. Since, the object in (42)

8This movement of the object is plausibly to the specifier of the focus position as de-
scribed by Jayaseelan (2008). Movement of the object to the specifier of the focus position
is made explicit in the trees in (44)–(47) for better clarity.
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(44)
p

TP

DP
priyanka-ei

T′

Adv
lagbhag

T′

FocP

DP
ram-ne j Acc

Foc′

vP

ti v′
. . .

Adv
varamvaar

VP

V′

Adv
vhello

V′

t j V◦
dawdaivo

Foc◦

T◦
+PAST
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(45) *
TP

DP
priyanka-ei

T′

Adv
lagbhag

T′

FocP

Foc′

vP

ti v′
. . .

Adv
varamvaar

VP

V′

Adv
vhello

V′

ram-neAcc V◦
dawdaivo

Foc◦

T◦
+PAST
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(46)
p

TP

DP
priyanka-ei

T′

Adv
lagbhag

T′

FocP

Foc′

vP

ti v′

. . .

Adv
varamvaar

VP

DP
ram-ne j Dat

V′

Adv
vhellu

V′

DP

∅
V◦

dawdaivu

Foc◦

T◦
PAST
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(47) *
TP

DP
priyanka-ei

T′

Adv
lagbhag

T′

FocP

DP
ram-ne j Dat

Foc′

vP

ti v′

. . .

Adv
varamvaar

VP

t j V′

Adv
vhellu

V′

DP

∅
V◦

dawdaivu

Foc

T
PAST
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does not have the +FOCUS feature due to focus on the entire VP, it remains
in-situ and gets bound by existential closure inside the VP. The fact that the
object in (42) is not the focused element of the sentence was illustrated in
both (33) and (42). The structural analysis for sentence (42) is sketched in
(46), and for sentence (43) in (47).9 The existentially bound causee, which
is in c-command relation with the null cognate object gets the dependent
dative case. This is mainly because the causee is in a case competition sce-
nario with the null cognate object in the same domain; dative case assign-
ment within the VP is briefly mentioned in Baker (2015:133). Note however
that Baker (2015) does not discuss dative case assignment with respect to
information structure.10

8 Conclusion
In this paper, I have presented novel empirical evidence. I show that the
difference in the agreement patterns in Surati Gujarati causative pred-
icates, seems to be due to alternation of case on the objects. The next
task was to define the conditions under which we observe case alterna-
tion. While pursuing this task, I determined the information structure and
agreement relationship in Surati Gujarati. I showed that it is the presence
or absence of a +FOCUS feature on the object, which seems to be the nec-
essary condition for case alternation. Further, I propose that the dative
case is assigned along the lines of Baker’s (2015) dependent case proposal.
To account for all of the above generalizations, I proposed an object shift
analysis that derives both case alternation and the information structure-
agreement relationship in Surati Gujarati. The requirement for object move-
ment out of the VP is the +FOCUS feature, as objects without the +FO-
CUS feature remain in-situ. Such focus-driven object movement is the pre-
requisite for accusative case assignment. This idea is supported by the
empirical data in the paper, in particular, (40) and (42). The empirical
facts and the analysis in this article suggest that object movement for fo-

9Sentence (42) indicates that the Diesing effect, which holds for Hindi-Urdu as shown
by Bhatt & Anagnostopoulou (1996), does not always hold for Surati Gujarati, as the da-
tive case marked direct object in sentence (33) is ambiguous for specificity/definiteness
object, but still does not move out of the VP.

10I remain agnostic about the status of the interaction of FocP with VP, when the focus
is on the entire VP.
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cus feeds differential object marking. This focus-driven object movement
raises a bigger question on the status of A vs A-bar movement, as under
the Minimalist Program (MP) framework, movement has been viewed as a
concomitant of the operation ‘Agree’, (see Chomsky 2000) and focus move-
ments are considered A-bar movements while movement related to case
assignment is A movement. A-movement (for case) is usually assumed to
precede A-bar movement (for focus). Here, the same movement serves
both purposes. Thus, what drives A and A-bar movement operations in
the derivation must be treated as a major empirical issue.
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Abstract This study examines an apparently peculiar narrow scope reading of

positive polarity indefinites in negative imperatives, as in Do not question some-

body’s immigration status, and in negated controlled infinitive complements, as

in I was trying not to be somebody’s bitch, and proposes, referring to Richardson

(1985) and Szabolcsi (2010), that (I) non-responsibility induced by the predicate

leads us (i) to project a subjunctive complement, (ii) to allow the negation to be

interpreted in a clause-external position, and (iii) to coerce a monitoring predi-

cate, take care, all of which amount to paraphrasing the above two examples by

Take care for it not to be the case that you question somebody’s immigration status

and I was trying to take care for it not to be the case that I be somebody’s bitch; (II)

this analysis in terms of coercion is more compatible with a property-denoting

approach to imperatives and controlled complements, than with a proposition-

denoting approach.
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1 Introduction
This study aims first at examining an apparently peculiar narrow scope
reading of indefinite pronouns, observed in some negative imperatives
and negated controlled infinitive complements, and second at shedding
new light on the discussion about imperatives and controlled infinitives,
two constructions which “semantically show significant parallels” (Pots-
dam 1998: 216), and which have yielded parallel approaches in terms of
denoting properties vs. propositions. The discussion is based mainly on
data from English, but also from other languages, especially Japanese.
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The indefinite pronoun somebody in (1a-b) is out-scoped by a clause-
mate negation.1,2 Indefinites with some are known as Positive Polarity Items
(PPIs) which should take wide scope over a clause-mate negation. The
narrow scope reading observed in (1a-b) is at first glance surprising.

(1) a. [How to avoid offending minority customers?] Do not touch
them. [. . . ] Do not use profanity or racial slurs, and do not ques-
tion somebody’s immigration status. (COCA)

b. Basically, I was trying not to be somebody’s bitch for 10 years.
(COCA)

In order to account for this reading, I invoke (i) Richardson (1985) who
claims that some negative imperatives, like in (2a), convey not a prohibi-
tion but a command of monitoring activity, and proposes to paraphrase
its meaning by the coerced monitoring predicate TAKE CARE, as in (2b),
and (ii) Szabolcsi (2010) who argues that a controlled infinitive comple-
ment denoting a situation where the responsibility relation (defined be-
low) doesn’t hold, as in (3a), is semantically equivalent to a subjunctive
complement and that the negation may be interpreted in a lowered but
clause-external position, as in (3b).

(2) a. Don’t fall off the ladder! (Richardson 1985: 247)
b. TAKE CARE not to fall off the ladder. (ibid.)

(3) a. I don’t want to offend someone. (Szabolcsi 2004: 417, fn. 10)
b. I want for it not to be the case [that I offend someone]. (Sz-

abolcsi 2010: 6)

Partly modifying their ideas, this study proposes that (I) in examples like

1The same is true for the Japanese indefinite pronoun nanika ‘something’ in (i).

(i) nanika-o
something-ACC

okiwasure-nai
misplace-NEG

yooni-si-naitoikenai.
so.as.to-do-should

‘I should take care not to misplace something.’
(https://tinyurl.com/y85csgor)

2Glosses follow the Leipzig Glossing Rules. Abbreviations not included in their list are:
CONJ = conjunctive verbal form; DISJ = disjunctive verbal form; RESP = responsibility; PPI
= positive polarity item; TDL = to-do-list; SenP = Sentential Phrase.
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(1a-b), the nature of the predicate leads (i) to coerce the predicate TAKE

CARE, (ii) to project a subjunctive complement, and (iii) to allow nega-
tion to be interpreted in a clause-external position, all of which amount
to paraphrasing (1a-b) by (4a-b); (II) this analysis in terms of a coerced
predicate is more compatible with a property-denoting approach to im-
peratives and controlled complements, than with a proposition-denoting
one.

(4) a. TAKE CARE for it not to be the case [that you question some-
body’s immigration status].

b. I was trying to TAKE CARE for it not to be the case [that I be
somebody’s bitch].

The outline of this study is as follows. §2 reviews Richardson’s and Sz-
abolcsi’s analyses in view of the notion of responsibility. §3 presents my
main proposals. Next, after having quickly reviewed two approaches to
imperatives and to infinitive complements, §4 compares their compati-
bility with the analysis proposed here. §5 recapitulates my main claims.

2 Previous analyses
In this section, I first present the notion of responsibility introduced by
Farkas (1988), which allows us to capture the semantic parallelism be-
tween imperatives and obligatory control (§2.1). I next review, from the
perspective of responsibility, Richardson’s (1985) analysis of negative im-
peratives (§2.2). Then, I discuss Szabolcsi (2010) and Zu (2018) who sug-
gest that infinitive complements are structurally ambiguous depending
on the nature of the predicate (§2.3 and §2.4).

2.1 The responsibility relation
Farkas (1988: 36) advocates, to account for the semantics of controlled in-
finitives, as in (5a), a responsibility relation, defined as a “two-place re-
lation, RESP(i,s), holding between an individual i and a situation s just in
case i brings s about, that is, just in case s is the result of some act per-
formed by i with the intention of bringing s about”. She then notes that the
RESP relation is equally relevant to appropriate uses of the rational clause
in order to, as in (5b), the adverb intentionally, as in (5c), and imperatives,
as in (5d).
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(5) a. Mary ordered John to leave. (Farkas 1988: 31)
b. John read Anna Karenina in order to impress Mary. (idem.36)
c. John fell off the ladder intentionally. (idem.39)
d. [To John] Be polite! (ibid.)

(5a-d) are acceptable since a RESP relation holds between John and his
leaving, his reading ‘Anna Karenina’, his falling off the ladder or his being
polite, while (6a-d) are strange since it is difficult in ordinary situations to
assume a RESP relation between John and his resemblance to his father.

(6) a. #Pete ordered John to resemble his father. (idem.46)
b. #John resembles his father in order to annoy his grandmother.

(idem.36)
c. #John resembles his father intentionally. (idem.39)
d. #[To John] Resemble your father. (ibid.)

2.2 Negative imperatives as a command of a monitoring activity
The RESP relation equally holds in negative imperatives expressing a pro-
hibition, as in (7a). This example is in effect incompatible with the non-
RESP-inducing adverb inadvertently, as in (7b).

(7) a. Don’t trip!
b. #Don’t inadvertently trip!

This is not the case with the negative imperatives in (8a-b): A RESP rela-
tion does not hold between the addressee and her not falling off the ladder
or her not catching cold, as confirmed by the compatibility with inadver-
tently.

(8) a. [To a carpenter] Don’t (inadvertently) fall off the ladder!
(Adapted from (2a))

b. Don’t (inadvertently) catch cold!
(Adapted from Richardson: 1985)

According to Richardson (1985: 246), in (8a), “not falling off the lad-
der is for the carpenter not an act [. . . ], but rather a state of affairs which
he must try to maintain if he is going to accomplish whatever his posi-
tive intentions might be”. The same is true for not catching cold in (8b).
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In other words, negative imperatives like (8a-b) do not convey prohibi-
tions but “commands to monitor against the events denoted by the VPs”
(idem.247). Richardson proposes to capture this meaning by means of co-
ercion of the monitoring predicate TAKE CARE, as in (9a-b).

(9) a. TAKE CARE not to fall off the ladder. (ibid.)
b. TAKE CARE not to catch cold. (ibid.)

Now, the negative imperative in (1a) equally conveys, in the relevant con-
text where the speaker gives some advises to avoid offending minority cus-
tomers, a command of a monitoring activity, which is confirmed by the
acceptability of inadvertently, as in (10a), and by a possibility of the para-
phrase in (10b).

(10) a. Do not inadvertently question somebody’s immigration sta-
tus. (Adapted from (1a))

b. TAKE CARE not to question somebody’s immigration status.

But the motivation of coercion remains unclear, and the paraphrase in
(10b) does not yet account for the narrow scope reading of somebody un-
der negation. To tackle the second question, I review Szabolcsi’s (2010)
analysis in the next section.

2.3 The ambiguity of controlled infinitives, and obviation exemptions
Szabolcsi’s (2010) analysis is based on Farkas’s (1992) discussion on ob-
viation. Obviation is a constraint requiring the subject of a subjunctive
clause to be disjoint in reference from the matrix subject. Farkas (1992:
104) claims that there is a “canonical control case”, where “both the com-
plement [subject] and the matrix argument it is referentially dependent on
bear the RESP relation to [the complement situation]” and that “obviation
is strongest in case the semantic characteristics of canonical control are
met”. Thus, in Hungarian, when the complement of volition verbs denotes
an intentional act, like go to the movie in (11a-b), the semantic character-
istics of canonical control are met and obviation is imposed: when matrix
and complement subjects are coreferential, the infinitive in (11a) is cho-
sen, while the subject of a subjunctive clause cannot be coreferential with
the matrix subject, as in (11b).
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(11) a. János
J.

moziba
movie-into

akar
want.3SG

men-ni. (Hungarian)
go.INF

‘János wants to go to the movie.’ (Farkas 1992: 92)
b. János1

J.
azt
it.ACC

akarja,
want.3SG

hogy
that

pro*1/2

(he/she)
moziba
movie-into

men-jen.
go-SBJV

‘János wants that he/she go to the movie.’ (ibid.)

However, when the context forces the complement to receive a non-RESP

reading, obviation may fail to obtain and a controlled subjunctive comple-
ment, as in (12a), is as acceptable as a controlled infinitive complement,
as in (13a).3

(12) Controlled subjunctive complement

a. Nem
not

akarom,
want.1SG

hogy
that

lelőjek
shoot.SBJV.1SG

valakit. (Hungarian)
someone.ACC

‘I don’t want that I shoot someone.’ (Szabolcsi 2010: 7)
b. [RESP reading] #You can trust me with a gun, because I want

to shoot no one. (Paraphrase given by Zu (2018: 152))
c. [non-RESP reading] Take this gun from me because I want to

shoot no one. (ibid.)

(13) Controlled infinitive complement

a. Nem
not

akarok
want.1SG

lelőni
shoot.INF

valakit. (Hungarian)
someone.ACC

‘I don’t want to shoot someone.’ (Szabolcsi 2010: 7)
b. [RESP reading] #You can trust me with a gun, because I want

3Ruwet (1990) observes that, equally in French, where obviation is usually observed,
as in (ia), when the complement verb is passivized and the matrix subject does not bear
a RESP relation with the complement situation, as in (ib), this constraint is relaxed and
the subjunctive becomes more acceptable, although it remains less acceptable than the
infinitive in (ic).

(i) a. *Je veux que je parte. (French)
’I want for me to leave.’ (Ruwet 1990: 18)

b. ?Je veux que je sois enterré dans mon village natal. (French)
‘I want for me to be buried in the village of my birth.’ (idem.20)

c. Je veux être enterré dans mon village natal. (French)
‘I want to be buried in the village of my birth.’ (ibid.)
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to shoot no one. (Paraphrase given by Zu (2018: 152))
c. [non-RESP reading] Take this gun from me because I want to

shoot no one. (ibid.)

Szabolcsi (2010) further observes that, both in subjunctive and infinitive
complements, indefinite PPIs may be interpreted differently with respect
to the matrix negation depending on the complement meaning: the nar-
row scope reading of valakit ‘someone’ is impossible when the comple-
ment situation receives a RESP reading, as in (12b) and (13b), but possible
when it obtains a non-RESP reading, as in (12c) and (13c). Based on this
parallel interpretation, Szabolcsi claims that (i) the infinitive complement
is structurally different in canonical and non-canonical control; (ii) in the
latter, the controlled infinitive, as in (13a), is structurally parallel to the
controlled subjunctive, as in (12a).

She next shows that such a contrast between RESP and non-RESP read-
ings is equally observed in English controlled infinitives. Thus, in (14a)
with the RESP-inducing verb call, someone usually out-scopes the matrix
negation, while in (14b) including the non-RESP-inducing verb offend, some-
one may take a narrow scope reading.

(14) a. Controlled infinitive with RESP predicate
I don’t want to call someone. [*not > some]
(Szabolcsi 2004: 417, fn. 10)

b. Controlled infinitive with non-RESP predicate
I don’t want to offend someone. [�not > some] (= (3a))

c. I want for it not to be the case [that I offend someone]. (= (3b))

This author then claims that (i) just like in Hungarian, English infinitive
complements are structurally different in canonical and non-canonical
control; (ii) in the latter, as in (14b), the controlled infinitive is structurally
parallel to the controlled subjunctive, as in (14c). Furthermore, in order to
account for the narrow scope reading of someone in (14b), Szabolcsi (2010:
6-7) proposes the following hypotheses: (i) (14b) “doesn’t mean I have no
desire to offend someone, it means, or it definitely can mean I want not to
offend”, that is, the matrix negation is lowered; (ii) the non-RESP relation
in (14b) leads to project an implicit extra layer that she calls “non-RESP

marker”, and that she represents by for it to be the case that in (14c); (iii)
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the narrow scope reading of someone in (14b) is due to the fact that the
non-RESP marker “shields from negation”; (iv) “the presence of non-RESP

marker is decided locally, by looking at the complement, and not by look-
ing at the relation between a participant of the matrix situation and the
complement”.

However, the details of her hypotheses raise some problems: (i) the first
hypothesis presupposes, without discussion, that the volition verb want
allows implicit lowering of the matrix negation. But the conditions of Neg-
lowering should be examined in a more detailed way (see the discussion
in §3.1); (ii) the idea of a non-RESP marker heading a syntactic projection,
advocated in the second hypothesis, is not clear. Especially, while the RESP

relation between an individual, i, and a situation, s, is expressed by means
of a predicate, as in “i intentionally brings about s”, this is not the case
for the non-RESP relation; (iii) the third hypothesis, phrased in terms of
“shielding”, faces empirical problems;4 (iv) the fourth hypothesis is based
on Szabolcsi’s observation that in Hungarian, the scope of indefinite PPIs
in non-controlled subjunctive complements depends on the (non) RESP

nature of the complement, as in (15b-c), just in the same way as in con-
trolled infinitive complements, illustrated by (16b-c). Especially Szabolcsi
argues that indefinite PPIs in non-controlled subjunctive complements
conveying a RESP situation cannot be out-scoped by the matrix negation,
as in (15b).

(15) Non-controlled subjunctive complement

a. Nem
not

akarom,
want.1SG

hogy
that

leugorjál
jump.SBJV.2SG

valahonnan. (Hungarian)
from.somewhere

‘I don’t want that you jump from somewhere (I don’t want for
you to jump from somewhere).’ (Szabolcsi 2010: 7)

4Goncharov (2018) observes that on the one hand, in ordinary shielding cases, as in
(i), where always serves as an intervener, PPI some is accepted, while NPI any is not; on
the other hand, in the relevant construction in (ii), any is accepted. She then argues that
the lack of intervention effect puts into question the analysis in terms of shielding.

(i) John doesn’t always call {someone/ *anyone} (Szabolcsi 2004: 415-416)

(ii) I don’t want to offend {someone / anyone}. (Goncharov 2018)
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b. Jumping is a planned voluntary act. (RESP) [*not > some]
c. Jumping is due to an urge, or inability to resist a temptation.

(non-RESP) [�not > some]

(16) Controlled infinitive complement

a. Nem
not

akarok
want.1SG

leugrani
jump.INF

valahonnan. (Hungarian)
from.somewhere

‘I don’t want to jump from somewhere.’ (idem.6)
b. Context: Look at those rocks. It would be fun to climb and

jump. – I am not going. I don’t want to jump from anywhere.
(RESP) [*not > some]

c. Context: there’s a great view from those rocks. Let’s go climb
them. – I have the fear of heights. I don’t want to jump from
anywhere. (non-RESP) [�not > some]

Szabolcsi’s analysis is thus recapitulated by the configurations in (17)–
(19): in all three types of complements (controlled infinitive, controlled
subjunctive and non-controlled subjunctive), RESP and non-RESP cases
yield structural differences: the non-RESP marker projects an extra layer
serving to create an anti-licensing domain for PPIs.

(17) Controlled infinitive complement

a. [DP1 . . . not INFRESP . . . PPI] [*not > some]
b. [DP1 . . . not [INFnon-RESP PPI]] [�not > some]

(18) Controlled subjunctive complement

a. *[DP1 . . . not pro SBJVRESP PPI] [obviation]
b. [DP1 . . . not [pro SBJVnon-RESP PPI]] [�not > some]

(19) Non-controlled subjunctive complement

a. [DP1 . . . not DP2 SBJVRESP PPI] [*not > some]
b. [DP1 . . . not [DP2 SBJVnon-RESP PPI]] [�not > some]

However, French PPIs like quelqu’un ‘someone’ in non-controlled sub-
junctive complements, as in (20a), and English PPIs like someone in non-
controlled infinitive complements, as in (20b),5 take narrow scope under

5Given that it is possible to add the prepositional complementizer for before the infini-
tive subject, I assume that the latter is inside the complement and that this construction
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the matrix negation, when the complements include the RESP-inducing
verb kill.

(20) a. Non-controlled subjunctive complement
Eliott, je ne veux pas que tu tues quelqu’un . . . Une nouvelle
vie s’ouvre à toi . . . ce serait bien qu’elle ne se déroule pas en
prison . . . (French)
‘Eliott, I don’t want you to kill someone . . . A new life is open
to you . . . it would be nice if your new life did not go on in
prison . . . ’ (M. Carrieu 1990. Le Regarder en Face.)

b. Non-controlled infinitive complement
Then why do you want to spare her? – I have many reasons.
First, I don’t want you to kill someone. Second, I’m opposed to
murder in general. And third, I’m curious about that phantom
girl. (https://tinyurl.com/y9wmgmqp)

Taking into account these data, it seems to be more appropriate to draw a
line between canonical-control cases on the one hand and non-canonical
control and non-control cases on the other hand, as shown in (21a-c).

(21) a. Canonical controlled infinitive
[DP . . . not INFRESP PPI] [*not > some]

b. Non-canonical controlled infinitive or subjunctive
[DP . . . not [INFnon-RESP PPI / pro SBJVnon-RESP PPI]] [�not >
some]

c. Non-controlled infinitive or subjunctive
[DP1 . . . not [(for) DP2 INF PPI / DP2 SBJV PPI]] [�not > some]

In the next subsection, I review Zu (2018) who proposes a detailed analysis
in this direction, based on the conjunct vs. disjunct verbal markings in
Newari.

2.4 Canonical and non-canonical control: Zu (2018)
The conjunct vs. disjunct distinction in Newari shows similarities with and
differences from the infinitive vs. subjunctive distinction in Hungarian.
On the one hand, when matrix and complement subjects are coreferen-

corresponds to a non-controlled subjunctive complement in French.
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tial, and the complement is of canonical control type, including the RESP-
inducing predicate go there, the conjunct suffix (corresponding to the in-
finitive) should be used, as in (22a), and the disjunct one (corresponding
to the subjunctive) is excluded, as in (22b).

(22) Canonical controlled complement

a. wõ:
(s)he.ERG

wa
(s)he

ana
there

wan-ã
go-PST.CONJ

dhakã:
that

dhãla. (Newari)
said

‘(S)he1 said that (s)he1 went.CONJ there.’ (Zu 2018: 143)
b. *wõ:

(s)he.ERG

wa
(s)he

ana
there

wan-a
go-PST.DISJ

dhakã:
that

dhãla. (Newari)
said

*‘(S)he1 said that (s)he1 went.DISJ there.’ (ibid.)

On the other hand, in non-canonical control cases, as in (23) including
the non-RESP inducing predicate accidentally run into someone, accept-
ability is reversed: the conjunct suffix is excluded, as in (23a), differently
from a Hungarian infinitive form in (13b), and the disjunct suffix should
be used, as in (23b). In other words, the conjunct vs. disjunct distinction
in Newari more transparently reflects the distinction between canonical
and non-canonical control than the infinitive vs. subjunctive distinction
in Hungarian.

(23) Non-canonical controlled complement

a. *Shyam-a
Shyam-ERG

dhãla
said

ki
that

wõ:
he.ERG

masika
accidentally

shun
someone

nãpalãt-ã
meet-PST.CONJ

*‘Shyam1 said that he1 accidentally ran.CONJ into someone.’
(idem.146)

b. Shyam-a
Shyam-ERG

dhãla
said

ki
that

wõ:
he.ERG

masika
accidentally

shun
someone

nãpalãt-a
meet-PST.DISJ

‘Shyam1 said that he1 accidentally ran.DISJ into someone.’
(ibid.)

Zu (2018) proposes the following analysis of this distribution. In the
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left periphery of the complement clause is projected a Sentential Phrase
(SenP) which conveys a perspective from which the complement clause
is presented. The SenP forms a local domain and normally functions as a
phase for syntactic operations. However, in canonical control, as in (24a),
where the matrix subject (coreferential with the complement subject) bears
a RESP relation with the complement situation, “the Sen head contains
unchecked phi-features” (Zu 2018: 157), which “must be checked against
a contextually salient individual” (idem.158), provided by the matrix sub-
ject. The domain is thus not closed off (that is, suspended), and the SenP
does not form a local domain, as in (24a). But, “in non-canonical control
[. . . ] the Sen head enters the derivation with no phi-features” (ibid.). In the
same vein, “the Sen head in non-control does not have uninterpretable
features” (idem.159). The SenP therefore serves as a phase, as in (24b-c).

(24) a. Canonical control (Simplified from Zu (2018: 154))
[CP1 (phase1) DP . . . [SenP [uninterpretable phi-features] pro verb.CONJ]]

b. Non-canonical control
[CP1(phase1) DP . . . [SenP(phase2) pro verb.DISJ]]

c. Non-control
[CP1(phase1) DP1 . . . [SenP(phase2) DP2 verb.DISJ]]

According to Zu (2018), the different scope readings of PPIs in canonically
and non-canonically controlled English infinitives in (25a-b) are also due
to the presence or absence of uninterpretable phi features. The narrow
scope reading of PPIs in non-controlled infinitives, as in (25c), may also
be accounted for in the same way

(25) a. Canonical control
[phase1 I don’t want PRO to call someone]. [*not > some]
(idem.158)

b. Non-canonical control
[phase1 I don’t want [phase2 PRO to offend someone]]. [�not >
some] (ibid.)

c. Non-control
[phase1 I don’t want [phase2 (for) you to kill someone. [�not >
some]
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The dichotomy canonical control vs. non-canonical control and non-
control is further supported by the fact that an explicit occurrence of the
infinitive subject is forced in non-control, as in (26a), and is not so bad in
non-canonical control, as in (26b), but is totally unacceptable in canonical
control, as in (26c).

(26) a. Non-control
I want for you to come back in my life. (Zu 2018: 153)

b. Non-canonical control
(?)I want for me to be in shape for tomorrow’s game. (ibid.)

c. Canonical control
*I want for me to call my mom. (ibid.)

Thus, Zu’s analysis is essentially based on the different feature setting of
the Sen head: it bears uninterpretable phi-features in canonical control,
but not in non-canonical control and non-control. This hypothesis may
be valid for Newari where the dichotomy is explicitly observed through
the different verbal suffixes, but sounds ad hoc for English where morpho-
logical support is lacking. Furthermore, unlike Szabolcsi (2010), Zu (2018)
does not invoke Neg-lowering in order to account for the narrow scope
reading of PPIs in (25b). Therefore, the narrow scope of PPIs with respect
to the matrix negation in (25b) and with respect to the clause-mate nega-
tion in (1a-b) are essentially independent phenomena, and the analysis
of the former case cannot be applied to the latter in spite of the common
non-RESP nature of the complement.

If we however assume, with Szabolcsi, that a non-RESP predicate serves
to make infinitive complements equivalent to subjunctive complements,
rather than to prevent domain suspension, the similar narrow scope read-
ing of PPIs in the two different contexts may be analyzed in a parallel way.
This possibility will be pursued in §3.

2.5 Recapitulation
In this section, I present (i) Richardson’s analysis according to which neg-
ative imperatives including a non-RESP predicate, like in (27a), are para-
phrased by means of the coerced monitoring predicate TAKE CARE, as in
(27b), and (ii) Szabolcsi’s analysis according to which non-RESP controlled
infinitive complements, as in (28a), are equivalent to subjunctive ones. Sz-
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abolcsi further suggests that the matrix negation is lowered into a position
where it clause-externally scopes over the complement, as in (28b).

(27) a. Do not question somebody’s immigration status. (= (1a))
b. TAKE CARE not to question somebody’s immigration status.

(28) a. I do not want that I offend someone.
b. I want for it not to be the case [that I offend someone].

There remain some questions. As regards Richardson’s analysis, the mo-
tivation of coercion is not clear, and it is not clear how PPIs are licensed
in (27b). Concerning Szabolcsi’s analysis, it is not clear when the matrix
negation is interpreted in a lowered position, and why it is not interpreted
inside the complement, as in ordinary Neg-lowering cases (e.g. “It is not
likely that she will go” paraphrasable by “It is likely that she will not go.”),
but in an intermediate position, as in (28b).

3 Proposals
To answer these questions, I propose the following hypotheses.
(I) The matrix negation in (29a) may be implicitly lowered down into the
complement when the volition predicate conveys an effective preference.
(II) The non-RESP nature of the complement predicate allows not only the
controlled infinitive complement to be reanalyzed as a subjunctive one,
but also the negation once lowered to be interpreted in a clause-external
position, as in (29b). Furthermore, a monitoring predicate is coerced.
(III) In negative imperatives, as in (30a), the non-RESP nature of the predi-
cate brings about the projection of the subjunctive complement, the clause-
external interpretation of the negation, and the coercion of the monitor-
ing predicate, all of which allow a PPI in the complement to be licensed
by a clause-external negation, as in (30b). Essentially the same operations
occur in negated controlled complements, as shown in (31a-b).

(29) a. I don’t want to offend someone.
b. I wanteffective preference to TAKE CARE for it not to be the case

[that I offend someone].

(30) a. Do not question somebody’s immigration status. (= (1a))
b. TAKE CARE for it not to be the case [that you question some-
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body’s immigration status].

(31) a. I was trying not to be somebody’s bitch for 10 years. (= (1b))
b. I was trying to TAKE CARE for it not to be the case [that I be

somebody’s bitch].

In what follows, after having introduced the background of Hypothesis
(I), I present evidence in favor of each of the three hypotheses, based on
Japanese data.

3.1 Background of Hypothesis (I)
Levinson (2003) observes that one and the same reasonable person can
utter (32a) and (32b) to reply to the same question in (32), within a short
time and without having changed her mind.

(32) Do you want to play tennis?

a. I really want to play, but I have to teach.
b. No [= I don’t want to], I have to teach.

Levinson (2003: 222-223) claims that this is because want is ambigu-
ous: it denotes a mere desire “as a matter of psychological fact” in (32a),
but a “desire accompanying intentional action” in (32b). Condoravdi &
Lauer (2012) call the second meaning “effective preferences”. Grano (2018)
proposes to paraphrase the two readings by would like and intend. I here-
after call the two readings wantwould-like and wantintend. One test to dis-
ambiguate them is provided by anankastic conditionals, roughly defined
by (33a) and illustrated by (33b).

(33) a. For an agent a and predicates P and Q,
if a wants to P, a must Q = a must Q in order to P
(Q is a necessary condition for P)

b. If you want to go to Harlem, you must take the A train.
= You must take the A train in order to go to the Harlem.
(Condoravdi & Lauer 2016: 2)

Now, the compatibility of want with the anankastic conditional in (34a)
indicates that it is interpreted here as wantintend. In the paraphrase in
(34b), negation scopes over the infinitive clause, which suggests that it is
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also interpreted in (34a) in a lowered position where it scopes over the in-
finitive complement.

(34) a. If you don’t want to offend someone, you must watch your be-
havior well.

b. = You must watch your behavior well in order not to offend
someone.

To further support the correlation between the wantintend reading and the
availability of the lowered-Neg interpretation, I refer to Horn’s (2001: 320)
analysis in terms of (in)tolerance, informally represented by (35). For ex-
ample, on the one hand, likely is intolerant, as shown by the incongruity of
(36a). The disjunction in (36b) is exclusive. When the disjunction is shared
between discourse participants, if the speaker asserts that the first dis-
junct is false, the disjunction being exclusive, the hearer can infer the truth
of the second disjunct, where the negation is lowered.

(35) For a predicate P and a proposition p, (i) when P (p)∨P (¬p) is
shared by discourse participants, and (ii) when P is intolerant [i.e.
*P (p)∧P (¬p)], if the speaker utters ¬P (p), the hearer can infer
P (¬p).

(36) a. #It’s likely she’ll go and likely she won’t go. (Horn 2001: 320)
b. (It’s likely she will go)∨(It’s likely she won’t go) [exclusive]

On the other hand, possible is tolerant, as shown by the acceptability of
(37a). Therefore, in the inclusive disjunction in (37b), even if the speaker
denies the truth of the first disjunct, the hearer cannot conclude the truth
of the second disjunct. Now, intolerant likely, but not tolerant possible,
yields a lowered-Neg reading, as in (38a-b).

(37) a. It’s possible she’ll go and possible she won’t go.
b. (It’s possible she will go) ∨ (It’s possible she won’t go) [inclu-

sive]

(38) a. It’s not likely she will go. ; It’s likely she will not go.
b. It’s not possible she will go. 6= It’s possible she will not go.

Now, are the two readings of want intolerant or tolerant? Condoravdi &
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Lauer (2016: 28) point out that want allows contradictory wishes only for
wantwould-like: “the consistency of [(39)] is dependent on a contextual res-
olution for want where the targeted preference is ‘mere desire’ [. . . ]. While
[(39) with wantwould-like] is coherent (and simply attributes indecision to
John), [(39) with wantintend] sounds contradictory (or attributes a certain
amount of irrationality to John)”.

(39) [John said] I want to move in with my girlfriend, but I also want to
keep living alone. (Condoravdi & Lauer 2016: 28)

In this example, the complement of the second conjunct, to keep living
alone, amounts to the negation of the complement of the first conjunct,
to move in with my girlfriend. (39) thus suggests that wantwould-like is tol-
erant, while wantintend is intolerant. We have now confirmed, from a the-
oretical viewpoint, Hypothesis (I), according to which the matrix negation
may be lowered when the volition predicate conveys an effective prefer-
ence. In effect, with a non-RESP predicate denoting a situation to avoid for
social or moral reasons, like offend in (3a), not want to tends to convey not
a simple absence of desire (which sounds half-hearted in these contexts),
but the expression of an intention to monitor against an occurrence of the
relevant situation.

3.2 Evidence for Hypotheses (I) and (II)
Some Japanese data provide empirical support for Hypotheses (I) and (II).
The Japanese volitional form tai, as in (40a), requires the coreference of
the matrix and complement subjects. When the two subjects are disjoint,
another form tehosii with a dative-marked subject, is used, as in (40b).

(40) a. watasi-wa
me-TOP

gaisyutusi-tai. (Japanese)
go.out-want

‘I want to go out.’
b. watasi-wa

me-TOP

anata-ni
you-DAT

gaisyutusi-tehosii.
go.out-want

‘I want (for) you to go out.’

Japanese also possesses a strong NPI daremo which is licensed by a clause-
mate negation, as in (41a), but not by a clause-external negation, as in
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(41b).

(41) a. John-wa
John-TOP

daremo
anyone

kidutuke-nai.
hurt-NEG

‘John does not hurt anyone.’
b. *watasi-wa

me-TOP

[John-ga
John-NOM

daremo
anyone

kidutukeru-to]-wa
hurt-COMP-top

omowa-nai.
think-NEG

‘I don’t think [that John hurts anyone].’

Now, when volitional tai is negated, the strong NPI daremo as well as the
indefinite PPI dareka, as in (42a-b), can appear in the complement (in
these examples and in the examples below, I only focus on the narrow
scope reading of dareka). In both cases, an anankastic conditional reading
is available, as shown in (43), which indicates that volitional tai conveys
here an effective preference, and that the matrix negation may therefore a
priori be interpreted in a lowered position.

(42) a. daremo
anyone

kizutuke-taku-nai.
hurt-want-NEG

‘I do not want to hurt anyone.’
(https://tinyurl.com/ybdawhod)

b. dareka-o
someone-ACC

kizutuke-taku-nai.
hurt-want-NEG

‘I do not want to hurt someone.’
(https://tinyurl.com/ybukoyjf)

(43) {daremo/dareka-o}
{anyone/someone-ACC}

kizutuke-taku-nai-nara
hurt-want-NEG-COND

kotoba-ni
mouth-DAT

tyuuisiro.
watch.IMP

‘If you don’t want to hurt anyone/someone, watch your mouth.’ =
You must watch your mouth in order not to hurt anyone/someone.6

6In fact, the wide scope reading of dareka over the negation is preferred here. The
narrow scope reading is forced by adding another noun phrase after the indefinite, as in
dareka midikana hito ‘someone nearby’.
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But the position where the negation is interpreted turns out to be different
in daremo cases and in dareka cases. As in (44a) and (44b), in the comple-
ment of negated tai, daremo cannot follow the adverb ukkari ‘inadver-
tently’ which highlights the non-RESP nature of the complement, but can
precede it. The same is true in simple clauses, as in (45a) and (45b).

(44) a. ??ukkari
inadvertently

daremo
anyone

kizutuke-taku-nai.
hurt-want-NEG

‘I don’t want to inadvertently hurt anyone.’
b. daremo

anyone
ukkari
inadvertently

kizutuke-taku-nai.
hurt-want-NEG

‘I don’t want to hurt anyone inadvertently.’

(45) a. ??ukkari
inadvertently

daremo
anyone

kizutuke-nai.
hurt-NEG

??‘Inadvertently, I hurt no one.’
b. daremo

anyone
ukkari
inadvertently

kizutuke-nai.
hurt-NEG

‘No one, I inadvertently hurt.’

I propose to attribute the unacceptability of (45a) to the semantic incon-
gruity of the wide scope reading of the non-RESP-inducing adverb over the
negation, as shown by that of the English translation. (45b) is acceptable
since the scrambling of daremo allows the negation to out-scope the ad-
verb, just as in the English translation including topicalized no one. Now,
combining Hypothesis (I) advocating a lowered-Neg interpretation with
Szabolcsi’s idea according to which the non-RESP nature of the predicate
allows a subjunctive complement, we can account for the acceptability
contrast between (44a) and (44b) by paraphrasing them as in (46a) and
(46b), where the matrix negation is interpreted inside the complement,
and takes narrow or wide scope with respect to the RESP-inducing adverb
(as regards the coercion of the causative predicate BRING IT ABOUT, see the
discussion in §4.1).

(46) a. ??I want to BRING IT ABOUT that I inadvertently not hurt anyone.
b. I want to BRING IT ABOUT that no one I inadvertently hurt.

Next, (47a) shows that, contrary to daremo, dareka can follow the adverb
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ukkari.7 Hypothesis (II), which advocates a clause-external interpretation
of the negation, allows us to paraphrase (47a) by (47b) and to account for
the different acceptability of (44a), with the strong NPI daremo, and (47a),
with the PPI dareka.

(47) a. ukkari
inadvertently

dareka-o
someone-ACC

kizutuke-taku-nai.
hurt-want-NEG

‘I don’t want to inadvertently hurt someone.’
b. I want to TAKE CARE for it not to be the case [that I inadver-

tently hurt someone].

The different positioning of the lowered negation in daremo cases and in
dareka cases is further confirmed by their different compatibility with an-
other strong NPI, kessite ‘at all’, which requires to be licensed by a clause-
mate negation, as in (48a).

(48) a. kessite
at all

{daremo/??dareka-o}
{anyone/someone-ACC}

kizutuke-taku-nai.
hurt-want-NEG

‘I don’t want to hurt {anyone/someone} at all.’
(Adapted from https://tinyurl.com/yb229p6y)

b. kessite
at all

{daremo/??dareka-o}
{anyone/someone-ACC}

kizutuke-nai.
hurt-NEG

‘I never hurt {anyone / someone}] at all.’

Under the proposed hypothesis, daremo in (48a) is acceptable since the
negation lowered into the complement can also license the strong NPI
kessisite, just as in (48b) where the two strong NPIs are in the same clause
as the negation; dareka is unacceptable here since it requires a clause-
external negation while kesssite requires a clause-mate negation.

7Its compatibility with the non-RESP-inducing auxiliary, tesimau ‘happen to’, also dis-
tinguishes dareka from daremo, as in (i), which indicates that the negation is interpreted
in a higher position in dareka cases than in daremo cases.

(i) {??daremo/dareka-o}
{anyone/someone-ACC}

kizutuke-tesimai-taku-nai.
hurt-happen.to-want-NEG

??‘I want to happen to hurt no one / I want not to happen to hurt someone.’
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3.3 Evidence for Hypothesis (III)
The ‘inadvertently’ (ukkari) test also supports Hypothesis (III). In the nega-
ted complement in (49a) and the negative imperative in (50a), this adverb
can precede the PPI nanika ‘something’, but not the strong NPI nanimo
‘anything’.

(49) a. ukkari
Inadvertently

{??nanimo/nanika-o}
{anything/something-ACC}

kowasa-nai
break-NEG

yoonisi-ta.
try-PST

??‘I tried to inadvertently break nothing / I tried not to inad-
vertently break something.’

b. I tried to TAKE CARE for it not to be the case [that I inadver-
tently break something]

(50) a. ukkari
inadvertently

{??nanimo/nanika-o}
{anything/something-ACC}

kowasu-na.
break-IMP.NEG.

??‘Inadvertently break nothing! / Don’t inadvertently break
something!’

b. TAKE CARE for it not to be the case [that you inadvertently
break something].

Hypothesis (III) accounts for these contrasts as follows. On the one hand,
in (49a) and (50a), nanimo is unacceptable since the negation is lowered
into the subjunctive complement (projected due to the non-RESP nature
of the predicate), and remains there to license the strong NPI. But when
this NPI follows the adverb ukkari, the negation is out-scoped by the ad-
verb, which yields a semantic incongruity. On the other hand, dareka is
acceptable since the negation may be interpreted in a clause-external po-
sition in order to avoid an incongruous scope relation, just as in the para-
phrases in (49b) and (50b).

Thus, we can now answer two of the three remaining questions: (i) when
is the matrix negation lowered into the complement of a volitional predi-
cate?; (ii) why is the negation interpreted clause-externally when the pred-
icate is of non-RESP nature? But we still don’t have an answer to the third
question, that is, the motivation for coercion of the monitoring predicate.
I will try to tackle this problem by examining previous approaches to im-
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peratives and obligatory control.

4 Previous analyses of imperatives and obligatory control
This section reviews two main approaches to the semantics of imperatives
and obligatory control, that is, the property-denoting approach (§4.1) and
the proposition-denoting one (§4.2). Meanwhile, I also discuss how each
approach deals with cases where the addressee or the attitude holder doesn’t
bear a RESP relation with the denoted situation, for example, third person
imperatives, as in (51a), where “the person or persons who are supposed
to carry out the action the imperative specifies are not [. . . ] those to whom
it is addressed” (Hamblin 1987: 53), and uncontrolled complements, as in
(51b), where the matrix and complement subjects are distinct.

(51) a. Your guards be the diversion while we sneak in!
(Potsdam 1998: 208)

b. John intended for Bill to leave. (Grano 2015: 242)

4.1 The property-denoting approach
According to Portner (2005; 2007; 2012), three major sentence types (declar-
atives, interrogatives and imperatives) correspond to different semantic
types (proposition, set of propositions and property) and are related to dif-
ferent forces (Assertion, Asking and Requiring) and to different discourse
components (Common Ground, Question Set and To-Do List). Declara-
tives denote a proposition, and serve to make an Assertion which boils
down to adding a proposition into the Common Ground; interrogatives
denote a set of propositions, and serve to make an Asking which amounts
to add a set of propositions into the Question Set; imperatives denote a
property, and serve to make a Requiring which boils down to adding a
property to the To-Do List (set of properties), abbreviated by TDL below.
Thus, an imperative sentence expresses a property, “which can only be
true of the addressee” (Portner 2007: 358), as in (52).

(52) �Sit down!� = [λx. x sits down] ∈ TDL(you)
(Adapted from Portner 2007: 358)

Assuming, with Chierchia (1988), “that controlled complements denote
properties”, Grano (2015: 244) directly applies Portner’s analysis of imper-
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atives to the semantics of intend, which consists, as in (53a), in putting
a property denoted by the complement into the matrix subject’s Private
TDL. Thus, (53b) means that the matrix subject, John, adds a property of
leaving to his Private TDL.

(53) a. �intend� = λP〈e,t〉 λx.P ∈ Private TDL(x) (Grano 2015: 244)
b. �John intends to leave� = [λx. x leave] ∈ Private TDL(j) (ibid.)

As regards non-controlled complements, Jackendoff & Culicover (2003)
propose, for (54a) including another obligatory control verb plan, an anal-
ysis in terms of coercion of the silent causative predicate BRING IT ABOUT

THAT, as in (54b).

(54) a. Hilary plans for there to be more light in here.
(Jackendoff & Culicover 2003: 542)

b. Hilary plans to BRING IT ABOUT THAT there is more light here.
(ibid.)

(55) a. �CAUSE� = λp λx. x brings it about that p. (Grano 2015: 246)
b. �John intends for Bill to leave� (ibid.)

= [λx. x BRINGS IT ABOUT THAT Bill leave] ∈ Private TDL(j)

Formalizing the semantics of the causative predicate, as in (55a), Grano
(2015) also proposes the analysis in terms of coercion, as in (55b) and
further clarifies its motivation: a controlled complement denotes a prop-
erty, while a non-controlled complement containing an explicit subject
denotes a proposition. Coercion is required to repair type-mismatch.

Zanuttini et al. (2012: 1266, fn. 46) analyze essentially in the same way
third person imperatives in Bhojpuri, as in (56).

(56) kha :y (Bhojpuri)
eat-IMP.3SG

‘Let him eat.’ (Zanuttini et al. 2012: 1252)

(57) a. [λx: x=addressee(c).[λw. he eats in w]] (idem.1266, fn. 46)
b. �kha :y� = [λx. x BRINGS ABOUT IT THAT he eats] ∈ TDL(you)

These authors then represent the semantics of (56) by (57a), suggesting
that “intuitively, this places a requirement on the addressee that is only
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satisfied if the referent of he eats.” But (57a) is at odds with TDL canon-
ical meaning since the role of the argument of the property is not spec-
ified. Here, following Hamblin’s (1987) remarks according to which “the
imperative: 〈X do so-and-so〉, addressed to Y, is really an elliptical plain-
predicate imperative, 〈Bring it about that X does so-and-so〉”, and inspired
by Grano’s (2015) analysis on uncontrolled infinitives, I propose that a
causative predicate, BRING IT ABOUT is coerced to specify the relation be-
tween the hearer and the denoted proposition, as in (57b).8

Next, as regards the negative imperative in (58a) and the negated con-
trolled complement in (58a), because of a non-RESP nature of the pred-
icates, they are semantically interpreted as equivalent respectively to a
third person subjunctive imperative and an uncontrolled subjunctive com-
plement, both of which denote a proposition. To allow them to be appro-
priately put into the hearer’s or the matrix subject’s TDL and further repair
type-mismatch, I propose, inspired by Richardson’s (1985) analysis of neg-
ative imperatives, to introduce a monitoring predicate TAKE CARE, rather
than a causative predicate BRING IT ABOUT (which is associated with a
RESP situation, as argued by Farkas 1988), as in (58b-c) and (59b-c).

(58) a. Do not question somebody’s immigration status. (= (1a))
b. TAKE CARE for it not to be the case [that you question some-

body’s immigration status].
c. [λx. x TAKE CARE ¬∃p [p = λw (∃y. you question y’s immigra-

tion status in w)]] ∈ TDL(you)

(59) a. I was trying not to be somebody’s bitch for 10 years. (= (1b))
b. I was trying to take care for it not to be the case [that I am

somebody’s bitch].
c. [λx. x TAKE CARE ¬∃p [p =λw (∃y. I am y’s bitch in w)]]∈Private

TDL(I)

Thus, the property-denoting approach allows us to clarify the motivation
for coercion of the monitoring predicate.

8I owe the account of this part to Laurent Roussarie’s insightful remarks (p.c.).
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4.2 The proposition-denoting approach
Next, I review the proposition-denoting approach to imperatives and con-
trolled infinitives. As regards imperatives, Kaufmann (2012) analyzes them
as denoting a modalized proposition expressing a necessity. For exam-
ple, the imperative in (60a) boils down to a modalized proposition, very
roughly represented by (60b).

(60) a. Get up! (Kaufmann 2012: 131)
b. ∀w ∈ Modal Background. you get up in w
c. [λw. you get up in w] ∈ the speaker’s effective preferences

From a slightly different perspective, Condoravdi & Lauer (2012: 48)
claim that imperatives convey that the relevant proposition is among the
speaker’s effective preferences, as roughly represented in (60c). The neg-
ative imperative in (61a) paraphrased by (61b) may be analyzed as in-
volving coercion of the monitoring predicate, as in (62a) (Kaufmann’s ap-
proach) or as in (62b) (Condoravdi & Lauer’s approach). But the motiva-
tion of coercion is not clear under their framework.

(61) a. Do not question somebody’s immigration status. (= (1a))
b. TAKE CARE for it not to be the case that you question some-

body’s immigration status.

(62) a. ∀w. you TAKE CARE in w ¬∃p[p = λw′(∃y. you question y’s im-
migration status in w′)]

b. [λw. you TAKE CARE in w ¬∃p [p = λw′(∃y. you question y’s im-
migration status in w′)]] ∈ the speaker’s effective preferences

As regards controlled infinitives, while Grano (2015) invokes Portner’s
property-denoting approach of imperatives, Grano (2018) refers to Con-
doravdi & Lauer’s proposition-denoting theory. According to Grano (2018),
(63a) means that John’s leaving is among his effective preferences, as in
(63b).

(63) a. John intends to leave.
b. [λw. John leaves in w] ∈ John’s effective preferences.

Grano (2018) further proposes a detailed analysis of non-controlled infini-
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tives. This author first advocates a parallelism between intend and its ad-
verbial form intentionally, which necessarily induces a RESP relation. He
then claims that a RESP relation is not occasionally coerced, as proposed
by Grano (2015), but inherently included in the semantics of intend. Thus,
according to Grano (2018: 616), “intention reports that instantiate syntac-
tic control, like [64a], have essentially the same status as intention reports
that do not instantiate syntactic control, like [65a]. [. . . ] In both cases, John
names [. . . ] the individual who bears the RESP-relation with p [= the com-
plement proposition]. The only difference is that in [64a], in virtue of be-
ing a control sentence, John also names the participant associated with
the subject of break the window, whereas in [65a], Bill takes this place.”

(64) a. John intended to break the window. (Grano 2018: 616)
b. John intended to BRING IT ABOUT THAT he break the window.

(65) a. John intended for Bill to break the window. (ibid.)
b. John intended to BRING IT ABOUT THAT Bill break the window.

From this perspective, Grano (2018) paraphrases (64a) and (65a) in a par-
allel way by (64b) and (65b) and calls this approach “COERCION FREE se-
mantics for intention reports”. As a counterexample to Grano’s (2015) ap-
proach, Grano (2018: 624) cites (66), which includes the non-RESP predi-
cate resemble his father.

(66) a. John intended to resemble his father.
b. John intended to BRING IT ABOUT THAT he resemble his father.

In order to naturally interpret (66a), the causative predicate is needed
to establish a RESP relation between John and his resemblance to his fa-
ther. But if the controlled complement in (66a) denotes a property, no
type-mismatch should take place, and we find no motivation to coerce
the causative predicate. On the contrary, the semantics of (66b) is natu-
rally obtained by the coercion-free approach according to which the verb
intend always introduces the causative predicate by its lexical character-
istics. However, if we assume, with Szabolcsi (2010), that the non-RESP na-
ture of the complement hinders obviation, and reanalyzes a controlled in-
finitive as a subjunctive complement denoting a proposition, the coercion-
based approach naturally makes sense of the semantics in (66b), and (66a)
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no longer contradicts this approach.
Furthermore, if we apply the coercion-free approach to imperatives,

the semantics of the order in (67a) boils down to (67b) including the co-
erced predicate, just as the Italian third person imperative (68a) involving
a subjunctive verbal form, represented by (68b).

(67) a. Get up! (= (65a))
b. [λw. you BRING IT ABOUT THAT you get up in w] ∈ the speaker’s

effective preferences

(68) a. Che
that

venda
come.SBJV

anche
also

lui! (Italian)
he

‘See to it that he comes as well.’ (Zanuttini et al. 2012: 1251)
b. [λw. you BRING IT ABOUT THAT he come in w] ∈ the speaker’s

effective preferences

But such a parallel treatment obscures the marked status of third person
imperatives.9 In sum, the proposition-denoting approach to imperatives
and to controlled infinitives is forced either (i) to invoke, without clarifying
its motivation, coercion of a causative or monitoring predicates or (ii) to
overgeneralize the use of these predicates.10

9Kaufmann (2012) effectively puts into question Potsdam’s (1998) view according to
which the referent of the imperative subject “is not restricted to [. . . ] the addressee”, and
suggests to analyze examples like (68a) as subjunctive clauses, concluding that “impera-
tive subjects are restricted to refer to [. . . ] the addressee(s)” (Kaufmann 2012: 122).

10von Fintel & Iatridou (2017) give two arguments against the proposition-denoting
approach to imperatives; (i) indifferent reading, as in (ia); (ii) “non-endorsing Imperative
and Declarative construction”, as in (ib).

(i) a. Go left! Go right! I don’t care. (von Fintel & Iatridou 2017: 291)
b. Ignore your homework and you will fail this class. (idem. 297)

(ii) a. #You should go left! You should go right! I don’t care. (Adapted from idem. 294)
b. #You should ignore your homework and you will fail this class.

According to Kaufmann, imperatives are inherently disposed with performatively inter-
preted should. First, (ia) would then be paraphrased by (iia), which is not the case: the
first and the second sentences of (iia) are contradictory. Next, a non-endorsing Impera-
tive and Declarative construction, like (ib), aims at warning the addressee NOT to per-
form the action expressed by the imperative (e.g. NOT to ignore the homework in (ia)).
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5 Concluding remarks
This study tries to account for a seemingly peculiar narrow scope reading
of PPI indefinites under a clause-mate negation in negative imperatives,
as in (69a), and in negated controlled infinitives, as in (69b).

(69) a. Do not question somebody’s immigration status. (= (1a))
b. I was trying not to be somebody’s bitch for 10 years. (= (1b))

Observing that the predicate in these examples denotes a non-RESP sit-
uation, I referred to (i) Richardson (1985), who claims that the interpre-
tation of negative imperatives involves coercion of the monitoring pred-
icate TAKE CARE, and (ii) Szabolcsi (2010), who argues that the non-RESP

nature of the predicate amounts to projecting a subjunctive clause. Ap-
plying these two analyses to the examples in (69a-b), I further claimed
that negation may be interpreted in a clause-external position to avoid an
incongruous scope relation with respect to the non-RESP complement.11

The projection of a subjunctive clause, the clause-external interpretation

The paraphrase by (iib) is therefore inappropriate.
According to Condoravdi & Lauer (2012), the speaker’s preference meaning is built in

the semantics of imperatives. Therefore a paraphrase by I want to . . . should always be
possible. This analysis, however, does not hold for (ia) and (ib), as shown in (iiia-b).

(iii) a. #I want you to go left. I want you to go right. I don’t care. (idem.)
b. #I want you to ignore your homework and you will fail this class.

11The distribution of Dutch PPI predicates, like in een lasting parket ‘in a difficult /
awkward situation’ seems at odds with the proposed analysis. These predicates are anti-
licensed by an external negation, as in (i). But they are licensed in the complement of
negated willen ‘want’, as in (ii).

(i) *Ik
I

denke
think

niet
not

dat
that

we
we

in
in

een
a

lasting
tough

parket
spot

zitten.
sit.

‘I don’t think that we are in a difficult situation.’ (Hoeksema 2018)

(ii) Ik
I

wil
want

u
you

niet
not

in
in

een
a

lasting
tough

parket
spot

brengen.
bring.

‘I don’t want to put you in an awkward position.’ (ibid.)

A possibility is that the narrow scope reading is due to a contrast between you and some-
one else. A detailed examination of these data is a subject of future research.
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of negation and the coercion of the monitoring predicate amount to para-
phrasing (69a-b) by (70a-b), which allows us to account for the licensing
of PPI indefinites.

(70) a. TAKE CARE for it not to be the case [that you question some-
body’s immigration status].

b. I was trying to TAKE CARE for it not to be the case [that I be
somebody’s bitch].

I further showed that the property-denoting approach to imperatives
and controlled infinitive complements accounts for the motivation of co-
ercion in terms of type-mismatch, while the proposition-denoting approach
either cannot account for the motivation of coercion or leads to overgen-
eralization of causative or monitoring predicates.
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1 Introduction
In many languages, perception verbs (henceforth PVs) can take various
kinds of complements resulting in often nuanced semantic differences. In
(1), this is illustrated for German with a bare infinitive (henceforth BI) and
a finite complement clause (henceforth FC).

(1) a. Margarete sah / hörte Marie den König töten.
‘Margaret saw / heard Mary kill the king.’

b. Margarete sah, dass Marie den König tötete.
‘Margaret saw that Mary killed the king.’

c. Margarete hörte, dass Marie den König tötete.
‘Margaret heard that Mary killed the king.’

If the sentences in (1) are interpreted differently, how do the different kinds
of perception relate to each other? Do FCs trigger a different kind of per-
ception, one where the PV is interpreted in a metaphorical manner, as in
the English phrase I see, which is used to convey I understand, the phrase I
hear you, or Goethe’s famous dictum Die Botschaft hör ich wohl ‘ ’Tis true,
I hear the message’?

While sentences like (1a) have sparked much interested in event and
situation semantics where they have played an important role, this paper
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focusses on the intricacies of sentences like (1b) and (1c): even though
both are syntactically similar, (1c) with hören in German or hear in English
can receive a slightly different reading, one where Margaret has heard a
rumor.

The paper draws upon the observation illustrated in (2): in German,
PVs with a FC can be accompanied by an-PPs.

(2) Margarete
Margaret

sieht
sees

an
at

dem
the-DAT

blutigen
bloody-DAT

Messer,
knife-DAT

dass
that

Maria
Mary

den
the-ACC

König
king-ACC

umgebracht
killed

hat.
has

‘Margaret sees from the bloody knife that Mary killed the king.’

The main questions of this paper are: How can the different readings in
(1a) and (1b) be captured in formal semantic analyses? And how do these
relate to PVs with a nominal complement as in I see a cat or with a bare
infinitive as in (1a) above, both of which receive a purely visual reading,
but would not be compatible with an an-PP in German?

There are basically two options. In the first option, perception is the
same for (1a) and (1b), but the latter expresses additional meaning be-
yond perception. In the second, the act of seeing in (1a) is different from
the act of seeing in (1b) because perception differs for objects of different
ontological types and seeing a cat is different from seeing a proposition or
fact.

The aims of this paper are to argue for the first option for (1b) as well as
for the necessity of assuming a different one which is closer to the second
option for the most prominent interpretation of (1c), which is one based
on hearsay. Furthermore, the present paper aims at presenting further
data that analyses of these phenomena need to deal with and to present
an analysis for each option on the basis of the data discussed.

This paper is organized in two main sections, together with this in-
troduction and a conclusion. In the first main section, §2, I will lay out
the differences between sentences like (1a) and (1b) and the challenges
that these different semantic and syntactic restrictions pose to any analy-
sis. They encompass selectional restrictions for predicate type and tense,
epistemicity, evidentiality, the abovementioned an-PPs, and presupposi-
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tions. In the second main section, §3, I will use this data to discuss the
problems for previous semantic analyses and propose two separate analy-
ses for the inferential and hearsay interpretations of (1b) and (1c), respec-
tively. They are then compared to each other and discussed with respect
to their differences. I will use English examples to illustrate more general
points that apply to English and German alike and German examples if
the point made might only apply to German.

2 Differences
2.1 Selectional restrictions

Perception verbs with bare infinitives allow only for events and Davidson-
ian states (Maienborn 2005), but not for statives like in (3).

(3) a. I see her come.
b. *I see her know Margaret.
c. *I see her have red hair.

Perception verbs with that-clauses underly no such restrictions, as can be
seen in (4).

(4) a. I see that she is coming.
b. I see that she knows Margaret.
c. I see that she has red hair.

Furthermore, bare infinitives have to be co-temporal with the matrix event,
which is illustrated in (5), while that-clauses can have any tense, as in (6).

(5) a. I see her go on vacation.
b. *I see her have gone on vacation.
c. *I see her will go on vacation.

(6) a. I see that she goes on vacation.
b. I see that she has gone on vacation.
c. I see that she will go on vacation.

2.2 Epistemic load
Perception verbs with finite that-clauses carry a certain epistemic load,
while perception verbs with bare infinitives are epistemically neutral (Bayer
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1986; Hintikka 1969b; Kratzer 2017; Maienborn 2011). In the following ex-
ample adapted from Maienborn (2011), it is conceivable for (7a) and (7b)
that Anna perceived the event of rose cutting and the speaker knows the
rose cutting agent to be Heidi, but Anna did not recognize her or maybe
does not even know her. However, the sentence in (7c) is only felicitous
if Anna recognized Heidi, which is why the part in parentheses cannot be
added.

(7) a. Anna saw Heidi cut the roses.
b. Anna saw Heidi cut the roses, but she didn’t recognize it was Heidi

who cut the roses.
c. Anna saw that Heidi was cutting the roses (#but she didn’t recog-

nize that it was Heidi who was cutting the roses).
(Adapted from Maienborn 2011: 808, (11))

This epistemic effect, which requires the subject of the PV to fully rec-
ognize the content of the FC, also renders the inference in (9) invalid,
whereas the inference in (8) is valid (Kratzer 2017).

(8) First premise
Beryl saw Meryl sprinkle the white powder on Cheryl’s dinner.
Second premise
The white powder was the most deadly poison.
Conclusion (valid)
Beryl saw Meryl sprinkle the most deadly poison on Cheryl’s dinner.

(9) First premise
Beryl saw that Meryl sprinkled the white powder on Cheryl’s dinner.
Second premise
The white powder was the most deadly poison.
Conclusion (invalid)
Beryl saw that Meryl sprinkled the most deadly poison on Cheryl’s
dinner. (Taken from Kratzer 2017: (3) and (4))

Only in the case of FCs does the perceiver necessarily know what he is
perceiving and the descriptions attributed to the event and to the individ-
ual participants in the that-clause match the perceiver’s epistemic state.
In the case of BIs, however, they do not necessarily match the perceiver’s
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epistemic state.
Hence, the conclusion in (8) is valid because it does not make a state-

ment about whether Beryl knew the white powder to be the most deadly
poison. In contrast, the invalid conclusion in (9) entails that Beryl knew
about the poison, which is not given by the premises.

2.3 Types of evidence
Crosslinguistically, many languages around the world employ grammati-
cal markers for the category evidentiality, marking the evidential grounds
the speaker has for asserting a main proposition. Regarding the types of
evidential grounds, a central distinction can be made between direct evi-
dence, in which case the speaker has directly perceived an event, and in-
direct evidence, which divides further into inference and report (Willett
1988).

PVs with a BI refer to direct perception or evidence, as in (10), while PVs
with a FC can usually refer to indirect knowledge or evidence, as in (11)
and (12) (Aikhenvald 2007; Kratzer 2017), but they can also be based on a
direct perception context. In the contexts given in (11) and (12), Margaret
has not witnessed the event of Mary killing the king directly. In (11) she
draws an inference and in (12) she has been told so.1 In both contexts the
BI is not acceptable.

(10) Direct perception context
Margaret, Mary, and a king were present. Mary killed the king and
Margaret saw / heard the event.

a. Margaret saw / heard Mary kill the king.
b. Margaret saw / heard that Mary killed the king.

(11) Inference context

a. Margaret knew that Mary wanted to kill the king and saw a bloody
knife.

1As indicated above, the reportative interpretation is much more prominent for hear
as well as for German hören. As a reviewer emphasizes, the inferential is very rare and
would have to be forced by context. It is important at this point, however, to acknowledge
that these readings exist and that see and hear as well as there counterparts in German
do not completely split into inferential and reportative readings, respectively.
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Margaret saw that Mary killed the king.
#Margaret saw Mary kill the king.

b. Margaret knew that Mary went out to kill the king and heard a
loud scream from the king as he fell down from the castle wall.
Margaret heard that Mary killed the king.
#Margaret heard Mary kill the king.

(12) Report context
Someone told Margaret that Mary killed the king.

a. Margaret heard that Mary killed the king.
b. #Margaret heard Mary kill the king.

2.4 Prepositional an-phrases
In German, PVs with a FC can be accompanied by a prepositional an-
phrase that indicates the source of the inference, as in (13).2 While hören
with a FC often receives a reportative interpretation, the presence of such
an an-phrase forces an inferential reading, as in (14).3

(13) a. An
at

dem
the-DAT

blutigen
bloody-DAT

Messer
knife[DAT]

sah
saw

Margarete,
Margaret

dass
that

Maria
Mary

den
the-ACC

König
king[ACC]

umgebracht
killed

hat.
has

‘Margaret sees from the bloody knife that Mary killed the king.’
b. An

at
dem
the-DAT

Geräusch
sound[DAT]

hörte
heard

Margarete,
Margaret

dass
that

Maria
Mary

den
the-ACC

König
king[ACC]

umgebracht
killed

hat.
has

‘Margaret heard from the sound that Mary killed the king.’

2They are already attested as indicators of inference in Old High German (Axel-Tober
& Müller 2017; Müller 2019).

3The word daran (see (14)) is a contracted PP headed by an with the literal meaning
‘at it’ or ‘at that’.
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(14) a. Es
it

gab
give.PST

einen
a

Schrei.
scream

Daran
there.at

hörte
heard

Margarete,
Margaret

dass
that

Marie
Mary

den
the-ACC

König
king[ACC]

getötet
killed

hat.
has

‘There was a scream. From that Margaret heard that Mary killed
the king.’

b. Margarete
Margaret

sprach
talk.PST

mit
with

Marion.
Marion

#Daran
there.at

hörte
heard

Margarete,
Margaret

dass
that

Marie
Mary

den
the-ACC

König
king[ACC]

getötet
killed

hat.
has

‘Margaret talked to Marion. From that Margaret heard that Mary
killed the king.’

In this use, an-phrases are possible with all kinds of perception predicates
with dass-clauses in German, e.g. sichtbar / hörbar / spürbar, dass ‘visible
/ audible / sensible that’, but neither with nouns or BIs in a direct percep-
tion reading, as seen in (15), nor with belief predicates, as seen in (16).

(15) a. *Daran
there.at

sehe
see

ich
I

eine
a-ACC

Katze.
cat[ACC]

‘From that I see a cat.’
b. *Daran

there.at
sehe
see

ich
I

dich
you.ACC

kommen.
come-INF

‘From that I see you come.’

(16) *An
at

dem
the-DAT

Messer
knife[DAT]

glaube
believe

ich,
I

dass
that

. . .

‘From the bloody knife I believe that . . . ’

However, there is a certain type of noun that can be accompanied by an
an-phrase and that is the trope denoting type. In these cases, we observe
the same kind of inferential reading – as opposed to an extensional read-
ing as in Ich sehe eine Katze ‘I see a cat’ – that we observe with FCs. Ac-
cordingly, the content of the noun can be rephrased as a FC, as illustrated
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in (17b).4,5

(17) a. An
at

seinem
his

Gesichtsausdruck
expression

sah
see.PST

sie
she

seine
his

Schuld.
guilt

‘From his expression, she saw his guilt’
b. An

at
seinem
his

Gesichtsausdruck
expression

sah
see.PST

sie,
she

dass
that

er
he

schuldig
guilty

war.
was

‘From his expression, she saw that he was guilty.’

In contrast to pure perception predicates like sehen ‘see’ and sichtbar ‘visi-
ble’, erkennen ‘recognize’ and its corresponding modal adjective erkennbar
generally allow for an an-phrase together with a nominal complement, as
in (18).

(18) Daran
there.at

erkennt
recognize

/ *sieht
see

man
one

einen
a

Betrüger.
fraud

‘Thereby you recognize / *see a con man.’

Yet, erkennen cannot take a BI as its complement:

(19) *Ich
I

erkenne
recognize

dich
you.ACC

kommen.
come-INF

‘I recognize you come.’

In the translations above, the most literal counterpart at is used for gloss-
ing the an-phrase, which would not be used in English. Instead, the prepo-
sition from is accepted by at least some speakers with perception predi-
cates.6 However, there are differences. In contrast to German an, English

4The English part of the example in (17) was pointed out to me by a reviewer. It works
slightly worse in German, but I think well enough to illustrate the point.

5Again, this construction and reading is already attested in Old High German (Axel-
Tober & Müller 2017; Müller 2019).

6A native speaker suggested this; however, another native speaker did not agree. An-
other possible candidate is the English preposition by, which was also used with recog-
nize above. A first enquiry has not found it to be substantially better than from, though.
This is corroborated by a query a reviewer made in the Corpus of Contemporary Ameri-
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from is also compatible with pure predicates of inference like conclude or
infer, as in (20), and even more so than with perception predicates. In Ger-
man, (dar)aus has to be used with such predicates. So, while English from
seems to generally indicate a source of knowledge with any knowledge
predicate, German an is restricted specifically to perception predicates.

(20) a. From that I conclude / infer that . . .
b. *Daran(/Daraus) schließe / schlussfolgere / inferiere ich . . .

For French, a possible candidate is the preposition à, as in (21).

(21) a. J’ai
I-have

vu
seen

à
at

son
his

air
appearance

qu’il
that-he

était
was

fâché.
angry

‘I have seen from his appearance that he was angry’
b. J’ai

I-have
vu
seen

au
at.the

couteau
knife

sanglant
bloody

que
that

Marie
Mary

avait
had

tué
killed

le
the

roi.
king

‘I saw from the bloody knife that Mary killed the king.’

While more data from other languages is still to be collected, this shows
at least for German that the an-phrase is tied specifically to PVs in an in-
ferential reading with a FC or a trope denoting noun or certain predicates
like erkennen ‘recognize’. Such predicates are sometimes treated as per-
ception predicates (e.g. Rau 2011). However, they have a similar inferential
meaning already incorporated in a way that makes it available for nomi-
nal complements without restrictions regarding their semantic type, but
prohibits BI complements.

2.5 Entailments and presuppositions
The complements of PVs are usually entailed such that I see a cat entails
the existence of a cat and I see someone come entails an event of someone
coming. Regarding FCs, the truth of the complement of see is entailed, but
the truth of the complement of hear often is not. It might be tempting to
attribute this difference to a different reliability of the senses such that vi-
sual perception is more reliable than auditory perception. However, this

can English (= COCA), who found five examples for from, but only one for by.
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difference is not due to sensory type but actually due to evidence type, as
is shown in the following examples. The example in (22) shows that one
cannot say that someone saw that it rained if one knows that it did not
rain, even if the subject of the main clause believes that it rained and has
reasonable grounds for assuming so. The same holds for hear in (23a) with
an inferential reading. Only in the reportative reading in (23b) the propo-
sition in the subclause may be known to be false.

(22) Heidi saw a wet street. It didn’t rain.
#Heidi saw that it rained.

(23) a. Heidi heard the door open downstairs and thought it was her fa-
ther. But it was her mother.
#Heidi heard that her father came home.

b. Someone told Heidi that her friend Peter was a spy. But he wasn’t.
Heidi heard that Peter was a spy.

Turning to the question of presuppositions, the set of diagnostics called
family of sentences by Chierchia & McConnell-Ginet (1990) is most estab-
lished. One of these diagnostics is embedding under questions. In the fol-
lowing German examples, the question in (24a) does not imply that any-
one actually came; however, the question in (24b) is only felicitous in a
context where the speaker knows that someone did. Hence, the BI is not
presupposed, whereas the FC is presupposed.7

(24) a. Hast
have-2.SG.PRS

du
you

jemanden
someone

kommen
come-INF

sehen?
seen

‘Did you see anyone come?’

7However, one might imagine a court room situation, where a witness is questioned
whether he actually saw that something happened, implying that if he did not see it, it
might not have happened at all. Moreover, in the wake of Simons et al. (2010), the tra-
ditional notion of presupposition has come into question especially for complements of
factive verbs. Tonhauser et al. (2018) report that verbs do not behave in strict accordance
with the distinct categories of factive and non-factive, but factive presuppositions are
subject to gradiency. Nonetheless, even in the experiments reported in Tonhauser et al.
(2018), see is usually on the upper end of the scale. The courtroom example seems to be
a special case and presuppositions to be more prone to cancelling in interrogations. In
German, a non-presuppositional complement of a PV with dass has to be marked with
the subjunctive mood.
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b. Hast
have-2.SG.PRS

du
you

gesehen,
seen

dass
that

jemand
someone

gekommen
come-PRF

ist?
is

‘Did you see that someone came?’

3 Analyses
Most analyses have focused on the combination of perceptions verbs with
bare infinitives, which have been widely discussed in event and situation
semantics (see e.g. Barwise 1981; Barwise & Perry 1983; Higginbotham
1983; 1999; Vlach 1983). Rau (2011) provides an account for PVs with FCs
which relies on a relation between two events, the SEE-event and the event
described in the FC. Hintikka (1969b), on the other hand, extends his fa-
mous analysis for propositional attitudes from predicates of knowledge
and belief to perception predicates.

Assuming a Davidsonian event-based account for BIs can explain the
restrictions from §2.1 if we posit that not all verbs describe a Davidsonian
event (Maienborn 2005; 2011) and that for a perceptual relation to hold
between two individuals, there must be a temporal overlap between both.
Assuming a similar account for FCs as well not only faces the problem of
epistemic load described in §2.2, which might be remedied by introduc-
ing an additional epistemic function, but also needs to explain why these
restrictions hold in one case but not the other.

In (25), a pure propositional attitude analysis along the lines of Hintikka
(1969a;b) is shown.

(25) a. Margaret saw / heard that Mary killed the king.
b. For every w ′ such that w ′ is compatible with what Margaret saw

/ heard in w , Mary killed the king in w ′.

This analysis captures the lack of restrictions for the predicate within the
FC as well as the accompanying epistemicity. Since this analysis has been
deemed inadequate for the bare infinitive constructions by most authors,
the question arises whether there is any link between a PV with a nom-
inal argument or a BI and the same PV with a FC.8 In the case of hear /
hören, a general analysis describing a set of worlds which is compatible

8However, Saarinen (1983) defends a Hintikkan treatment also for BI complements.
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with what someone has heard is compatible with both inferential and re-
portative readings. However, it is not clear how these readings would be
distinguished. Moreover, it is not explained how these readings relate sys-
tematically to the availability of an an-phrase together with the presence
or absence of factive presuppositions.

In the following I will first elaborate on the role of the perceiving subject
and the perceived object for an analysis. Based on the data discussed I will
then propose an analysis for all inferential readings of PVs with a FC and
explain its relationship to standard extensional uses of PVs. Finally, I will
show a different analysis for the reportative readings of hear / hören by
extending the analysis given by Kratzer (2016) for verbs of belief and verbs
of speech.

3.1 Subjects and objects of perceptions
The perceiving subject The perceiving subject of the main clause is re-
sponsible for the conclusion described by the FC. Imagine the context in
(26).

(26) A woman consults Holmes and Watson. Both see the same things. For
instance, both see elm leaves on her boots. Both recognize they are
elm leaves. Holmes knows that elms grow only on East End next to
the river Thames. Watson does not know this.

a. Holmes saw that she was coming from East End.
b. #Watson saw that she was coming from East End.

Though both men see exactly the same things, only the sentence in (26a)
would be acceptable in this context. In a strictly Hintikkan analysis like
(25), it is not clear why the FC should not be compatible with what Watson
saw. In fact, it is compatible with what both saw, but not with what both
know.

This example shows that these PVs do not rely solely on the object of
perception nor on general rules about the world, but they also interact
with the previous knowledge of the attitude holder about the world. Only
Holmes knows that the elm leaves grow on East End, so only he knows
them to be evidence for the embedded statement. Furthermore, what can
be evidence for someone for a certain conclusion varies across worlds,
since there would be possible worlds in which elms do not grow on East
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End, as well as possible worlds in which they do but Holmes does not
know about it.

The perceived object The perceived object of the inferential readings is
not an intensional object itself. In reportative readings, hören can take a
noun like Gerücht ‘rumor’ as a complement. For inferential readings of
sehen or hören, nouns meaning ‘fact’ or ‘conclusion’ cannot act as a com-
plement of the PV. However, English see behaves differently. In English,
fact is a perfectly adequate nominal complement.9

(27) a. Heidi
Heidi

hörte
hear-PST

das
the

Gerücht,
rumor

dass
that

. . .

‘Heidi heard the rumor that . . . ’
b. *Heidi

Heidi
sah
see.PST

die
the

Tatsache
fact

/ Schlussfolgerung,
conclusion

dass
that

. . .

‘Heidi saw the fact / *conclusion that . . . ’

While the previous paragraph might suggest that the FC describes the con-
tent of a conclusion made by the subject of the main clause, this conclu-
sion does not seem to be present as an individual argument in German or,
at least, it does not act directly as the internal argument of the perception
predicate.

Furthermore, the perceived object is not necessarily described by any
part of the FC. It is, however, necessarily described by the an-phrase. This
is illustrated in (28) and (29). Out of (29a-e), only (29e) would always be a
false statement in the context.

9I am indebted to a reviewer who made me aware of this fact. In fact, he found that
fact is the third most frequent noun returned by the query [see] the [n*] that in the COCA.
In the German Reference Corpus (= DeReKo), there was only one example of this type,
which is part of a speech by Angela Merkel. In German, the combination of sehen and
Tatsache only occurs within constructions that are usually considered small clauses but
are different from BIs in German, e.g. Ich sehe die Sache nicht so dramatisch. ‘I don’t see
the matter as dramatic.’
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(28) You know that every time Hannah is working, Anna hangs out a red
ribbon for her lover.
An
at

dem
the-DAT

roten
red-DAT

Band
ribbon.[DAT]

sehe
see

ich,
I

dass
that

Hannah
Hannah

arbeitet.
works

‘I see (/ know) from the red ribbon that Hannah is working.’

(29) a. I don’t see Hannah work.
b. I don’t see anyone work.
c. I don’t see Hannah.
d. I don’t see anyone.
e. #I don’t see a red ribbon.

This shows that at least in German, inferential readings of PVs with a FC
still involve regular perception, only what is perceived is not expressed in
the FC, but can be expressed optionally with the German an-phrase.

3.2 Inferential readings
In the spirit of event semantics, I presuppose that standard readings of PVs
with noun phrases or BIs involve an extensional relation between three in-
dividuals, the perception event, the perceiving subject and the perceived
object, which may be another event.10 What is its relationship to the infer-
ential readings of a PV with a FC?

As shown above, the perceiving subject is necessarily the one who draws
the conclusion described by the FC. It was also argued for German that
this construction still involves an act of actual sensory perception, only
that the object which is perceived in this act is independent of the FC, but
can be overtly realized. We can thus conclude that an analysis of the infer-
ential readings in German needs to include a standard perception pred-
icate as described above and an additional part which introduces a con-
clusion and relates it to the perception event. This part is provided in (30)
as a function from a piece of evidence, an attitude holder, and a world of
evaluation to a set of worlds.

(30) Inference(y)(x)(w) = {w ′ ∈ W : w ′ is compatible with the conclusions
x draws (wrt. to x’s knowledge in w) from y in w}

10Since this is not the focus of this paper, I will leave the discussion aside. The inter-
ested reader is referred to the articles mentioned above.
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This inferential function is not supposed to replace a standard perception
predicate, but to augment it. I assume a predicate SEE1 for standard read-
ings of sehen with noun phrases and BIs which encodes an extensional
eventive relation between a perceiving subject and a perceived object.
It shares two arguments with the inferential function such that the per-
ceived object functions as a piece of evidence from which a conclusion
can be drawn in a world and the perceiving subject is the attitude holder
to draw the conclusion from it. The presupposition is rendered by a par-
tial function which requires the embedded proposition to be true not only
in all worlds w ′ of the inferential function, but also in w . The complete
analysis for sehen with a FC can be seen in (31):

(31) λpλxλeλw : p(w).∃y[SEE1(y)(x)(e)(w)∧
∀w ′[w ′ ∈ Inference(y)(x)(w) → p(w ′)]]

Returning to our initial problems posed by the differences described in §2,
the presupposition and the evidence type is wired directly into the anal-
ysis. The valid and invalid conclusions of (8) and (9), respectively, can be
explained as well. Given the extensional analysis for PVs with a BI we ex-
pect premises and conclusions to be evaluated with respect to the same
parameters. So, if x sees an event involving an individual z in w in the first
premise and the same individual z is poison in w in the second premise,
we can conclude that x sees an event involving z and z is poison in w, given
that x and z are assigned the same values.11 For PVs with a FC, however,
the inferential function in the conclusion would require an individual z to
be poison not only in w as given by the second premise but in w ′ as well,
the epistemic world of the perceiver, which is not given by the premises.
The selectional restrictions exemplified in §2.1 can be explained by the
assumptions that stative predicates like know or have red hair do not pro-
vide a Davidsonian event argument for the perception predicate (Maien-
born 2005; 2011). Though we maintain the same perception predicate as a
part of our analysis for the inferential interpretation, the same restrictions

11For the sake of simplicity, I neglect the assignment function in my examples. Dy-
namic semantics would be another possibility to achieve this. In any case, it is obvious
that the conclusion can only hold if the white powder in the first premise is the same as
in the second premise.
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do not hold, since it does not require the perceived object to be the event
or any individual of the embedded clause.

In the following examples (32)–(35), I spell out the analyses for sehen
with a noun phrase, a BI, a FC, and a FC with an additional an-phrase
(where tense is neglected).12

(32) a. Margarete sah einen Marder.
‘Margaret saw a marten.’

b. λw∃e∃y[SEE1(y)(Mrgt)(e)(w)∧marten(y)(w)]

(33) a. Margarete sah Marie den König töten.
‘Margaret saw Mary kill the king.’

b. λw∃e∃e ′[SEE1(e ′)(Mrgt)(e)(w)∧kill-theking(Mary)(e ′)(w)]

(34) a. Margarete sah, dass Marie den König getötet hatte.
‘Margaret saw that Mary had killed the king.’

b. λw : ∃e ′[killed-theking(Mary)(e ′)(w)].
∃e∃y[SEE1(y)(Mrgt)(e)(w)∧
∀w ′[w ′ ∈ Inference(y)(Mrgt)(w) →
∃e ′′[killed-theking(Mary)(e ′′)(w ′)]]]

(35) a. An einem blutigen Messer sah Margarete, dass Marie den König
getötet hatte.
‘From a bloody knife Margaret saw that Mary had killed the king.’

b. λw : ∃e ′[killed-theking(Mary)(e ′)(w)].
∃e∃y[SEE1(y)(Mrgt)(e)(w)∧bloody(y)(w)∧knife(y)(w)∧
∀w ′[w ′ ∈ Inference(y)(Mrgt)(w) →
∃e ′′[killed-theking(Mary)(e ′′)(w ′)]]]

One of the main benefits from such an analysis for the inferential con-
struction is that its relationship to the other reading becomes perspicu-
ous. It is not necessary to involve metaphoric mechanisms to change what
seeing means in this context or to resort to fact perception as a different
kind of perception. In contrast, the perception part stands unaltered but
is related to an epistemic part by sharing arguments.

12In (34) and (35), e ′ in world w has to be counterpart-identical with e ′′ in world w ′. I
ignore this issue in these analyses.
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3.3 Reportative readings
Verbs of hearing with finite clauses, however, are generally ambiguous be-
tween inferential and reportative interpretations. I argue that reportative
interpretations arise if the internal argument is satisfied by an informa-
tional object with which the that-clause is associated.

Relativization,modal anchors and content functions Generally, that-clauses
occur as complements for a variety of verbs, e.g. verbs of speech, thought,
and belief. However, that-clauses can also complement or modify nouns
like idea, possibility, or thought, denoting their content. As a consequence,
we can associate propositional content with informational objects, i.e. ob-
jects like ideas, stories or rumors. Such informational objects may be mod-
eled by taking an individual argument as a modal anchor (Hacquard 2006).
Modal functions can project sets of possible worlds from such a modal
anchor, i.e. from an individual argument. Kratzer (2016) argues that the
contribution of mood is the introduction of a free variable ranging over
domain projection functions, as in (36).

(36) �Mood� =λpλx∀w ′[w ′ ∈ f (x) → p(w ′)] (Kratzer 2016)

One possible assignment for f (x) in (36) is a content-related domain pro-
jection function with defeasible normalcy conditions which can be intro-
duced by the that-clause via relativization relating x to an individual in
the main clause, as in (37) (Kratzer 2016).

(37) λx.Content(x) = {w ′ ∈ W : w ′ is a world that is compatible with the
content of x }
Undefined if x doesn’t have intensional content (Kratzer 2016)

In (38), this is exemplified with a noun phrase.

(38) a. the [rumor that Ortcutt is a spy]
b. λxλw[rumor(x)(w) ∧∀w ′[w ′ ∈ Content(x) → spy(Ortcutt)(w ′)]]

(Adapted from Kratzer 2016)

Syntactically, it has been argued that what were previously considered to
be sentential complements actually involve relative structures (Arsenije-
vic 2009; Kayne 2008; Moulton 2009; diachronically for German: Axel 2009;
Axel-Tober 2017). Kratzer (2016) draws upon these ideas and proposes an
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analysis like (39) for speech act verbs like say. In (39), the speech event pro-
duces an argument which acts as a modal anchor for the content function
in (37) relating it to the speech content.

(39) a. Margaret [says that Mary killed the king].
b. λxλeλw∃y[say(y)(x)(e)(w)∧

∀w ′[w ′ ∈Content(y) →∃e ′[killed-theking(Mary)(e ′)(w’)]]]

In other words, if I say something, this thing is an informational object
with a propositional content. The that-clause acts as a relative clause re-
stricting its content to a specific set of worlds.

Application to reportative If verbs of saying relate to an object associated
with the content of the speech act, it can be assumed that this object is
received by the addressee. Hence, the analysis from (39) naturally car-
ries over to reportative readings of hear. In (40) Margaret hears something
which is related to the worlds in which Mary killed the king via the content
function.

(40) a. Margaret [heard that Mary killed the king].
b. λxλeλw∃y[hear(y)(x)(e)(w)∧

∀w ′[w ′ ∈Content(y) →∃e ′[killed-theking(Mary)(e ′)(w’)]]]

While this analysis is intensional, it is not epistemic, since it does not re-
late to what Margaret knows, believes, or thinks about the world. Accord-
ingly, there is no argument or parameter for any attitude holder present in
the content function.

In §2.5, it was noted that the truth of the embedded proposition is not
entailed or presupposed and no presupposition or entailment follows from
this analysis. One can expect some variation in the degree to which the re-
ceived information is probable or reliable. This can be explained by the
fact that the informational object x in (40) is not further qualified. Prag-
matic enrichment may lead to different specifications of x. If x is taken to
be a rumor as in She heard the rumor that . . . , the associated proposition
will receive more doubt than it would if x is taken to be news.

Both news and rumor are compatible among other nouns as direct ob-
jects of hear. In contrast, the object of perception is never realized as the
direct object of an inferentially interpreted PV, as argued above, but indi-
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rectly with the preposition an in German. Hence, when the object of per-
ception is realized, existentially bound and described by an an-phrase, the
listener / reader knows that it can no longer be an object associated with
the that-clause and a reportative interpretation is excluded.

3.4 Comparison between both analyses
Two very different analyses have been proposed for a seemingly single
phenomenon, i.e. PVs with finite complement clauses, one analysis for
inferential and another for reportative readings. Aside from the difference
in evidence type, this has been motivated by the accompanying differ-
ences in presupposition, the prepositional phrase, and the availability of
abstract nouns as direct objects to which the finite complement clause
would be related.

Furthermore, the two analyses extend to very different phenomena.
The reportative analysis carried over from Kratzer (2016) extends to a very
wide range of predicates. It also extends to specific cases of see, as in Did
you see the memo that . . . , but in this case, the interpretation is not much
different from Did you get the memo that . . . and analogue to I sent out a
memo that . . . . It can be viewed as a special case of the reportative inter-
pretation and can occur with various visual objects that carry information
like memos, notes, and billboards. It is not specific to PVs.

The inferential interpretation, however, is very specific. Here, the prepo-
sitional an-phrases from German constitute an important piece of evi-
dence. As shown, they do not generally occur with PVs in all syntactic con-
structions. Neither do they generally occur with verbs with clausal com-
plements. And they do not generally occur with PVs with clausal comple-
ments, which is evident from the reportative constructions. They appear
with PVs with clausal complements with an inferential reading. This in-
dicates that something must have changed for the PV which is particular
to this exact combination. What has changed is that additional meaning
components have been introduced.

So far, an extensional core of visual perception could be upheld, while
the intensionality carried by the FC was integrated by introducing addi-
tional meaning components. However, since – as argued – the an-phrase
relates to the actual object of perception, in contrast to the FC, it has to
be noted that this prepositional phrase can relate to a propositional ob-
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ject as well. This can be achieved by embedding a second FC under the
preposition with an integrated pronominal, as in (41).

(41) Daran,
there.at

dass
that

die
the

Aktienkurse
stock.prices

gestiegen
risen

sind,
AUX

sehe
see

ich,
I

dass
that

es
it

dem
the

Konzern
corporation

gut
well

geht.
goes

‘From the fact that stock prices went up I can tell that the corpora-
tion is doing well.’

Examples like this one can be analyzed by combining both analyses. The
first dass-clause in (41), however, does not relate content to an informa-
tion bearing object, rather it refers to a fact. Remember that according
to Kratzer (2016) mood introduces a free variable for domain projection
functions and Content(x) is only one possible assignment. Kratzer (2016)
also argues for a factual domain projection fact(x) mapping x onto a set
of possible worlds which have a counterpart of x. One argument for not
employing the same analysis for both dass-clauses in (41) is given in (42):
the noun Tatsache cannot act as the direct object of sehen in (42a), but it
can be the complement of an in (42b).

(42) a. *Ich
I

sehe
see

die
the

Tatsache,
fact

dass
that

. . .

‘I see the fact that . . . ’
b. An

at
der
the

Tatsache,
fact

dass
that

. . . , sieht
see

man
one

(*die
the

Tatsache),
fact

dass
that

. . .

‘From the fact that . . . you can tell that . . . ’

Using these tools, we can analyze (41) as in (43).13

(43) λw : ∃e1[do-well(the-corp)(e1)(w)].∃e∃y[PERCEIVE(y)(ego)(e)(w)∧
∀w ′[w ′ ∈ fact(y) →∃e ′[go-up(stock-prices)(e ′)(w ′)]]∧
∀w ′′[w ′′ ∈ Inference(y)(ego)(w) →∃e ′′[do-well(the-corp)(e ′′)(w ′′)]]]

13Though this is not entirely satisfying, only the presupposition of the second dass-
clause is modeled as a partial function because the function fact is supposed to yield the
factivity of the first one.
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Note that in this case a more general predicate PERCEIVE is employed
instead of SEE, because sehen may no longer refer to visual perception in
this example. It is important to acknowledge, however, that this change
from visual perception in a literal sense to a more general, metaphorical
kind of perception is not triggered by sehen taking a FC, but by an taking a
FC. In German, the non-metaphoric restriction for sehen is not absolute,
but quite strong. Consequently, sehen with a FC usually involves actual
visual perception.

In English, however, this is different. Beside the fact that English see can
take the fact that . . . as a complement, there are cases like I see, I can see
that, or I see your point, where no visual perception need be involved at all.
Does this mean that the proposed analysis for inferential readings applies
only to German?

If we compare a non-visual example like (44) with an example that sug-
gests a visual context, as in (45), there seems to be a crucial difference.
In (44), the problem might be that the person addressed has never even
thought about it or that they simply refuse to acknowledge the truth. The
sentence does not express an inference or a conclusion but rather an in-
sight and an awareness. One might offer certain situations as evidence for
the change, but the problem is not that person addressed lacks the evi-
dence, but rather that they lack the insight. The example in (45), on the
other hand, would be adequate in a situation where the person addressed
is already looking around and they are asked to keep looking. In this situ-
ation, it seems odd to insert the fact before the FC.

(44) You still can’t see the fact that you have changed.

(45) You still can’t see that I have cleaned the kitchen.

This suggests that, though English behaves differently in some respects,
the proposed analysis for inferential interpretations in German applies to
English as well. But since English has a broader variety of metaphorical,
non-sensory readings for PVs without a FC, it does so for PVs with a FC
as well and these might often be the preferred readings. Depending on the
particular example, a more adequate analysis could be achieved by replac-
ing the visual predicate SEE with a cognitive one in the inferential analysis
or by taking the structure of the reportative analysis but employing a fact
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projection function rather instead of the content projection function and
adjusting the visual predicate for metaphorical processes.

4 Conclusion
In this paper, two different semantic analyses of perception verbs with fi-
nite complement clauses have been proposed, one for inferential read-
ings and one for reportative readings. While the former are mostly present
with sehen / see and the latter mostly with hören / hear, both readings are
generally available for both verbs. In case of see, the reportative reading
arises in contexts where the subject has read the information somewhere.
The reportative analysis extends the analysis by Kratzer (2016) for verbs
of speech, where a function projected from a modal anchor maps inten-
sional content onto an information bearing individual.

It has been argued that this analysis cannot be carried over to infer-
ential readings. Instead, I have proposed an analysis where a basic per-
ception predicate may stay unaltered and is augmented by an inferential
function from evidence, an attitude holder, and a world of evaluation to a
conclusion. Both parts, the perception predicate and the inferential func-
tion relate to each other by sharing their arguments. The perceived object
acts as evidence from which a conclusion can be drawn and the perceiving
subject is the one drawing the conclusion. That is, you do not see a fact,
but you see something and draw a factual conclusion from this object. By
augmenting the perception predicate, a common core can be upheld and
the relationship between readings with nominal complements and read-
ings with finite complements becomes transparent.

The paper has also argued that only perception predicates and only in-
ferential readings of these can be accompanied by a PP introduced by the
preposition an in German. It is clear that something must have changed
for perception verbs with finite complements. The question arises how
these additional meaning components are introduced and how the change
in valency is achieved. One option is to assume a silent derivational mor-
pheme augmenting its meaning with the inferential function, changing
its syntactic and semantic argument structure. Other verbs like erkennen
‘recognize’ have already incorporated this part and can exhibit intension-
ality with nouns as well, but cannot take BI complements. At this point,
however, I must leave this issue to further research.
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There are more syntactic configurations and more interpretations than
the ones considered in this paper. One of these are intensional interpre-
tations of see with nominal complements. An illustration of this would be
the utterance of I see a cat in a situation where you are describing a picture
by Piet Mondrian or where you are performing a Rorschach test. In these
cases, the an-phrase is not available, which separates this phenomenon
from the ones discussed.
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1 Introduction
A theory of lexical representation is key to compositional theories of the
meaning of phrases and sentences. One of the main challenges for the
development of such a theory is the identification and specification of
the primitive meaning components out of which verb meanings are con-
structed. While such a theory of the primitive components of verb mean-
ing is of central importance to the development of a general theory of the
lexical semantics of verbs – “[t]he important theoretical construct is the
notion of meaning component, not the notion of verb class” (Levin 1993:
18) – the determination of the components of verb meaning is a central,
yet unsolved research problem in both theoretical and computational ap-
proaches to verb meaning. By means of a case study on the meaning com-
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ponents of intransitive verbs, this paper ties in with recent work (such as
Asher et al. 2016; McNally & Boleda 2017; Pross et al. 2017, see e.g. Boleda
2020 for a review of the current state of the art) that aims to show that this
situation is to the detriment of both theoretical and computational ap-
proaches to lexical semantics. Accordingly, the goal of the present paper is
to show that striving for a combination of theoretical and computational
approaches to lexical semantics is a natural way to deal with problems
which can not be solved by introspection or corpus statistics alone.

1.1 Distributional vs. decompositional similarity
According to the distributional hypothesis, words that occur in similar
contexts tend to have similar meanings (Firth 1957; Harris 1954; Miller
& Charles 1991; Turney & Pantel 2010; Clark 2015). Since this hypothe-
sis can be operationalized through approximation of word meaning “by
the patterns of co-occurrence of words in corpora from statistical seman-
tics” (Baroni et al. 2014: 241), the distributional hypothesis has become
the main starting point for current research in computational semantics.
In traditional count-based approaches to the distributional similarity of
words, a word’s meaning is typically a point in a high-dimensional vector
space, where the dimensions of the vector correspond to context items,
e.g. co-occurring words, and the coordinates of the vector are defined by
the strength of these context items, e.g. co-occurrence counts. Contex-
tual – or more precisely, distributional – similarity then becomes prox-
imity of word meanings in the vector space. In this paper, I use distri-
butional semantic models extracted from corpus data with neural net-
work architectures that are referred to as “word embeddings” (Mikolov
et al. 2013; Pennington et al. 2014). The relevant differences between word
count models and word embeddings are that (i) at the quantitative level,
word count models are high-dimensional while embedding models are
low-dimensional and (ii) qualitatively, the dimensions of count models
correspond to actual words, while the dimensions produced by embed-
ding models can be thought of as soft clusters of context items that do not
correspond to actual words (Levy & Goldberg 2014).

In a prototypical distributional model of word meaning, words that are
most similar in meaning to the verb laugh are funny, cry and tear. The
co-occurrence contexts of laugh thus reflect that a laughing event usu-
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ally takes place in a funny situation, and often goes along with tears and
crying. But the distributional similarity of words is not the only way in
which words, and in particular verbs, can be judged to be similar. For
example, according to the so-called unaccusative hypothesis (Perlmutter
1978), verbs like laugh,work, sleep and run are semantically similar in that
they share the lexical entailment of an agentive meaning of their single
argument – as opposed to verbs like stumble, die, arrive and crystallize,
which are semantically similar because they entail a patient-like mean-
ing of their argument.1 But since verbs like laugh, work, sleep and run are
highly unlikely to co-occur in similar contexts, unergative verbs cannot be
semantically similar according to the distributional hypothesis.

In contrast to the distributional similarity of words, which can be read
off the surface distribution of words in a corpus, the semantic similarity
of intransitive verbs is semantically determined at a covert level of lexi-
cal representation and reflected by syntactic properties (Levin & Rappa-
port Hovav 1995) like e.g. auxiliary selection in the present perfect in Ger-
man (Wunderlich 1985; Grewendorf 1989). Unergative verbs (1a) select
HAVE in the present perfect, whereas unaccusative verbs (1b) select BE.

(1) a. Maria
Maria

hat
HAVE

gelacht.
laugh

‘Maria has laughed.’
b. Maria

Maria
ist
BE

gestolpert.
stumble

‘Maria has stumbled.’
1While there seem to be robust intuitions that there is a semantic difference between

intransitive verbs that entail an agent-like meaning of their single argument and intran-
sitive verbs that entail a patient-like meaning of their single argument, the grammatical
realization of this intuitive dichotomy has been subject to debate, in particular with re-
spect to the question for whether or not the unaccusative hypothesis pertains to a binary
distinction or not, see e.g. Sorace (2000) for a gradient analysis of the unaccusative hy-
pothesis based on data from auxiliary selection and Levin & Rappaport Hovav (1995) for
a more general overview of the problem set. In this paper I make the more or less stan-
dard but simplifying assumption that the unaccusativity hypothesis makes a claim about
a split in the syntax and semantics of intranstive verbs. Whether or not the methodology
presented in this paper supports a specific view on the nature of the unaccusative hy-
pothesis is a question I leave to further research.
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Semantically, unaccusativity is determined by an intuition Dowty (1991:
605) characterizes as follows: “intransitive predicates argued to be unac-
cusative on syntactic grounds usually turned out to entail relatively patient-
like meanings for their arguments [. . . ], while those argued to be syntacti-
cally unergative were usually agentive in meaning.” Levin & Rappaport Ho-
vav (1995: 91) propose that unergative verbs describe internally caused
events in which “inherent properties of the single argument like will, vo-
lition, emotion or physical characteristics are “responsible” for bringing
about the eventuality” that the verb describes. Unaccusative verbs de-
scribe externally caused events for which an agent, an instrument, a nat-
ural force or a circumstance has “immediate control over bringing about
the eventuality described by the verb” (Levin & Rappaport Hovav 1995:
92).

The semantic distinction between unergative verbs like laugh and un-
accusative verbs like arrive is often represented through lexical decompo-
sitions as in (2) (see e.g. Levin & Rappaport Hovav 1995).

(2) a. laugh ; DO laugh
b. arrive ; BECOME arrived

In (2), the lexical meaning of the verbs laugh and arrive is decomposed
into recurrent (word-overarching; blue) and idiosyncratic (word-specific;
red) meaning elements.

Conceptual constants specify idiosyncratic properties of the event de-
scribed by a verb. For example, laugh sets apart the manner of a laugh-
ing action from the manner of other actions, and arrived sets apart the
state of having been arrived from other states. The unique vector repre-
sentations assigned to words by vector space models of word meaning
under the assumption of the distributional hypothesis capture exactly this
kind of word-specific semantic information, given that what sets apart the
manner of a laughing action from other actions are the specific contexts
in which a specific a verb like laugh is used to describe the manner of a
laughing event.

The predicates DO and BECOME are conceptual primitives that are not
specific to a single verb, but recur in the decomposition of whole classes of
verbs. DO is a meaning component that is present in the lexical decompo-
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sition of all verbs that describe an action and entail an agentive meaning.
BECOME is present in all verbs that describe a change of state and entail a
patient-like meaning.

1.2 The open question for the components of word meaning
Against the background of the unaccusative hypothesis about intransitive
verbs, the general problem with which the present paper is concerned is
that work on the interpretation of distributional semantic representations
like Levy & Goldberg (2014) fosters relatively clear-cut intuitions about
how distributional semantic representations account for the meaning of
specific words (and in particular nouns). But there are no similarly clear-
cut intuitions about how distributional semantic representations of verb
meaning may be understood to characterize concepts such as agency, vo-
lition or control, on the one hand and patiency or change of state, on the
other. It thus remains an open question whether and how vector space
models are also able to represent general concepts that are relevant to the
lexical semantics of more than one word. A similar conclusion holds for
theoretical approaches to verb meaning, since the type, number and de-
termination of the recurring conceptual features relevant to verb meaning
is a central, yet unsolved research problem. While theoretical work on lexi-
cal semantics assigns meaning components like agency or change of state
a central role in the definition of thematic roles, it appears that “[t]here
is perhaps no concept in modern syntactic and semantic theory which is
so often involved in so wide a range of contexts, but on which there is so
little agreement as to its nature and definition, as THEMATIC ROLE” (Dowty
1991: 547).

1.3 Methodological remarks
A combination of theoretical and computational approaches to lexical se-
mantics poses at first a methodological challenge. Distributional seman-
tics considers the main problem of lexical semantics to be a problem of
empirical breadth: “[t]he problem of lexical semantics is primarily a prob-
lem of size: even considering the many subregularities found in the con-
tent lexicon, a hand-by-hand analysis is simply not feasible for the thou-
sands of elements that populate the content word lexicon” (Baroni et al.
2014: 246). Accordingly, distributional semantic models are assessed ac-
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cording to their extrinsic value, which can be measured by the perfor-
mance of a certain model in a downstream task that evaluates a model’s
predictions against a large set of data annotated according to a gold stan-
dard. But the extrinsic assessment of computational approaches to se-
mantics leaves open the question for whether and how computational
models not only accomplish a certain task but also have an intrinsic ex-
planatory value. As Lenci (2014) argues with a case study on the distri-
butional classification of Italian verbs, the reproduction of a theoretically
defined gold standard of verb classification does not indicate what the
concepts or semantic features are like that underlie the classification. In
contrast, theoretical approaches consider the main problem of lexical se-
mantics to be a problem of analytical depth (Levin & Pinker 1991: 1):

If to paint means ‘cause to be covered with paint’, why isn’t it paint-
ing when a paint factory explodes or when Michelangelo dips his
brush into the can [. . . ]? These particular definitions can be patched
up, but sceptics foresee a never-ending need for such patching, with
no real increase in watertightness.

As a way out of this problem, theoretical lexical semantics proposes to fo-
cus on recurrent components in the decomposition of word meaning that
can be used to define the meaning of verbs in terms of verb classes. But
since there is no principled way to pin down the meaning components
of a verb, the components of lexical decomposition have to be stipulated
rather than being derived them from empirical observations, as Van der
Leek (1996) argues with a case study on the conative alternation.

Given that theoretical and computational approaches to lexical seman-
tics have clearly defined and widely agreed methodological standards, a
middle ground between theoretical and computational semantics is likely
to fall short of the established expectations of both theoretical and com-
putational approaches to lexical semantics. The different focus of theo-
retical and distributional approaches to word meaning is easily mistaken
as excluding an interoperability of the two methods, since bold and sim-
ple, from the viewpoint of theoretical lexical semantics, distributional ap-
proaches to word meaning fail to account for systematic, non-idiosyncratic
aspects of word meaning, whereas from the viewpoint of distributional
approaches to word meaning, theoretical lexical semantics fails to account
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for idiosyncratic aspects of word meaning. The goal of the present paper
is to widen the view on both theoretical and computational lexical seman-
tics by bringing together the benefits of both approaches in the examina-
tion of the question whether, and if yes, how, general concepts like agency
and patiency (represented by primitive predicates like DO and BECOME),
respectively, are reflected in the embeddings of intransitive verbs.

1.4 Outline of the paper
I approach the problem of identifying recurrent meaning components in
distributional semantic representations with the following steps.

First, the learning objective for word embeddings is distributional sim-
ilarity, not the kind of decompositional similarity underlying the unac-
cusative hypothesis. I deal with this problem in §2 by fine-tuning general-
purpose word embeddings of German and English intransitive verbs with
the objective of learning to distinguish between unaccusative and unerga-
tive verbs. To identify the specific “surplus” that fine-tuning makes to the
embeddings, I compute the difference vectors that represent the contribu-
tion of fine-tuning by subtracting task-specific intransitive verb embed-
dings from the corresponding general-purpose embeddings.

Second, since the difference vectors computed in §2, like general word
embeddings, are dense and continuous, they are uninterpretable by hu-
mans. I address this problem by rendering the word embeddings inter-
pretable through approximation of their meaning with their nearest neigh-
bors in the embedding space (where the nearest neighbors of a given vec-
tor are the most proximate word embeddings in the embedding space).

Third, we do not know a priori how general concepts like those rep-
resented by DO and BECOME might be represented in the difference vec-
tors. To account for this problem, in §4 I search the nearest neighbors of
the difference vectors for meaningful and diagnostic linguistic cues that
have been proposed in the theoretical literature to indicate an agentive or
patient-like meaning. This qualitative inspection reveals that the nearest
neighbors correspond to prototypical linguistic realizations of unergativ-
ity, like -er nominals and intentional actions for the unergative difference
vector and descriptions of unintentional change of state events for the un-
accusative difference vector. I conclude that the effect of retraining is nei-
ther trivial nor random, but instead captures surprisingly well the proper-
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ties that linguists have found to be characteristic of agentive and patient-
like verb meanings. In turn, the more general insight that I discuss in §5
is that the concepts that make up the meaning components of verbs are
not directly encoded in embeddings by increasingly abstract terms as in
ontologies like WordNet (Fellbaum 1998), but through patterns of word
formation.

Finally, to further narrow down the concepts acquired through fine-
tuning, in §6 I abstract away from specific difference vectors by estimating
a linear regression model of the correlation between retrained and base-
line unergative and unaccusative embeddings. The regression model al-
lows to transfer the effect of retraining to other linguistic domains where
the same distinction between DO and BECOME has been argued to be rele-
vant: agentive -er and patient-like -ion nominals, respectively. The regres-
sion model also captures more complex conceptual generalizations, e.g.
when the regression model for atelic DO and telic BECOME is used to trans-
form the embeddings of mass and count nouns (following Bach (1986)). §7
concludes.

2 Data and methods
2.1 German and English word embeddings

The basis for the results reported in the present paper are German and
English word embeddings learned with Word2Vec (Mikolov et al. 2013;
SGNS: skip-gram with negative sampling, CBOW: continuous bag of words
with hierarchical softmax, 300 dimensions, using 10w(ord) and 5w win-
dows). The German embeddings were learned from SdeWac, a 0.88 billion
word corpus of parsable German web data (Faaß & Eckart 2013), where
the embedding space has a vocabulary of 237615 words. The English em-
beddings were learned from ukWac, a 1.3 billion word corpus of English
web data (Ferraresi et al. 2008), where the embedding space has a vocab-
ulary size of 70950 words. In the following, I refer to the German and En-
glish Word2Vec verb embeddings described in this section as “baseline
embeddings”. BERT embeddings (Peters et al. 2018) for German and En-
glish verbs were extracted from the multi-cased L-12/H-768/A-12 model,2

using mean reduce as a pooling strategy on the last two output layers. In

2Downloaded from https://github.com/google-research/bert
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the present paper I use BERT embeddings only for comparison for the fol-
lowing reasons. First, out-of-the-box BERT embeddings do not perform
better in capturing unaccusativity than Word2Vec embeddings (see §2.4).
Second, contextualized embeddings like BERT represent word meaning
only relative to a context, which makes it difficult to pin down meaning
components like DO and BECOME that words have independent of their
context. Third, to rule out an interference of overt syntactic properties
of unaccusativity like auxiliary selection during training of the embed-
ding model, the Word2Vec embeddings used in this paper were won from
corpus data filtered to consist only of content words. In comparison to
BERT, Word2Vec is a computationally cheap way to learn embeddings and
thus Word2Vec models can be trained from scratch without investing huge
amounts of computation time.

2.2 Intransitive Verb Dataset
SdeWac was parsed with the syntactic and semantic dependency parser
described in Björkelund et al. (2010). I extracted verbs that the parser saw
more than 90 percent in an intransitive construction together with the se-
mantic role label of the single argument (grammatical subject or gram-
matical object). I manually corrected the semantic role labels, using aux-
iliary selection in the present perfect (see (1)) as a diagnostic. In a further
step of cleaning, I removed two classes of intransitive verbs that have been
argued to involve an unaccusativity mismatch (Zaenen 1988) and thus are
not unambiguously unergative or unaccusative, so-called verbs of emis-
sion and particle verbs of directed movement. In total, I ended up with a
vocabulary of 972 unergative and 840 unaccusative German verb embed-
dings. Since English doesn’t have reliable markers of unaccusativity (such
as auxiliary selection), determining whether an English intransitive verb
is unergative or unaccusative is more involved. I thus relied on existing
lexical resources and used a subset of the unambiguously internally and
externally caused verbs listed in the appendix of Levin & Rappaport Ho-
vav (1995). As examples of externally caused verbs, I chose the classes of
“alternating change of state verbs” and “cooking verbs” (251 verbs, class
labels according to Levin 1993). For internally caused verbs, I chose “run
verbs”, verbs that partake in the unspecified object alternation and verbs
that alternate with a cognate object construction (275 verbs). I used the
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Embedding linear SVM
baseline-SGNS-10w-de fail to converge
retrained-SGNS-10w-de 1.0
baseline-CBOW-10w-en 0.89
retrained-CBOW-10w-en 0.99

BERT multi-cased-de fail to converge
BERT multi-cased-en fail to converge

Table 1 F1-score (10-fold cross-validation) of the binary classification of unerga-
tive/unaccusative verb embeddings with linear SVM.

classification of Levin & Rappaport Hovav (1995) to label intransitive verbs
as subcategorizing either a grammatical subject or a grammatical object.
The annotations for English nouns as “regular count nouns” and “regu-
lar mass nouns” were taken from the Bochum Countability Lexicon (Kiss
et al. 2016).

2.3 Fine-tuning of verb embeddings through retraining
I fine-tuned the baseline embeddings for the German and English intran-
sitive verbs through retraining the embeddings on a binary classification
task on the unergative/unaccusative distinction, using RMSprop as the
optimization algorithm and binary crossentropy as a loss function. For
the retraining, I used a simple neural network architecture consisting of
an embedding layer fully connected to a single output neuron. The result-
ing embedding layer is of size 1812 × 300 for German and 526 × 300 for
English. The output neuron has a sigmoid activation function to yield a
continuous probability distribution over the binary labels. To make sure
the embeddings memorize the distinction between unergative and unac-
cusative verbs, the embeddings were overfit to 1.0 accuracy on the intran-
sitive verb dataset.

2.4 Effect of fine-tuning: Linear separation
The effect of retraining is a linear separation of unergative and unaccusative
verb embeddings, which becomes clearly visible in Figures 1 and 2, where
the embeddings are projected down to two dimensions with PCA. In num-
bers, the linear separability achieved through retraining manifests itself
in the improvement of the F1 score of a linear SVM classification task to
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Figure 1 Baseline intransitive verb
embedding space projected onto
two dimensions with PCA (green =
unaccusative verbs, red = unergative
verbs)

Figure 2 Retrained intransitive verb
embedding space projected onto
two dimensions with PCA.

near perfect, as reported in Table 1. The already good performance of lin-
ear SVM classification for the baseline English verb embeddings may be
due to the selection of intransitive verbs, where I took great care to select
only verbs that Levin & Rappaport Hovav (1995) classify unambiguously as
unergative or unaccusative. It should be noted that state-of-the-art con-
textual embeddings like out-of-the-box BERT do not perform better than
the classical Word2Vec embeddings, and thus that there is a genuine ad-
vantage in using contextualized embeddings over Word2Vec embeddings.

3 Quantitative evaluation
With respect to the quantitative effect of retraining, the first thing to rule
out is that the weight updates through retraining are trivial. The weight
updates would be trivial if the fine-tuned embeddings would have been
changed in a way such that unergative and unaccusative embeddings are
shifted to clearly distinct regions of the embedding space, but where the
retrained embeddings would no longer be semantically similar to the base-
line embeddings from which they are derived. To rule out that the weight
updates are trivial in this sense, I consider the overlap in nearest neigh-
bors between baseline and retrained embeddings. Here, and in what fol-
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lows, I follow Levy & Goldberg (2014) and calculate the nearest neighbors
of a word embedding with the dot-product, and correlate the magnitude
of the dot-product with semantic similarity.

The overlap in the 10 nearest neighbors of the untrained and retrained
verb embeddings is 76% for the German 10w SGNS model, and 97% for the
English 10w CBOW model. These differences between German and En-
glish are likely to result from the difference in vocabulary size. Given that
the German vocabulary is much bigger than the English vocabulary, we
expect that for a given word, there is a high number of nearest neighbors
with a small distance, and thus that even small changes in the embedding
weights leads to a difference in the calculation of nearest neighbors. This
explanation is supported by the fact that 96% of the top neighbors of the
baseline German verb embeddings are also neighbors of the correspond-
ing retrained verb embedding, whereas 87% of the top nearest neighbors
of English baseline embeddings are neighbors of the corresponding re-
trained verb embeddings. The retrained verb embeddings thus basically
retain the position of the baseline embedding in the embedding space,
which suggests that retraining optimizes only a small subspace of the full
embedding space without affecting the distributional similarities encoded
in the embedding space as a whole. Injection of linguistic knowledge into
word embeddings through retraining thus constitutes a cheap and effec-
tive way to improve the performance of word embeddings in classification
problems that are difficult to approach on the basis of the distributional
hypothesis alone, a finding the further exploration of which I leave to fu-
ture research.

4 Qualitative interpretation
Given that the quantitative effect of retraining is non-trivial, the conse-
quent question is whether the linear separation of unergative and unac-
cusative embeddings achieved through retraining is also systematic and
non-random, i.e. whether the weights updates through retraining can be
given a qualitative explanation that is related to the lexical decomposition
of intransitive verbs. For this qualitative investigation of the retrained em-
beddings, I isolate the “surplus” that the retraining makes to the embed-
dings by subtracting for each of the embeddings of our German and En-
glish vocabulary the weights of the baseline embedding from the weights
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of the retrained embedding as in (3) and then approximate the difference
vectors with their nearest neighbors in the embedding space of the base-
line embeddings.

(3) difference vector = retrained embedding − baseline embedding

One might wonder, as a reviewer does, about the mathematical soundness
of applying operations of linear algebra on embedding spaces, given that
embedding spaces like Word2Vec (and the retrained embeddings used in
this paper) are learned through the application of non-linear operations
like the sigmoid function. In fact, it is one of the surprising properties of
word embedding models like Word2Vec that the model learned by the al-
gorithm encodes certain semantic properties that can be revealed through
the application of linear algebra to word embeddings. Most famously, word
embedding models can be employed to solve word analogy tasks like “man
is to woman like king is to ?” with methods of linear algebra. Linear algebra
has also been used to model semantic aspects of morphological deriva-
tion (Padó et al. 2016) or verb formation (Pross et al. 2017). In a manner of
speaking, the method employed in the present paper can thus be under-
stood as an attempt to reveal with methods of linear algebra the properties
of embedding spaces that correspond to the unaccusative hypothesis. The
difference vectors of unergative and unaccusative embeddings represent
the relevant semantic information that is responsible for the linear sepa-
rability reported in Table 1. The first interesting observation to be made is
that the approximation of the difference vectors with their nearest neigh-
bors crystallizes in a small and restricted set of shared and recurrent near-
est neighbors. For example, if we calculate the 10 nearest neighbors for
each intransitive verb, there are 18120 possible nearest neighbors for the
German verbs. But the approximation of the difference vectors in the 10w-
SGNS German model results in a total of 10 shared and recurring nearest
neighbors for the unergative difference vectors and 16 shared and recur-
ring neighbors for the unaccusative difference vectors. The same observa-
tions holds for the English difference vectors. Out of a total of 5260 possi-
ble 10 nearest neighbors of the English verbs, in the 10w-CBOW English
model the difference vectors for the unergative embeddings consist of 15
recurring neighbors and and 24 neighbors for the unaccusative difference
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vectors. In the next section, I consider the nearest neighbor approxima-
tion of difference vectors in more detail.

4.1 Unergative difference vectors
Consider first the approximated German and English difference vectors
for German 10w-SGNS embeddings and English 10w-CBOW embeddings
in (4) and (5), where I list the six most frequent nearest neighbors of the
unergative and unaccusative difference vectors. I cleared the neighbor lists
of proper names and derivationally related words. The chars following
the neighbor represent the POS-Tag (n=noun, v=verb, a=adjective) and
the numbers following the POS-Tag indicate how often that neighbor oc-
curred in the approximations of the difference vectors of the set of verbs
in question.

(4) Prüferinnen.n.972
‘examiners’

Informatikkaufmann.n.972
‘IT merchant’

Gruppenarbeitsraum.n.972
‘group office’

Diätassistent.n.972
‘diet assistant’

Kulturmanager.n.952
‘culture manager’

(5) beginner.n.251 beginners.n.251 sewing.n.251 salary.n.251
crafty.a.251 ceilidh.n.246.0

An obvious cue of an agentive meaning in the neighbor approximations
of the unergative difference vectors are -er nominals like Prüfer (‘exam-
iner’), beginner and job descriptions like Kaufmann (‘merchant’) or Assis-
tentin (‘assistant’) , but also descriptions of agentive actions like sewing
and related adverbials like crafty. The general tendency of an agentive
meaning that appears in the approximated unergative difference vectors
is stable across the statistical variation to retraining introduced by op-
timization with RMSprop. (6) and (7) are the six overall most frequent
neighbors of the difference vectors of 50 runs of retraining the German
10w-SGNS model and the English 10w-CBOW model, respectively. Again,
we encounter clear indicators of agentive meaning, job descriptions like
Redakteur (‘editor’) or illustrator, agentive verbs like rülpsen (‘burp’) or
agentive nouns like sleeps.
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(6) Transgender.n.1976
‘transgender’

Redakteur.n.1944
‘editor’

Chef.n.1944
‘chief’

Familiensonntag.n.1944
‘family sunday’

rülpsen.v.1942
‘burp’

Akustiker.n.1650
acoustician’

(7) prance.v.3491 toy.n.1408 groovy.n.1384 illustrator.n.1296
sleeps.n.1170 replies.n.1006

Indication of an agentive meaning is also stable across window size. (8)
and (9) are the approximations of the unergative difference vectors using
five word window SGNS embeddings for German and 5w CBOW embed-
dings for English. Indicators of agentive meaning are again -er nominals
like Comiczeichner (‘cartoonist’) or tinker and job descriptions like illus-
trator, but also intentional verbs like freuen (‘be glad’) and mental adjec-
tives like stinksauer (‘spitting mad’).

(8) Comiczeichner.n.972
‘cartoonist’

freuen.v.972
‘be glad’

klingeltöne.n.972
‘ring tones’

Mitgliedermagazin.n.972
‘member magazine’

rülpsen.v.971
‘burp’

stinksauer.a.677
‘spitting mad’

(9) warranties.n.251 tinker.n.251 cordless.n.251 illustrator.n.251
difficulties.n.250 enquiries.n.250

4.2 Unaccusative difference vectors
In contrast to the indicators of agentive meaning that are present in the
approximations of the unergative difference vectors, the unaccusative dif-
ference vectors for the German 10w-CBOW and English 10w-SGNS model
in (10) and (11) are characterized by verbs that describe non-intentional
change-of-state events like ionisieren (‘ionize’), purify or refract, -ion nom-
inals like separation, eruption, inanimate yet causally active substances
like toxin and adjectival nominalizations such as redness.

(10) Kontinentalplatte.n.840
‘continental plate’

ionisieren.v.840.0
‘ionize’

Bremsvorgang.n.840
‘braking process’

Vorderreifen.n.840
‘front tire’

aushärten.v.839
‘harden’

Ladungstrennung.n.825
‘charge separation’

(11) purify.v.274 refract.v.265 redness.n.265 adverse.a.135 toxin.n.37
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eruption.n.20

As for the unergative difference vectors, indicators of patient-like mean-
ings in the unaccusative difference vectors are stable across window sizes.
(12) and (13) are the nearest neighbors of the unaccusative difference vec-
tors for five word window SGNS (German) and CBOW (English) embed-
dings. Again, we encounter -ion nominals like reaction, circulation and
nominals that describe non-intentional change-of-state events like heat
as well as inaminate yet causally active substances (oxygen, metastasis)
and their properties (flammable).

(12) Kernreaktion.n.840
‘nuclear reaction’

Tochtergeschwülste.n.840
‘metastasis’

Unfallereignis.n.840
‘event of accident’

Verwitterung.n.840
‘weathering’

Katarakt.n.840
‘cataract’

Ausschwemmung.n.836
‘washout’

(13) heat.n.275 circulation.n.275 oxygen.n.275 flammable.a.275
starch.n.274 inefficient.a 268

The general tendency of a patient-like meaning that appears in the ap-
proximated unaccusative difference vectors is also stable across the sta-
tistical variation to retraining introduced by RMSprop. (14) and (15) are
the six overall most frequent neighbors of the difference vectors of 50 runs
of retraining the German 10w-SGNS embeddings and the English 10w-
CBOW embeddings, respectively. Again, we see clear indicators of a non-
intentional change-of-state meaning, like Dickenwachstum (‘growth in
girth’) or warming.

(14) einspritzen.v.2523
‘inject’

Dickenwachstum.n.2431
‘growth in girth’

Zugspannung.n.1682
‘tension’

Gerinnsel.n.1682
‘clot’

Verbuschung.n.1682
‘scrub encroachment’

Schwerefeld.n.1682
‘gravitation field’

(15) moisture.n.144 temperature.n.114
warming.n.55 unenforceable.a.52 cremation.n.50 detoxify.v.40

In sum, an informed linguist is able to interpret the nearest neighbors of
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the unergative and unaccusative vectors as characterizations of the dis-
tinction between agent- and patient-like meanings by detecting word for-
mation patterns connected to unergativity, such as -er nominals, and shared
lexical entailments of proto-agent and proto-patient properties in the sense
of Dowty (1991). Since these observations can be obtained independently
for both English and German intransitive verbs, this suggests that the rep-
resentations of the semantic correlates of the unaccusative hypothesis by
the approximated difference vectors of intransitive verbs are not random
outliers but rather point towards a systematic effect of retraining of intran-
sitive word embeddings. One explanation for this systematic effect may be
that retraining of the embeddings is a method for strengthening those la-
tent dimensions of the embedding space that involve the same recurrent
meanings relative to the retraining objective. In the next §, I consider these
latent dimensions of the embedding space in more detail.

5 Word formation and concept representation
In §4, I demonstrated that the quantitative effect of retraining qualitatively
amounts to the addition of non-trivial and non-random information to
the baseline embeddings. Inspection of the approximated difference vec-
tors of unergative and unaccusative embeddings furthermore suggested
that this information does not correspond to the meaning of single words
but instead is related to general concepts like agency and intentionality
for the unergative difference vectors and non-intentional change of state
for the unaccusative difference vectors. An eye-catching observation in
this respect is that these concepts are represented in the nearest neigh-
bors of the difference vectors through systematic patterns of word forma-
tion. One particularly telling example are nominals derived with -er/-or
for the unergative difference vectors and -ion/-ung nominals for the un-
accusative difference vectors. The observation that word formation, and
in particular the semantic distinction expressed by English nominals de-
rived through suffixation with -er/-ion is highly diagnostic is reinforced by
the overall proportion of these nominals in the nearest neighbor approx-
imation of the difference vectors. For example, in the difference vectors
of 50 runs of retraining the English 10w CBOW intransitive verb embed-
dings, there are 443 -er nominals in the unergative difference vectors, but
only two -ion nominals; and conversely, there are 458 -ion nominals in
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the unaccusative difference vectors, but only 17 -er nominals. One way to
explain this observation is that the appearance of systematic patterns of
word formation is no coincidence, since derivational morphology is one
way in which languages overtly mark word-overarching meaning compo-
nents. In fact, the word formation patterns of -er/-ion nominals have been
argued in the theoretical literature to correlate with the distinction be-
tween an agentive and a patient-like meaning. As seen in (16), -er nom-
inalizations have an agentive semantics and can only be derived from DO-
verbs (Levin & Rappaport 1988).

(16) a. dancer, worker, dreamer
b. *faller, *asleeper, *arriver

In contrast, -ion nominalizations as in (17) have a passive semantics and
can only be derived from (transitive) BECOME-verbs (Alexiadou 2001):

(17) a. destruction, explosion

These considerations suggest that the concepts that make up recurrent
meaning components are not directly encoded in embeddings by increas-
ingly abstract terms as in ontologies like WordNet (Fellbaum 1998), but
through patterns of word formation. If this hypothesis is on the right track,
we expect to see the same effect in other domains where patterns of word
formation are semantically indicative. This expectation is borne out for
the case of mass/count nouns. (18) and (19) present the 10 most frequent
recurring neighbors of the difference vectors for English word embeddings
of 1270 regular count and 2233 mass nouns. The neighbors in (18) and
(19) were calculated using the same pipeline as for the unergative and un-
accusative verbs, consisting of retraining noun embeddings with a binary
classification task (on the mass/count distinction), computation of differ-
ence vectors and approximation with their nearest neighbors. As for the
unergative/unaccusative verbs, the nearest neighbors of mass/count dif-
ference vectors consist of a small and restricted set of recurrent elements.
The approximation of the 10w-CBOW difference vectors of English mass
nouns consists of 19 recurrent nearest neighbors out of 22330 total pos-
sible nearest neighbors, and the approximation of the 10w-CBOW differ-
ence vectors of English count nouns consists of 35 recurrent neighbors out
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of a total of 12700 possible neighbors.

(18) 10 most frequent neighbors of the difference vectors of English mass
nouns
tannin.n.1270 absorption.n.1269 sensuality.n.1269 warmth.n.1260
tightness.n.1256 metabolism.n.1235 cheques.n.1025 acidity.n.900
solubility.n.836 irritability.n.726

(19) 10 most frequent neighbors of the difference vectors of English count
nouns
keypad.n.2025 aisle.n.2025 doorway.n.2025 door.n.2024
verifiers.n.2019 policeman.n.2013 impale.v.2004 lock.v.1931
baccalaureate.n.746 row.n.520

Notably, in (18) we again encounter word-formation patterns as being in-
dicative of the concepts of a mass noun, here in the form of -ity and -ness
nominalizations. These nominalization formation patterns have been ar-
gued in the theoretical literature to derive abstract properties, “qualities”
which are ontologically similar to mass noun (Francez & Koontz-Garboden
2017). The concept of a count noun, in contrast, seems to be encoded
by the simple fact that the nearest neighbors in (19) – in contrast to the
neighbors in (18) – can be counted. I take these observations to provide
additional evidence for the claim that retraining adds non-trivial and non-
random conceptual information to general-purpose word embeddings.

6 Lexical decomposition with distributional semantics
In §5, I showed through qualitative inspection of difference vectors that
the surplus that retraining makes to word embeddings of verbs and nouns
is neither trivial nor random, but instead captures the relevant high-level
conceptual distinction on which the embeddings were fine-tuned. The
observations I made, however, pertained to difference vectors of specific
verbs and nouns. To represent the effect of retraining in a more general
way independent of specific words, in this section I approximate the rela-
tion between the baseline and retrained intransitive English verb embed-
dings with a linear regression model that captures the effect of retraining
as a linear transformation on embeddings. Casting the effect of retraining
in such a general and abstract way allows me to investigate in more detail
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the kind of concept acquired through retraining by applying the regres-
sion model to word embeddings that have been argued in the theoretical
literature to involve the same kind of meaning components as intransitive
verbs.

6.1 The regression model
To capture the effect of retraining, I estimated two regression models for
the relation between (i) the unergative baseline and retrained embeddings
and (ii) the unaccusative baseline and retrained embeddings. In (20), B is
a coefficient matrix (more precisely, a diagonal matrix with the regression
weights as diagonal elements) and Err an error term. Verb embeddings
x ∈ Xbaseline are the independent variables of the model, and verb embed-
dings y ∈ Yretrained the dependent variables. I estimated the coefficient ma-
trices and error terms of the linear regression equation with partial least
squares regression on matrices X and Y , using the number of embedding
dimensions as latent variables. Since I want to capture the effect of retrain-
ing, I overfit the estimated linear models for unergative and unaccusative
verbs to an R2 score of 1.0.

(20) Yretrained = Xbaseline ∗B +Err

I propose to use the estimated regression model for the relation between
unergative and unaccusative baselines and retrained verb embeddings as
an interpretation of the lexical decomposition of unergative and unac-
cusative intransitive verbs. (21) and (22) illustrate lexical decomposition
with distributional semantics with the examples of unergative laugh and
unaccusative arrive.

(21) to laugh ; DO l aug h ;Bdo ∗ l aug h +Errdo

(22) to arrive ; BECOME arrived;Bbecome ∗ar r i ve +Errbecome

In (21) and (22), the conceptual primitives DO and BECOME are interpreted
as the coefficients of the estimated linear regression model. As discussed
in §1, word embeddings excel in capturing idiosyncratic aspects of word
meaning. Thus, I propose that the interpretation of the idiosyncratic con-
stants laugh and arrived is provided by the corresponding verb embed-
dings of laugh and arrive.
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6.2 Evaluation
I evaluate the linear regression model by applying the linear transforma-
tion described by the model to linguistic domains that have been argued
in the theoretical literature to involve the same kind of conceptual dis-
tinction. In the first evaluation, I apply the regression model for DO and
BECOME to -er/-ion nominals, and in the second evaluation to mass and
count nouns.

To evaluate the regression model against -er/-ion nominals, I collected
all the 3812 “agentive” -er and 2357 “patient-like” -ion nominalization types
contained in ukWac. Linear SVM classification of the English 10w-CBOW
baseline embeddings for these nominals fails to converge. I then applied
the linear regression model to the -er/-ion nominal baseline embeddings,
as illustrated for the nominals beginner and eruption in (23a) and (23b),
respectively.

(23) a. beginner ;Bdo ∗beginner+Errdo

b. eruption ;Bbecome ∗eruption+Errbecome

When the regression model for DO is used to transform the embeddings of
-er nominals and the regression model of BECOME to transform the em-
beddings of -ion nominals as in (23), this improves the F1 score of the
transformed English noun embeddings in a linear SVM classification task
on the -er/-ion distinction to 0.97.

In the second evaluation, I test my regression model with a more far-
fetched conceptual correlation than the distinction between agentive and
patient-like nominals and agentive and patient-like verbs. Bach (1986) pro-
posed a correlation between the concepts underlying the distinction be-
tween mass and count nouns, on the one hand, and DO and BECOME verbs
on the other: mass is to atelic verbs (i.e. unergative verbs involving DO, see
Zaenen (1988)) what count is to telic verbs (i.e. unaccusative and transitive
verbs involving BECOME) as in (24).

(24) atelic :: mass = telic :: count

Linear SVM classification on the 10w-CBOW English baseline embeddings
of the 3000 count and mass nouns from §5 fails to converge. But applica-
tion of the DO regression model to the mass noun embeddings and the
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BECOME regression model to the count nouns yields an F1 score of 0.97
for linear SVM classification of the transformed embeddings. To ensure
this is not a random effect, I did a countercheck with interchanged regres-
sion models. When the DO-model is applied to count nouns and the BE-
COME-model to mass nouns, linear SVM classification of the transformed
embeddings still fails to converge.

7 Conclusion and outlook
The main goal of the present paper was to bring together linguistic intu-
itions about word meaning with the empirical groundedness of computa-
tional approaches to lexical semantics derived from large corpora.

Before I summarize the findings of this paper and put into them into
the context of larger research goals, I briefly return to the methodologi-
cal issues of approaching questions of lexical semantics with methods of
machine learning I already addressed in §1.3. A reviewer notes that the in-
terpretation of word embeddings through approximation with their near-
est neighbors, and in particular the interpretation of nearest neighbors as
providing support of a certain hypothesis, makes the analysis “merely im-
pressionistic”, where one just uses one’s own intuition to highlight neigh-
bors that confirm the hypothesis, whereas neighbors that have nothing to
do with unaccusativity are dismissed. I believe this is an important point
because it pertains to the very question of linguistic theorizing. Broadly
speaking, the word embeddings discussed in this paper can be under-
stood as compressed representations of word usage derived from an em-
pirical basis the size of which is beyond the limits of human capacity. Tra-
ditional linguistic theory is standardly based on a small set of carefully
crafted examples. But exceptions to the rule of course also occur when
theorizing about carefully selected examples, and the unaccusative hy-
pothesis is one such topic in modern linguistics where there are count-
less exceptions to the rule, to the extent that a unified theory of intran-
sitive verbs seems to become impossible (see Alexiadou et al. 2004 for an
overview of the current state of the debate). The “impressionistic” method
of interpreting approximated word embeddings through the eyes of an in-
formed linguist may thus be considered as reproducing exactly the diffi-
culties of theorizing about linguistic observations, in that they provide an
unbiased, yet empirically grounded view of the complexities of linguistic
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reality. Since it is difficult to determine which method of picturing natural
language is the right one, instead of contrasting the methodological stan-
dards of the two approaches, I propose that striving for a combination of
insights gained with methods of traditional linguistic theory and meth-
ods of machine learning may provide a more accurate picture of the inner
workings of natural language,even if the picture may seem fuzzy and ad-
hoc. This being said, the purpose of this paper is not to prove a certain
point but rather to make an attempt at investigating how word embed-
dings of a certain data set relate to linguistic theorizing about the same
data set.

From a theoretical point of view, the results obtained in this paper sug-
gest that vector models of word meaning may in fact capture the high-
level conceptual distinction related to the conceptual primitives DO and
BECOME. The possibility to transfer the information gained through re-
training of intransitive-verb embeddings to other domains shows that the
same meaning component may in fact be present in intransitive verbs,
derived -er/-ion nominals and mass and count nouns. Since word em-
beddings are learned from data independent of theoretical bias and intu-
itions, the case study presented in this paper suggests that word embed-
dings can be understood as providing a fresh perspective on the concep-
tual foundations of lexical semantics. The consequent challenge for the
theoretical linguist is to make use of this new perspective on lexical mean-
ing, since the observations made in the present paper to spell out in more
detail the ontology of the parallels between the verbal and nominal do-
main that in the tradition of Bach have mainly been assessed in terms of a
structural algebra. I leave the question for a unified ontology of verbs and
nouns suggested by the case study in this paper as a challenge to future
research.

From a computational point of view, it is important to note that I did
not feed the relation between DO and BECOME and derived -er/-ion nom-
inals or mass and count nouns into the model. The regression model thus
captures general aspects of the linguistic intuition underlying the concep-
tual distinction between DO and BECOME. A possible explanation for this
observation is that retraining strengthens latent semantic features of the
baseline word embeddings. In the approach to semantic similarity based
on the dot-product, feature strengthening finds expression in the magni-
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tude of a vector. In fact, the regression weight matrices of the regression
models for DO and BECOME are not just diagonal matrices. They are near-
perfect scalar matrices, where the mean of the DO diagonal vector is 0.84
(with a variance of 0.00091) and the mean of the BECOME diagonal vector
is 0.936 (with a variance of 0.00037). One main effect of the application of
the regression model is thus a stretching of embeddings by a certain scalar
factor. From this point of view, the results presented in §6 suggest that the
scalar factors we estimated with the regression model are indeed seman-
tically meaningful. In turn, one may speculate whether general concepts
are represented in vector space models of meaning like those that can be
derived with the Word2Vec algorithm as scalar operations on embeddings.
I leave a further exploration of this idea to future research.

The more general hypothesis that arises from the discussion in the pres-
ent paper concerns the nature of embedding spaces by themselves. Em-
beddings of specific words only occupy a small part of the full (continuous
and dense) embedding space. This paper showed that some of the vectors
and operations in the embedding space that do not correspond to words
are actually meaningful: they represent abstract concepts like those asso-
ciated with DO and BECOME. The more general goal of future research that
this paper envisages is to use linguistic insights as a roadmap of the terra
incognita of embedding spaces in which meaningful vectors live that do
not correspond to specific words. Ever since Fillmore (1968), who charac-
terized the covert concepts encoded by verbs as “a set of universal, pre-
sumably innate, concepts which identify certain types of judgments hu-
man beings are capable of making about the events that are going about
around them, judgments about such matters as who did it, who it hap-
pened to, and what got changed” (Fillmore 1968: 45), linguists have been
working on developing frameworks in which concepts that refer to mean-
ings that are not associated with words. Linguistic theory thus plays a cen-
tral role in the identification of meaningful non-word vectors in embed-
ding spaces by providing frameworks in which non-word concepts can be
systematically investigated. In turn, bringing together the compact and
efficient representations that have been developed in theoretical lexical
semantics with the empirical grounding of computational approaches to
word meaning in the spirit of the distributional hypothesis may provide
a way out of the ever-growing resource demands of modern natural lan-
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guage processing.
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Abstract Attributive wrong as in Alex opened the wrong bottle shows a non-local

reading, that is, its meaning is not local to the noun phrase but interacts with the

meaning of the rest of the sentence. I argue that previous accounts did not as-

sume the correct semantics for attributive wrong and do not account adequately

for its restriction to the definite article. I show that there is a second non-local

reading and use data from Papiamentu to show that wrong noun phrases are se-

mantic uniques. I present an analysis within a framework of underspecified se-

mantics that (i) treats wrong as an ordinary adjective in how it combines with the

head noun, (ii) captures its non-local readings, (iii) accounts for the definiteness
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1 Introduction
Haïk (1985), Larson (2000), and Schwarz (2006) argue that attributive
wrong systematically shows non-local readings. Schwarz’ running exam-
ple is given in (1), together with his paraphrase for the intended reading.

(1) I opened the wrong bottle of wine.
‘I opened a bottle that it was wrong for me to open.’

Schwarz (2020) revises this to the following paraphrase.

(2) Liz underlined the wrong number.

‘The number that Liz underlined is not the number she was sup-
posed to underline.’

I will provide and justify a slightly different meaning of non-local wrong
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in §2. In particular, I will argue for the existence of a so far unnoticed read-
ing. I will also include aspects of the meaning of non-local wrong that have
not been explicitly discussed in the literature: the discourse anaphoric po-
tential noun phrases with wrong, the type of definiteness found with such
noun phrases – for which point I will use data from a language with a dif-
ferent system of definiteness marking – and, finally, the type of modality
attested associated with non-local wrong. I will, then, decompose attribu-
tive wrong into various parts: a set-inclusion statement, negation, a modal
operator, and an iota-operator. The contributed operators show variable
relative scope, which captures the two readings that I will argue for.

I will show that the readings I postulate are non-local in the sense
of Schwarz (2020) in §3. I will discuss some challenges of previous ap-
proaches in §4. In §5, I will formulate my analysis in a framework of under-
specified semantic combinatorics, Lexical Resource Semantics (LRS). This
will allow me to treat wrong just like an intersective adjective from the
point of view of the syntax-semantics interface. Following the literature, I
will assume that non-local wrong is only found in definite noun phrases.
I will, however, look at attribute wrong in indefinite noun phrases in §6,
where I will try to connect non-local and local attributive wrong.

2 The meaning of non-local attributive wrong
In this section, I will propose a new semantic analysis of non-local attribu-
tive wrong. In particular, I claim that there are two readings, which I will
call the police reading (P-reading) and the Bluebeard reading (B-reading),
based on the subjects of the prototypical examples in (3) and (4).

(3) The police arrested the wrong person. (P)

‘The person that the police arrested is not (among) the person(s)
that the police should have arrested.’

(4) Bluebeard’s wife opened the wrong door. (B)

‘The door that Bluebeard’s wife should not open is among the doors
that Bluebeard’s wife opened.’

In the P-reading in (3), there is a particular person that got arrested.
There is also a (often singleton) set of persons that should have been ar-
rested. The arrested person is not in this set.
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The B-reading refers back to the French folktale Bluebeard (Barbe bleue
in the original): Bluebeard allows his wife to go into all rooms of their
palace except for one. She opens the door to exactly this room and finds
the corpses of Bluebeard’s former wives in it. In other words, in the B-
reading in (4), there is a particular door that should not have been opened.
However, this door is in the set of doors that got opened.

Previous discussions of non-local wrong only considered the P-reading.
However, the example in (4) shows that the B-reading exists as well. The
two readings can also be found with example (2), even though Schwarz
(2020) only discusses the P-reading.

(5) Liz underlined the wrong number.

a. ‘The number that Liz underlined is not among the numbers Liz
was supposed to underline.’ (P)

b. ‘The number that Liz was not supposed to underline was
among the numbers Liz underlined.’ (B)

In this section, I will justify the existence of the P- and the B-readings by
going through various aspects of their meaning: uniqueness, discourse-
anaphoric potential, definiteness, and type of modal operator. Finally, I
will present my formal rendering of the above paraphrases.

2.1 Uniqueness
For a sentence like (2), Schwarz (2020) looks at three sets: (i) the actual set,
referring to the numbers that Liz underlines, (ii) the required set, which are
the numbers that need to be underlined, and (iii) the excluded set, i.e., the
numbers that must not be underlined. According to Schwarz, sentence (2)
comes with a uniqueness and existence presupposition for the actual set
and the required set, but not for the excluded set.

I will briefly summarize the arguments for the existence and unique-
ness of the actual set for the P-reading and add the corresponding exam-
ples for the B-reading. Schwarz uses the convenient notation in (6), where
the required set is underlined on the left side of the pipe, “|”, and the ac-
tual set is underlined on the right side. I use “3” when a sentence is true
in the given scenario and “7” when it is false. The symbol “#” marks an
uninterpretable sentence, pointing to a violation of a presupposition.
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(6) Liz underlined the wrong number. (P)

a. 34 7 9 | 4 7 9
b. 74 7 9 | 4 7 9
c. # 4 7 9 | 4 7 9
d. # 4 7 9 | 4 7 9

The scenario in (6a) has a single underlined number, which is not the
required number. As indicated, the sentence is true in (6a). The existence
and uniqueness of the actual set is also given in (6b), where Liz underlines
the number she is supposed to underline, which makes the sentence false.
In (6c), the actual set is empty. According to Schwarz, the sentence is not
interpretable in this scenario, which suggests a failure of an existence pre-
supposition. In (6d), more than one number is underlined. Again, Schwarz
argues that the sentence cannot be interpreted in such a constellation,
which points to a violation of a uniqueness presupposition.

According to Schwarz (2020), the required set comes with an existence
and a uniqueness presupposition as well. The scenario in (7a) has an
empty required set. Indeed, the sentence is odd in this scenario, which
points to a violation of an existence presupposition. In (7b), Liz is sup-
posed to underline two numbers but underlines one number that is not
required. According to my intuition, the sentence is true in (7b).

(7) Liz underlined the wrong number. (P)

a. # 3 4 7 9 | 3 4 7 9
b. 33 4 7 9 | 3 4 7 9

This intuition carries over to more natural cases such as (8).1 I charac-
terize the relevant scenario in square brackets. The police is supposed to
arrest more than one person (i.e., there is a non-singleton required set),
but a single person is arrested that is not in this set. The sentence is per-
ceived as true in such a scenario.

(8) [We know that three criminals robbed a bank and should be ar-
rested, but the police arrested a single, innocent bystander instead.]

The police arrested the wrong person. (P)

1I am grateful to the CSSP 2019 audience for providing the example scenario in (8).
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My judgements of (7b) and (8) point to an asymmetry between the pre-
suppositions of the actual and the required set. Schwarz (2020) calls the
combination of an existence and uniqueness presupposition a definite-
ness presupposition. Given my judgments, only the actual set has a defi-
niteness presupposition under the P-reading.

We can now apply the same method to the B-reading. For this reading,
the excluded set is relevant rather than the required set. It is important to
note that there is no required set in the B-reading. In other words, Blue-
beard’s wife is not forced to open any of the doors at all in (4), she is just
not allowed to open a particular one. For B-reading scenarios, I will use
the same marking as above, but indicate what is allowed rather than what
is obligatory. To avoid confusion, I will use “||” to separate the permitted
set from the actual set. The scenarios relevant for testing existence and
uniqueness for the actual set under the B-reading are given in (9).

(9) Liz underlined the wrong number. (B)

a. 34 7 9 || 4 7 9
b. 74 7 9 || 4 7 9
c. # 4 7 9 || 4 7 9
d. 34 7 9 || 4 7 9

In (9a), Liz underlined exactly the one number she was not allowed to
underline. The actual set in (9b) is a singleton as well. As it does not con-
tain the forbidden number it is judged as false. In (9c), Liz did not under-
line any number. The sentence is perceived as odd in this context, which
indicates a violation of an existence presupposition. In (9d), Liz under-
lined two numbers, one of which being the forbidden number. According
to my intuition, the sentence is true in this scenario under a B-reading.

What about the excluded set? Scenarios in which existence or unique-
ness of the excluded sets is not given are shown in (10). In both cases, the
sentences are odd under a B-reading.

(10) Liz underlined the wrong number. (B)

a. # 4 7 9 || 4 7 9 (no excluded number)
b. # 4 7 9 || 4 7 9 (more than one excluded number)
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Given these observations, only the excluded set comes with a definite-
ness presupposition in the B-reading. The actual set is required to be non-
empty, and the required set is irrelevant.

2.2 The referent of the wrong N
In this subsection, I will argue that the differences in definiteness presup-
positions between the P- and the B-readings also have a reflex in the ref-
erent of noun phrases of the form the wrong N (twNP). To show this, I will
look at the anaphoric potential of such noun phrases

In (11), I use different continuations for sentence (1) above. The sen-
tence could potentially provide two antecedents for a pronoun: the actu-
ally opened bottle (indexed as a) or the bottle (or bottles) that should have
been opened (indexed as b).

(11) Alex opened the wrong bottle. (P)

a: the bottle that Alex opened

b: the bottle(s) that Alex should have opened.

a. Unfortunately, itsa cork broke.
b. #Unfortunately, Alex didn’t find itb/themb in the cellar.

This shows that reference to the actually opened bottle is possible, see
(11a). Reference to the required set is excluded, independently of whether
this is done via a singular or a plural pronoun, see (11b).

For the B-reading, the pronominalization shows an analogous asym-
metry, now between the excluded set and the actual set. This is a bit more
difficult to show, as the excluded set is part of the actual set. Therefore, we
can only find a difference in cases in which the actual set is non-unique.

I provide such a scenario for sentence (2) in (12). The continuations
show that it is possible to refer to the forbidden number, (12a), but not to
the underlined numbers, see (12b).

(12) Liz underlined the wrong number. (B)
4 7 9 || 4 7 9

a: the number Liz was forbidden to underline, i.e. 7

b: the number(s) Liz actually underlined, i.e. 7 and 9

a. Ita was a prime number.
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b. #Itb was an odd number. / # Theyb were odd numbers.

These observations show that a twNP refers to the entity on which it
imposes a definiteness presupposition, i.e., the actual set in the P-reading
and the excluded set in the B-reading.

We can relate this to a general property of adjectives. At least in En-
glish, adjectives cannot introduce an antecedent. This is illustrated by the
contrast in (13). The noun phrases in subject position both refer to an en-
voy and require the existence of a president. However, only in (13a) can
the president be used as the antecedent of a pronoun in the sentence. If
the president is merely introduced inside the adjective presidential, such
a coreference is impossible, see (13b).

(13) a. [The envoy of the presidenti ] . . .
b. *[The presidenti -ial envoy] . . .

informed himi about the state of the negotiations.

The data in (13) are important for our discussion of wrong. If we as-
sume that the set that lacks a uniqueness presupposition is contributed
sub-lexically by wrong, the observed contrast in pronominalization fol-
lows by the generalization that is independently needed for adjectives.

2.3 The type of definiteness
I have shown in §2.1 that both readings come with a uniqueness and an
existence presupposition on one element, i.e. both have one element that
can be considered definite in the sense of Schwarz (2020). It is known that
there are various types of definite: at least strong and weak (Schwarz 2009;
Löbner 2011; Am-David 2014; Ortmann 2014). Simplifying, strong defi-
nites (or pragmatic uniques) typically refer to entities that have been in-
troduced in the previous discourse. Weak definites (or semantic uniques)
refer to entities that are given in the background.

English does not distinguish formally between strong and weak defi-
nites. In order to determine the type of definiteness that we find in twNPs,
I will use data from Papiamentu, a language in which such a distinction
is found. Papiamentu is a Portuguese/Spanish/Dutch-based creole lan-
guage spoken on Aruba, Bonaire and Curaçao (Maurer 2013). Papiamentu
has both a definite article, e, and an indefinite article, un. The definite ar-
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ticle is used for strong definites, i.e., primarily in anaphoric contexts, see
(14). No article is used, however, with weak definites like solo ‘sun’ in (15).

(14) Mi
I

a
PERF

kumpra
buy

un
a

bolo.
cake

*(E)
the

bolo
cake

a
PERF

wòrdu
PASS

kome
eat

den
in

10
10

minüt.
minutes

‘I bought a cake. The cake was eaten in 10 minutes.’
(Kester & Schmitt 2007: 119)

(15) (*E)
the

solo
sun

ta
PRES

kima
burning

sin
without

miserikordia.
mercy

‘The sun is burning without mercy.’ (Kester & Schmitt 2007: 113)

Papiamentu does not use the definite article with its equivalent of En-
glish wrong in the relevant uses. This is illustrated in (16) and (17).

(16) Polis
police

a
PERF

arestá
arrest

hende
person

robes
wrong

pa
for

Interpol.
Interpol

‘The police has arrested the wrong person for Interpol.’2

(17) Ta
PRES

duel
hurts

mi.
me

Señor
Mister

a
PERF

yama
call

number
number

robes.
wrong

‘I am sorry. You have the wrong number, Sir.’3

This shows that the noun phrases hende robes and number robes are
weak definites. Consequently, their uniqueness and existence should be
treated on par with that of other weak definites, i.e., it is presupposed in
the context and need not be introduced explicitly. Therefore, I conclude
robes ‘wrong’ has the effect of turning a noun into a weak definite.

I think it is legitimate to generalize this to English wrong. In English,
weak definites are marked with the definite article. We, thus, have an ex-
planation why non-local wrong requires the definite article in English. I
will come back to this point in §4.

2https://extra.cw/polis_a_aresta_hende_robes_pa_interpol/, 2020/04/08.
3Papiamento extended phrasebook, Learningonlinexyz Inc. Accessed via googlebooks,

2020/04/08.
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2.4 Modality
Every paraphrase of a sentence with wrong contains a modal expression.
I will adopt the three dimensions of modality from Kratzer (1977; 1991)
(modal force, modal base, and ordering source) to discuss the type of
modality found with wrong. As far as the modal force is concerned, the
terms required and excluded set in Schwarz (2020) indicate that we are
dealing with a necessity modality in all cases. I will show that wrong is
compatible with circumstantial (or root) modality, but not with epistemic
modality.

Wrong can occur felicitously with circumstantial necessity. In (18a),
the obligation is imposed by laws or regulations. In (18b), it comes from
moral, ethical or other considerations rather than from strict rules.

(18) a. [The university obliges us to use a particular cloud service,
but Alex is using a different one.]
So, Alex is using the wrong cloud service. (P)

b. [We all know that we should reduce CO2 emission and move
away from coal power generation. Nonetheless, the govern-
ment has just approved a new coal-fired power station.]
So, the government supports the wrong type of energy. (B)

This contrasts with epistemic necessity. In (19), I provide contexts for
a potential use of wrong with epistemic necessity. Below each example, I
indicate the intended reading. As shown by the marking “#” such readings
are not possible – neither for the P-reading nor for the B-reading.

(19) a. [From what I know about Alex and Kim, Alex must be on va-
cation now, but, in reality, Kim is.]
# So, the wrong person seems to be on vacation. (P)

Intended: ‘The person that is on vacation is not among the
people who must be on vacation according to what I know.’

b. [I was sure that Alex would not pass the biology test. However,
Alex did fairly well in it.]
# So, Alex passed the wrong test. (B)

Intended: ‘The test that Alex must fail according to my knowl-
edge is among the tests that Alex passed.’
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The examples of circumstantial modality above contained some possi-
ble ordering sources. While they suggest that the obligation is imposed on
the grammatical subject of the sentence, this is not necessarily the case.
We find the same readings when the logical subject is implicit, as in pas-
sives without overt by-phrase, see (20).

(20) a. [(18a)] So, the wrong cloud service is used.
b. [(18b)] So, the wrong type of energy is supported.

In bouletic modality, the person whose wishes or desires are at stake
need not be overtly expressed. Nonetheless, we find cases of wrong, as in
(21). In these examples, wrong relates to the wishes of Alex in a particular
lottery, even though Alex is not mentioned explicitly in the sentence.

(21) a. [Alex would win in the lottery if the number 4 was drawn, but
the number 7 was drawn.]
So, clearly, the wrong number was drawn. (P)

b. [Alex would win in the lottery unless the number 4 was drawn.
However, this number was drawn.]
So, clearly, the wrong number was drawn. (B)

This preliminary discussion shows that wrong comes with (possibly all
types of) circumstantial necessity, but not with epistemic modality.

2.5 Semantic representations
Taking together the observations from this section, we arrive at the se-
mantic representations given in (22) and (23) for slightly simplified ver-
sions of sentences (3) and (4), respectively.

(22) Lestrade arrested the wrong person. (P)
¬((ιs x : pers(x)∧arr(l, x)) ∈ {x|pers(x)∧OBL(y,∧arr(l, x))}≥1)

(23) Anne opened the wrong door. (B)
(ιs x : door(x)∧OBL(y,∧¬op(a, x))) ∈ {x|door(x)∧op(a, x)}≥1

I will first go through the representation of the P-reading in (22). The
highest operator is the negation of the membership relation. There is
an ι-expression that refers to the person that Lestrade arrested. Assum-
ing a standard semantics for this operator, this reflects the existence and
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uniqueness presupposition on the actual set discussed in §2.1 and pro-
vides a potential antecedent for pronominal reference in the discourse,
see §2.2. I use the subscript “s” on the ι-operator to indicate seman-
tic uniqueness (§2.3). The relevant set is the set of people that Lestra-
de should arrest. The choice of set-membership rather than identity ex-
presses the non-uniqueness of the required set (§2.1). The subscript “≥ 1”
abbreviates the presupposition that this set is not empty.

The modal operator OBL expresses a circumstantial modality (§2.4).
Consequently, it has a propositional argument and an individual argu-
ment expressing whose obligation is considered. This individual argu-
ment need not be linked to an overt element in the sentence, but is de-
termined contextually. This is expressed with a free variable, y , in (22).

The representation for the B-reading in (23) consists of the same ingre-
dients as the one for the P-reading, but they are arranged differently. In
the P-reading, the negation has wide scope over the set-membership, and
the modal operator OBL occurs inside the set. In the B-reading, the set-
membership is the highest operator. The modal operator does not occur
inside the set and has scope over the negation. The ι-expression refers to
the door that was required not to be opened, i.e., to the unique member of
the excluded set. This entity is said to be a member of the actual set, which
is not necessarily a singleton, though its non-emptyness is presupposed. I
will leave out the subscripts “s” and “≥ 1” in the following.

The proposed semantic representations capture the data on the two
readings of wrong. In the next section, I will demonstrate that both read-
ings qualify as non-local in the sense of Schwarz (2020).

3 Non-locality of the readings
The P- and the B-readings of wrong can be considered non-local as the
meaning of the verb appears embedded inside a meaning contribution
of the adjective. This criterion has been generally applied in the litera-
ture, including Morzycki (2016). Schwarz (2020) proposes two entailment
tests for non-local adjectival modifiers: extensionality and monotonicity.
A non-local adjective allows for neither an extensional nor a monotone
entailment in the way to be described below. I will first illustrate the two
tests for the P-reading and, then, apply them to the B-reading.

I will use the two tests from Schwarz (2020), but modify some of his ex-
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amples. I will contrast the local adjective red with non-local wrong. Let us
assume a situation in which whenever someone underlines a number they
also put a circle around it, i.e., in the current situation s, �underline�s =
�circle�s . In this situation, sentence (24a) entails sentence (24b).

(24) a. Liz underlined the red number.
b. |= Liz circled the red number.

Imagine a situation in which Liz was supposed to underline the num-
ber 4 but circle the number 7, and in which she underlined (and circled)
7. Then sentence (25a) is true, but (25b) is false. This shows that the P-
reading is not extensional.

(25) 4 7 9 | 4 7 9 (P)

a. Liz underlined the wrong number.
b. 6|= Liz circled the wrong number.

The second test looks at monotonicity. Underlining a number is a way
of marking it. Consequently, sentence (26a) entails (26b).

(26) a. Liz underlined the red number.
b. |= Liz marked the red number.

In (27), we replace the local adjective red with wrong. The entailment
from (27a) to (27b) does not hold in general. In the scenario in (27), Liz
was supposed to underline 4 and to cross out 7. She underlined 7. Conse-
quently, sentence (27a) is true, but sentence (27b) is false – because 7 was
among the numbers to be marked.

(27) 4 X7 9 | 4 7 9 (P)

a. Liz underlined the wrong number.
b. 6|= Liz marked the wrong number.

This shows that a twNP in the P-reading does not conserve the mono-
tonicity of a definite noun phrase of the form the N or the red N . From the
results of these two tests, Schwarz (2020) concludes that wrong is a non-
local adjective in the P-reading, which is the only one he discusses.

In the next step, I will show that the B-reading is equally non-local ac-
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cording to these tests. The extensionality test is exemplified in (28). Let us
assume, again, that underlining and circling have the same extension in
our situation. Furthermore, Liz was only forbidden to underline the num-
ber 4, but allowed to circle whichever numbers she likes. She actually un-
derlined and circled 4. Then (28a) is true, but (28b) is false.

(28) 4 7 9 || 4 7 9 (B)

a. Liz underlined the wrong number.
b. 6|= Liz circled the wrong number.

For monotonicity, consider a scenario in which Liz was allowed to un-
derline any number except for 4 and to cross out any number except for
7. She underlined 4. Then, (29a) is true. Sentence (29b), however, is unde-
fined as there is no unique number that must not be marked.

(29) X4 7 X9 || 4 7 9 (B)

a. Liz underlined the wrong number.
b. 6|= #Liz marked the wrong number.

We can use a plural noun phrase to overcome this problem. The sce-
nario in (30) is chosen in such a way that the excluded set for underlining
consists of 4, 7, and 9. The excluded set for marking only consists of 7 and
9. Liz underlined exactly the numbers that she must not underline, which
makes sentence (30a) true under the B-reading. However, sentence (30b)
is false, as the number 4 is not in the excluded set for marking.

(30) X4 7 X8 9 || 4 7 8 9 (B)

a. Liz underlined the wrong numbers.
b. 6|= Liz marked the wrong numbers.

This shows that both the P-reading and the B-reading as defined in §2
pass the tests for non-local adjectives in Schwarz (2020).

4 Challenges for previous approaches
An important issue in previous discussions of non-local wrong is the ob-
servation that we always find a definite article. This is even more puzzling
under the classical paraphrase in (1) – repeated in (31) – as this paraphrase
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does not contain a definite noun phrase.

(31) I opened the wrong bottle of wine.

‘I opened a bottle of wine that it was wrong for me to open.’

Consequently, Abbott (2001) and Schwarz (2006) assume that a twNP is
semantically indefinite. In support of this, Abbott (2001: 12) provides ex-
ample (32). While definites cannot occur in existential there-clauses, this
seems to be possible for twNPs.

(32) There was the wrong address on the envelope.

This argument is not fully conclusive. First, there are occurrences of
definites with existential there, as in (33) from COCA (Davies 2008–).

(33) There was my wife in the living room. (COCA)

Second, uses of twNPs in there-clauses is far from common, if existing
at all. For instance, there is no relevant hit parallel to (32) in COCA for the
query ‘there BE the wrong _nn*’ (2020/04/08).

In Schwarz (2006), the wrong is simply treated as one lexical item. It is,
however, possible to find examples in which there is material between the
article and the adjective, see (34).

(34) Archaeologists, who have spent decades digging at the apparently
wrong location, will soon be moving to the new site.4

Morzycki (2016) shows that many non-local adjectives require a defi-
nite article, such as average in (35). He suggests that this is due to a kind
reading of nouns with non-local adjectives. For kinds, the use of a definite
article is to be expected.

(35) The average American has 2 children.

While this is plausible for average, Morzycki himself states that this ex-
planation cannot be applied to non-local wrong. For example, sentence
(2) is about a concrete number, not about kind of number, and (3) is about

4https://tinyurl.com/y5fta3qw, accessed 2020/09/07
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a concrete person, not a kind of person, etc.
Instead, Morzycki (2016) claims that there is no definiteness require-

ment and that there are non-local readings of a wrong N as well. I will ar-
gue in §6 that such uses, indeed, are local readings.

Larson (2000) suggests that the definiteness requirement of wrong can
be captured by assigning it a superlative semantics. As English superla-
tives come with a definite article, it should not be a surprise that the
same holds for non-local wrong. However, Larson does not provide such
a superlative-like semantics.

Based on Papiamentu data, I argued in §2.3 that wrong-noun phrases
behave like unique nouns such as sun. This seems to be a cross-
linguistically robust generalization, as in English, unique nouns require
a definite article, and so do noun phrases with non-local wrong. Thus,
Larson (2000) is correct in pointing out that superlatives and non-local
wrong share an important semantic property which is responsible for the
parallelism in definiteness marking. However, the relevant property is not
the superlative semantics but the semantic uniqueness they both express.

Let us finally look at the proposal in Schwarz (2020). Schwarz works
within a framework such as Heim & Kratzer (1998), in which functional
application is the central device for computing the meaning of a complex
expression. Consequently, non-local readings are a serious challenge as
the adjective cannot be interpreted directly in its surface position. For this
reason, syntactic operations are postulated to adjust the syntactic struc-
ture to the semantics. Schwarz eventually favours what he calls a main
functor analysis, under which the adjective acts as the highest semantic
functor in the clause. Following Morzycki (2016), there are two instances
of Quantifier Raising to arrive at an interpretable syntactic structure, see
(36). First, the noun phrase the wrong number is fronted. Then, the com-
bination wrong number is fronted further, stranding the determiner.

(36) Liz underlined the wrong number.

QR1: [the [wrong number]] λ2 [Liz underlined t2]

QR2: [wrong number] λ1 [[the t1] λ2 [Liz underlined t2]]

While the movements in (36) are required within the particular frame-
work, I think that there is little independent motivation for them. The ad-
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jective wrong is in the surface position in which we find attributive adjec-
tives, and determiners cannot be stranded in English, see (37). The Morzy-
cki/Schwarz analysis might be a solution within their framework – still, I
think that an approach stressing the parallels between wrong and “ordi-
nary” adjectives is conceptually more attractive.

(37) *[Wrong number]1 Liz underlined [the t1]

In this section, I have mentioned challenges of previous approaches
and, in part, already specified how they can be resolved in the analysis
proposed in §2. In particular, the questions of whether non-local wrong is
definite at all and is always definite have both received a positive answer
in this paper and an explanation in terms of treating wrong as an adjec-
tive that creates semantic uniques. In the next section, I will formalize my
analysis in a constraint-based syntax-semantics interface.

5 Underspecified semantics of wrong
In this section, I will present an integration of my analysis of non-local
wrong into a formal framework of the syntax-semantics interface, Lexical
Resource Semantics (LRS). I will present the basic ideas of this framework
in §5.1 and develop my analysis in §5.2.

5.1 Framework: Lexical Resource Semantics
LRS is a formal system of the syntax-semantics interface. It is representa-
tional in the sense that it assumes that linguistic expressions have (at least)
a syntactic and a semantic representation. Semantic representations can
be expressions of any standard semantic representation language. In the
present paper, I will use the ones from the previous sections.

LRS is a system of constraint-based underspecified semantic combina-
torics. This means that words and phrases add constraints on what the
eventual semantic representation of an utterance should be. It is under-
specified in the sense that these constraints need not fix exactly one se-
mantic representation but could be compatible with several readings. As
such, LRS is in the tradition of underspecified semantic systems as char-
acterized in Pinkal (1999) and Egg (2010).

LRS has mainly been used in Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar
(HPSG, Pollard & Sag 1994), as HPSG is a constraint-based grammar frame-
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work that integrates all modules of grammar within one formalism. There
are, however, LRS analyses that are independent of a particular grammar
framework, including Sailer (2004a) and the present paper. A general in-
troduction to LRS is given in Richter & Sailer (2004).5 I will use a version of
the compact notation introduced in Penn & Richter (2004).

LRS is lexical in the sense that only lexical items, i.e. words or phrasal
lexical units, determine which constants, variables, and operators may
occur in the semantic representation of an utterance (contribution con-
straints). Non-lexical items can only constrain how these should be com-
bined to arrive at the overall semantic representation (embedding con-
straints). I will illustrate this with simple example sentences, such as (38).
I indicate the constraints contributed by the words below the sentence.

(38) [S: Everyone [VP: didn’t call]].

a. call: call(x)
b. didn’t: ¬α
c. everyone: ∀x(person(x) →β[x])

The constraint in (38a) is to be read in the following way: Whenever
the word call occurs in an utterance, the semantic representation must
contain an occurrence of the formula call(x).

Following Bos (1996), I assume a semantic meta-language. I use lower-
case Greek letters for meta-variables (α,β, . . . ). The constraint contributed
by the negated auxiliary didn’t in (38b) restricts its use to utterances whose
semantic representation contain a negation. The scope of the negation is
marked with the meta-variable α.

The word everyone has the most complex constraint. It specifies that
whenever it occurs, there will be a universal quantifier that binds a vari-
able and has an implication in its scope. The antecedent of this implica-
tion is of the form person(x), and its consequent is marked with a meta-
variable, β, which means that it is not fully constrained by everyone. The
notation β[x] expresses that whatever expression β will be interpreted as,
it must have an occurrence of x in it.

These words combine syntactically in the way indicated by the bracket-
ing in (38). The VP didn’t call collects the constraints from (38a) and (38b).

5See https://www.lexical-resource-semantics.de for further material on LRS.
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In addition, a constraint is added that the meaning of call occurs in the
scope of the negation contributed by didn’t. This is written as α[call(x)]
All these constraints are collected in (39). There, a new meta-variable, γ,
is introduced, which must be some formula that satisfies the three con-
straints given inside the square brackets.

(39) VP: γ[call(x), ¬α, α[call(x)]]

The S-node collects the constraints from the subject and the VP node.
In addition, it adds the requirement that the meaning of call must occur
in the consequent of the implication contributed by everyone, which can
be expressed as β[call(x)]. The overall constraint is given in (40), where I
introduce a new meta-variable, δ.

(40) S: δ[∀x(person(x) →β[x]), γ[call(x),¬α,α[call(x)]], β[call(x)]]

Once all constraints are gathered, there is a closure constraint saying
that semantic representation of an utterance can only contain the con-
stants, variables, and operators that occur in the constraints contributed
by lexical items and that it must respect all constraints contributed by the
lexical and non-lexical items contained in the utterance.

We can arrive at the overall semantic representation of an utterance
by assigning each contributed meta-variable some expression in such a
way that all constraints are satisfied. Such a meta-variable assignment is
called a plugging (Bos 1996). For ambiguous sentences, there should be
more than one plugging, which then leads to more than one possible se-
mantic representation. In our example, there are two possible pluggings
that respect all constraints. These are given in (41). In (41a), the negation
has narrow scope. In (41b), it has wide scope over the universal quantifier.

(41) Possible pluggings

a. α≡ call(x); β≡ γ≡¬α; δ≡∀x(person(x) →β)
Reading 1: ∀x(person(x) →¬call(x))

b. α≡ γ≡ δ≡∀x(person(x) →β); β≡ call(x)
Reading 2: ¬∀x(person(x) → call(x))

This example illustrated how the lexical specifications determine the
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resulting readings together with the additional constraints added at the
phrases. In order to formulate the phrase-level constraints in a systematic
way, we flag certain contributions. For the present paper, the relevant con-
tributions are the internal content and the external content. The internal
content, which I will mark as [α], signals the scopally lowest contribution
in a phrase. The external content, indicated as α, is the representation as-
sociated with the overall phrase. In (42), I repeat the lexical entries from
(38), augmented by the indication of internal and external content.6

(42) a. call: [call(x)]

b. didn’t: ¬α[[α′]]
c. everyone: ∀x([person(x)] →β[x])

With these two auxiliary notions, we can define the constraints that
I had used in the first run through example (38). First, in every headed
phrase, the internal content and the external content both percolate from
the head daughter to the mother. Second, when a raising verb, such as the
auxiliary didn’t, combines with its verbal complement, the auxiliary inher-
its its complement’s internal content. Consequently, the internal content
of the VP didn’t call is call(x), which leads to the above-mentioned con-
straint α[call(x)]. The third general constraint applies when a quantifier is
the non-head in a phrase. In this constellation, the quantifier takes scope
over the internal content of the head. This constraint has the effect that
call(x) must be a component of β, i.e., β[call(x)].

As a second example, I will discuss (43), which contains an attributive
adjective and the definite article.7

(43) [S: Alex [VP: opened [NP: the [N′: red bottle]]]].

a. bottle: [bottle(x)]

b. red: (α[x]∧β[[red(x)]])

c. the: ([ι]x :φ[x])

6The specifications in (42) are simplifications. All all signs have an internal and an
external content, but I have left out some of the required meta-variables.

7Given HPSG’s lexical approach to argument linking, the discourse referents of the
arguments of open are constrained to occur inside the appropriate argument slots. For
the subject, I simplify this to alex. I am more explicit for the complement: the second
argument of open is an expression χ containing the complement’s discourse referent x.
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d. opened: [open(alex,χ[x])]

e. Alex: [alex]

First, the noun bottle combines with the adjective red. The external
content of the adjective is a conjunction. The second conjunct contains
the adjective’s internal content, red(x). The combination of these two
words is subject to the constraint in (44), introduced in Sailer (2004b).

(44) In a head-modifier combination, if the external content of the
modifier is of the formα∧β, the head’s internal content is a subex-
pression of α and the modifier’s external content is a subexpres-
sion of the head’s external content.

In our example, this has the effect that the constraint α[bottle(x)] is
added, which leads to the overall constraint in (45).

(45) N′: α[[bottle(x)]]∧β[red(x)]

Following the HPSG tradition, I assume that the determiner is the non-
head in the next combination. The constraint in (46) is relevant here, which
embeds the noun’s internal content inside the determiner’s restrictor.

(46) When a determiner combines with a nominal head, the determiner
and the head have the same external content, and the head’s inter-
nal content is embedded in the determiner’s restrictor.

Given this constraint, we arrive at (47) for the noun phrase.

(47) NP: (ιx :φ[α[[bottle(x)]]∧β[red(x)]])

The rest of the sentence does not require any new principles of gram-
mar. As the definite noun phrase is not qunantificational, no embedding
constraint will be added at the VP level. This leads to the overall constraint
in (48).

(48) VP: γ[[open(alex,χ[x])], (ιx :φ[α[bottle(x)]∧β[red(x)]])]

Finally, the subject is added. As the sentence is not ambiguous, there is
only one plugging satisfying all constraints. This plugging is given in (49).
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(49) α≡ bottle(x); β≡ red(x); φ≡ (α∧β); χ≡ (ιx :φ); γ≡ open(alex,χ)

Reading: open(alex, (ιx : bottle(x)∧ red(x)))

I showed with example (43) how intersective, attributive adjectives and
definite noun phrases are handled in LRS.

Finally, I want illustrate the analysis of a semantically unique noun,
based on Sailer & Am-David (2016). As a unique noun, sun introduces an
ι-operator lexically, see (50).

(50) sun: (ιx : [sun(x)])

All English singular count nouns require an overt determiner syntac-
tically, therefore the noun sun selects a determiner. In particular, it can
combine with the definite article, whose constraint we saw in (43c). This
combination is subject to (46), i.e., the noun and the article have the same
external content and the noun’s internal content must be in the restrictor
of the determiner, which is the body of the ι-expression. The result is given
in (51). Assuming φ≡ sun(x), this reduces to the expression (ιx : sun(x)).

(51) [NP: the sun]: (ιx :φ[[sun(x)]])

It is important to note that both the noun and the determiner constrain
the overall semantic representation to contain an ι-expression. There is
nothing requiring, however, that there need to be two ι-expressions. This
potential of redundant semantic contributions is one of the key proper-
ties of LRS and has been exploited in analyses of negative concord, tense
marking, and others (Richter & Sailer 2006; Sailer 2004a).

All constraints used in this subsection were proposed in previous LRS
papers. I will show below, that non-local wrong combines with the head
noun in exactly the same way as red, and result in a semantically unique
noun such as sun.

5.2 Analysis of non-local attributive wrong
We can now turn to the LRS formalization of the analysis of non-local
wrong developped in §2. The constraint associated with the lexical entry
of wrong is given in (52).

(52) Lexical constraints of attributive wrong:
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ζ[α[x]∧β[x], (i)

(ιx :α∧γ′) ∈ {x|(α∧γ′′)}, (ii)
¬δ[β], (iii)
α∧OBL(y,∧ε[β])] (iv)

and neither γ′ ≡¬δ nor γ′′[¬δ]

This constraint introduces a meta-variable, ζ, for which four compo-
nents are specified. First, (i), the external content of the adjective is a con-
junction just like the external content of an ordinary intersective adjective
like red in (43b). The first conjunct, α, will eventually be the content of
the head noun, the second conjunct, β, will be the content of the clause
in which the noun phrase occurs. Second, (ii), there is a set-membership
expression whose first argument is an ι-expression and whose second ar-
gument is a set. The body of the ι-expression is, again, a conjunction with
α as its first conjunct and some expression γ′ as its second conjunct. Simi-
larly, the body of the set is of the formα∧γ′′. Third, (iii), there is a negation
that takes scope over β. Fourth, (iv), there is another conjunction with α

as its first conjunct and an obligation modal in its second conjunct which
also takes scope over β

Finally, there is a further condition in (52) which determines that only
pluggings are acceptable in which neither γ′ is the negation ¬δ nor does
γ′′ contain the negation.

The constraint in (52) does not fully specify the relative scope of the
four mentioned components of ζ. The membership relation specifies two
conjunctions with α as their first conjunct, and there cannot be more oc-
currences of such conjunctions in ζ. Consequently, either β≡ γ′ or β≡ γ′′.
In the first case, we know that γ′′ ≡ OBL(y,ε), in the second case, γ′ ≡
OBL(y,ε). The negation is also restricted: it must have scope over β, but it
may not be the second conjunct in the body of the ι-expression nor may it
occur in side the body of the set. This leaves only two options: it can have
wide scope over the set-membership expression, ζ ≡ ¬δ, or it can have
narrow scope inside the second conjunct of the body of the ι-expression if
there is another operator above it – which can only be the modal operator
in our case. Taking these considerations together, we end up with exactly
two possibilities, which are given schematically in (53). As indicated, these
correspond to the P- and the B-reading.
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(53) a. ¬((ιx :α∧β) ∈ {x|α∧OBL(y,∧β)}) (P)
β≡ γ′ ≡ ε; γ′′ ≡ OBL(y,ε);
δ≡ (ιx : . . .) ∈ {x| . . .}; ζ≡¬δ

b. (ιx :α∧OBL(y,∧¬β)) ∈ {x|α∧β} (B)
β≡ γ′ ≡ OBL(y,ε); γ′′ ≡ (α∧β);
δ≡β; ε≡¬δ; ζ≡ (ιx : . . .) ∈ {x| . . .}

I can now show how the two P- and the B-readings of an example simi-
lar to (1) can be derived. I will use the lexical entries from (43). As indicated
in (54), I assume the same syntactic structure as in the case with a local in-
tersective adjective.

(54) [S: Alex [VP: opened [NP: the [N′: wrong bottle]]]].

When wrong combines with the head noun bottle, the constraint in (44)
applies. In other words, we combine the constraints from (43a) and (52)
and add the constraint that the internal content of bottle be inside the
first conjunct of the external content of the adjective, i.e., α[bottle(x)].

I described the lexical entry of the in (43c) and the effect of it combining
with a noun in (51). In the present example, the constraint in (55) is added.

(55) ιx :φ[[bottle(x)]]

When we combine the constraints of the three words occurring in the
noun phrase and the ones added by the phrases, we arrive at (56).

(56) Accumulated constraints for the wrong bottle:
ζ[(ιx : [bottle(x)] ∧γ′[β[x]]) ∈ {x|bottle(x)∧γ′′[β]},

bottle(x)∧β,
¬δ[β]],
bottle(x)∧OBL(y,∧ε[β]))

Since both the adjective and the determiner contribute an ι-expression,
we are in exactly the same situation as with unique nouns in (50). Both
expressions constrain the overall semantic representation to contain an ι-
expression, which is compatible with there being just one such expression
in the overall representation.

In the next step, the noun phrase combines with the verb opened. Being
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a definite noun phrase, it is not quantificational. Consequently, there is no
new scopal constraint. We just add the lexical constraint of the verb from
(43d), open(a,χ[x]). To complete the sentence, there is only one meta-
variable in the overall constraint that can be equated to this formula: β.

(57) Accumulated constraints for sentence (54):
ζ[(ιx : bottle(x)∧γ′[[open(a, x)]]) ∈ {x|bottle(x)∧γ′′[open(a, x)]},

bottle(x)∧open(a, x),
¬δ[open(a, x)]],
bottle(x)∧OBL(y,∧ε[open(a, x)]))

We saw in the abstract discussion of which pluggings are compatible
with the lexical specification of non-local wrong that there are only two
possibilities. These are given in (58) and (59) together with the resulting
semantic representations, the P- and the B-reading respectively.

(58) ¬((ιx : bottle(x)∧open(a, x)) ∈ {x|bottle(x)∧OBL(y,∧open(a, x))}
γ′ ≡ ε≡ open(a, x); γ′′ ≡ OBL(y,∧ε); δ≡ ((ιx : . . .) ∈ {x| . . .}); χ≡ x

(59) (ιx : bottle(x)∧OBL(y,∧¬open(a, x))) ∈ {x|bottle(x)∧open(a, x)}
γ′ ≡ OBL(y,∧ε); γ′′ ≡ δ≡ open(a, x); ε≡¬δ; χ≡ x

Note that throughout the derivation, the individual argument of the
modal operator OBL is a free variable. As it is not a meta-variable, it will
not be resolved by a plugging, but needs to be resolved in the context.

There are some important features of this analysis. First, there is no
combinatorial difference – neither syntactically nor semantically – be-
tween the adjectives red and wrong. Both have an intersective core se-
mantic contribution, their external content, and are subject to the con-
straint in (44) when combining with a noun.

In addition to this core semantic contribution, wrong also contributes
other constraints. This is the material responsible for the non-local read-
ing. It is scopally restricted within the lexical entry of the adjective, but
irrelevant for the constraints contributed by the syntactic combinatorics.

Just as other definite noun phrases in English, a twNP refers to an indi-
vidual with an existence and uniqueness presupposition. In English, the
definite article is semantically redundant for unique nouns, but fulfills
this role in such noun phrases just as in any other definite noun phrase.
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Consequently, we capture the parallelism to unique nouns in English and
other languages. Finally, there is a single lexical constraint on non-local
wrong which is underspecified with respect to the P- and the B-readings.

6 Local reading of attributive wrong
Previous studies of attributive wrong are restricted to non-local readings
and have largely ignored local readings. However, I would like to stress the
connection between local and non-local readings of attributive wrong.

Larson (2000) and Schwarz (2006) observe that a wrong N does not al-
low for non-local readings. This is also my impression, based on a cursory
inspection of COCA hits for the query a wrong N . In (60), the speaker will
answer if a number has been dialed that does not exist, i.e., if it is an unas-
signed number, not whenever it is not the number that one was supposed
or intended to dial. Similarly, in (61), the decision is the one that should
not have been made, not the one that should not be overturned.

(60) I also do other intercept messages, when you dial a wrong tele-
phone number, or dial a number that’s been disconnected, or you
need to deposit 25 cents before making a call. That’s me.
⇒ a telephone number that (necessarily) doesn’t exists

(61) “Institutional integrity” turns out to mean the Court must not over-
turn a wrong decision if there has been angry opposition to it.
⇒ a decision that should not have been made

The basic idea pursued here is that, in the local reading, we infer what
should have been done to the referent of the noun phrase. In (61), for
example, an inferrable property should not hold of the decision. This is
sketched in the simplified semantic representation in (62), which states
that there is a decision such that it is not among the ones that should be
made, P (x), and that this decision is overturned.

(62) ∃x((decision(x)∧ (x ∈ {x|decision(x)∧OBL(y,∧¬P (x))}))
∧overturn(Court, x)), where P can be inferred

In (63), I provide the lexical semantic contribution of local attributive
wrong. As indicated by the underlining, the entire expression is the exter-
nal content. This makes it a local adjective in the sense that there is no
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contribution of the adjective that contains its own external content.

(63) Lexical constraints of local wrong:
(α∧β[OBL(∧ε[P (x)]),¬δ[P (x)]]), where P can be inferred.

With this lexical specification, local wrong is compatible with all deter-
miners, including both the definite and the indefinite article, while non-
local wrong only allowed for a redundant definite article. Nonetheless, the
representation of the local readings shares major parts with that of the
non-local readings: negation, and a modal operator. The constraint-based
view of LRS allows us to say that the constraints of non-local and local
wrong overlap to a large extend.

The inferred predicate P is an important difference between local and
non-local wrong. P is not necessarily identical with the main predicate
of the clause. In the non-local readings, the predicate in the scope of the
modal operator OBL needs to be the same as the predicate in the clause.
This latter identity is what gave rise to the impression that wrong N takes
scope over a VP, as encoded syntactically in the analysis in Haïk (1985).
This contrast follows from the fact that P is an object-level predicate in
(63), whereas I used a meta-variable in the constraint on non-local wrong
in (52). The meta-variable needs to be resolved in the plugging as an ex-
pression that occurs in the semantic representation, the object-level vari-
able on the other hand will be assigned a value in context.8

Schwarz (2020) follows Morzycki (2016) in assuming that a wrong N
can have a non-local reading, providing example (64). This sentence is
true, for example, when Liz underlined the one number that she was sup-
posed to underline and at least one forbidden number.

(64) Liz underlined a wrong number.
⇒ a number that Liz should not underline

However, I think that (64) shows a local reading. As the local readings
depend on an inferred predicate, there is nothing wrong with inferring
that predicate from the clause itself. Consequently, there would be a po-

8This is parallel to the treatment of the individual argument of OBL as a free object-
level variable in the lexical specification of non-local wrong in (52).
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tential overlap between the local and the non-local readings.
However, I think that indefinite attributive wrong is always local. To

show this, I need to construct a context in which the non-local indefinite
reading would be true – i.e. the reading in which the clause-mate predi-
cate is what should not have happened – but the local indefinite reading
is not. If, in such a context, the use of the indefinite wrong noun phrase is
considered to make the sentence false, this shows that the non-local read-
ing is not available.

In the scenario in (65), both the definite and the indefinite versions of
a wrong-sentence are true.

(65) 4 X7 9 | 4 7 9

a. 3Liz underlined the wrong number. (P)
b. 3Liz underlined a wrong number.

Once we make salient that it is just about marking a number and not
about the difference between underlining and crossing out, the version
with the definite article, (66a), may sound a bit off-topic. The version with
the indefinite article in (66b), however, can no longer be considered true.

(66) A: Liz’ task was very complex, so let’s just say, we are happy if she
marked the numbers 4 and 7 in whichever way.

a. B: ? Still, she underlined the wrong number.
b. B: 7Still, she underlined a wrong number.

If a non-local reading of wrong was available in (66b), the sentence should
be true or, at worst, be as off-topic as its definite counterpart. However, the
sentence is false, which indicates that a non-local reading is not available.

This shows that an apparent indefinite use of non-local wrong as in
(64) should be considered a local use in which the salient property P is
provided by the information structure of the sentence itself.

I have argued in this section that local attributive wrong is not restricted
to a particular determiner, whereas non-local wrong is, but by virtue of
creating semantically unique nouns. Nonetheless, the two forms of at-
tributive wrong share a number of semantic contributions, such as nega-
tion and the modal operator. However, a detailed study of other adjectives
with local and non-local readings would be required to determine if we
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can relate one reading to the other in a general and systematic way.

7 Conclusion
In this paper, I refined the semantics of non-local wrong in several re-
spects. I identified the so-far unnoticed Bluebeard-reading, looked at the
potential of wrong noun phrases as antecedents in discourse, and con-
sidered the types of necessity modality associated with wrong. I provided
additional support for the claim that non-local wrong is restricted to def-
inite noun phrases and derived this by specifying the type of definiteness
as semantic uniqueness. This allowed me to explain the obligatoriness of
the definite article in English and its absence in Papiamentu.

The formalization of my analysis in Lexical Resource Semantics has the
advantages that a single lexical constraint for non-local wrong can cap-
ture both readings. Furthermore, a surface-oriented syntactic analysis is
possible and the semantic combination of the head noun with non-local
wrong is subject to exactly the same constraints as the combination of lo-
cal, intersective adjectives.

Finally, I showed that local wrong differs from non-local wrong in look-
ing for a contextually salient rather than for a clause-mate predicate in
the scope of the necessity operator. As local wrong is not restricted to any
particular determiner, there is a potential ambiguity when a definite de-
terminer is used. However, I argued that, contrary to recent claims in the
literature, only local wrong can combine with an indefinite article.
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1 Introduction
Pairs like English quick/quickly, slow/slowly, wise/wisely, and lucky/luckily
can occur in a variety of positions. This syntactic versatility alone makes
fully understanding their behavior a challenge. On top of this, the lexical
semantics interacts with their combinatorial potential in intricate ways.
Even within semantic classes there is considerable variation in behavior,
raising the question of the extent to which investigations of individual
items in individual constructions yield usable generalizations. This paper
explores the possibility of using distributional semantics across the usages
of these items in order to come to interpretable patterns of the behavior
of different adjective/adverb pairs.

The pairs were selected because they fulfill the following syntactic and
semantic criteria: in their base form, they occur in attributive as well as
predicative position. In predicative position, they allow the combination
with to-INF(initival). In their -ly form, they occur in sentence-initial, pre-
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verbal and postverbal position, and exhibit a number of different, position-
dependent, readings. Further, the occurrence in the to-INF construction
has been described as expressing the same meaning as their occurrence
as -ly adverbs.

This paper focuses on these patterns, three adjectival and three adver-
bial patterns, for each of the pairs. They are illustrated for wise/ly in (1)
and (2), with examples from the British National Corpus (BNC).

(1) a. attributive adjective [attrib]
“A most wise precaution,” Karl said. [A7A 3043]

b. to-infinitival [INF]
Perhaps Mrs Nicholson had been wise to leave. [AT4 892]

c. predicative [pred]
If that is so, he is wise. [AKY 830]

(2) a. sentence-initial adverb [advSI]
Wisely, Bright has included biographical entries of dead lin-
guists only. [J7K 33]

b. preverbal adverb [advV]
The CO wisely decided not to notice this particular instance of
it.
[ACE 2163]

c. postverbal adverb [Vadv]
We help you choose wisely.
[A65 1983]

Note that they are all treated as mutually exclusive, e.g. predicative trans-
lates to ‘predicative but not followed by to-INF’.

The paper is structured as follows: §2 presents a short overview of work
on modifier classes as relevant to this investigation. §3 gives an overview
of the occurrence frequencies for the four pairs in the respective pattern
in the ukWaC, a 2 billion word corpus of English. §4 presents the distribu-
tional analysis. The results are discussed in §5, and §6 concludes.

2 Lexeme type, modifier classes, and available readings
One of the main motivations for the exploration of distributional profiles
for these four adjectives is the difficulty of getting to grips with them with
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other approaches. In particular, it is difficult to reliably establish classes
without appealing to intuition, and even if one has established plausible
classes, it is not easy to show that they are also linguistically and/or cog-
nitively relevant.

At the level of lexical semantics, the four adjectives, quick, slow, wise,
and lucky, have been discussed to various degrees. A predicate like quick is
often seen as an event predicate, cf. Pustejovsky (1995) for fast and Bück-
ing & Maienborn (2019) for several of its German translation equivalents.
For these authors, the main question is how such an event predicate can
successfully be combined with non-event predicates, e.g. artefacts (fast
car, etc.). A similar judgement should hold for its antonym slow. Geuder
(2002: 10) categorizes slow as an external property connected to move-
ment/change, and thus expected to be “primarily a property of dynamic
entities – i.e. events, not individuals”.

Geuder (2002) also discusses wise and lucky. Similar to his view (p. 10)
on intelligent as connected to psychological conditions, he says that wise
is a disposition of an individual. The disposition describes a capability (p.
113). Wise belongs to the group of agentive adjectives (p. 113), contrasting
with evaluative adjectives, a class which contains lucky. On his analysis,
neither are predicates of events. But there is a link to events for agentive
adjectives (in his terms, they make covert reference to an event). If Geuder
is right, what are the linguistic reflexes of these different adjective classes?

As evidenced by the availability of the four pairs in all six patterns under
consideration (three for the adjectives and three for the related adverbs),
there are no striking restrictions on their overall combinatorial possibili-
ties (cf. attributive-only or never-attributive adjectives like main or alone).
One example for a combinatorial constraint can be found in the standard
predicative usage: only wise allows for an of -phrase indicating the agent
(cf. Oshima 2009), as in (3).

(3) “That’s wise of you, miss.” [FR6 1043]

Of -phrases often occur together with it-extraposition, as in (4).

(4) . . . , it would surely be wise of Althusser to show how he proposes to
do it. [CMN 628]
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Geuder (2002: 112), who also discusses of -phrases in distinguishing be-
tween agentive and evaluative adjectives, further points to a correspond-
ing inability of agentive adjectives to occur with for-phrases, as in (5).

(5) That was clever of John/??for John. (= Geuder’s (19))

However, at least for wise, the situation is not so clear-cut, as seen in ex-
amples like (6).

(6) Under those circumstances, I ask him whether it would be wise for
the House to proceed with the Bill tonight. [HHX 17055]

In the BNC, the wise for-construction, with 30 occurrences, is distinctly
more frequent than wise of, which occurs only ten times.

In their attributive usages, there is on the surface little difference be-
tween the four adjectives. For example, all four adjectives occur with heads
referring to more than two different ontological types, all including at least
events and physical entities, as in (7).

(7) a. quick decision
b. quick antidote
c. slow progress
d. slow boat
e. lucky draw
f. lucky winner
g. wise counselling
h. wise dragon

Showing that there is a quantitative pattern behind this requires annota-
tion of the ontological types of the heads. In Schäfer (2020a), I show that
the majority of heads in the top 120 collocations for both quick and slow
fall in the event category, which is in line with the assumption that these
are event predicates.

Larson (1998: 18) and Bücking & Maienborn (2019: 35–36) remark that
quick and slow are more restricted in the available readings in predica-
tive position than in attributive position. Differences between wise and
the other three adjectives should follow from the expectation that disposi-
tions are better suited for attributive position than predicative position (cf.
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Cruse 2004: 301), although I don’t know any study showing this explicitly.
Geuder (2002: 139–147) links fine-grained differences in the properties of
clausal complements of his agentive and evaluative classes to his analysis
of them as non-event predicates, and of the covert event reference of the
former.

For the adverbial usages of the adjectives, the four adjectives show three
patterns in alignment with their different lexical semantics. Of the four,
wisely is the only one that participates in the standard high-low pattern,
where a sentential reading contrasts with a manner reading (e.g. Ernst
2002). While the immediately preverbal position allows both readings, the
sentence-initial position is linked to the high reading, and postverbal po-
sition to the low reading. In its high reading, wisely is a subject or rather
agent-oriented sentence adverbial (cf. Maienborn & Schäfer 2011), and in
its low reading, it is a manner adverbial. The semantic difference to man-
ner usages is, among other things, revealed through paraphrases:

(8) a. Wisely, Bright has included biographical entries of dead lin-
guists only. [J7K 33]

b. It was wise of Bright to have included biographical entries of
dead linguists only.

In contrast, if manner usages are available, paraphrases like “in an ADJ
manner/the way in which . . . BE ADJ” are more apt:

(9) a. The old lady nodded wisely: “I thought so . . . scientists would
have tried it out on rats first.” [A57 17]

b. The old lady nodded in a wise manner/The way in which the
old lady nodded was wise.

Quickly and slowly, aspect-manner adverbs in the terminology of Ernst
(2002), also occur with different readings depending on position, as in
(10).

(10) a. Lynn quickly raced down the hallway. (= Ernst’s (2.149a))
b. Lynn raced down the hallway quickly. (= Ernst’s (2.149b))

While the clarity of the readings depends on the specific verb, one can
distinguish between inceptive, holistic, and true rate usages of quickly,
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with inceptive and holistic readings aligned with high positions, and the
true rate reading with the low position. An inceptive usage is one where
quickly indicates that the time up until an event is short, a holistic us-
age one where the whole event referred to by the verb phrase took only a
short amount of time, and a true rate usage one where the rate of an in-
ternal movement inherent to the event is targeted. While they are not al-
ways independent of each other (cf. §5.3), an inceptive reading of (10a) is
one where quickly indicates that the racing-down-the-hallway event takes
place shorty after some other, contextually supplied event. The holistic
reading is one where the racing-down-the-hallway event itself takes only
a short time. Finally, the true rate reading, associated with (10b), indicates
that the running itself consists of quick movements, i.e. short subevents.
Several terms have been used to describe these differences. Ernst (2002)
refers to the inceptive readings as clausal readings of aspect-manner ad-
verbs and takes them to be special cases of a manner reading. Cinque
(1999) discusses the preverbal and postverbal occurrences of quickly in
terms of two different aspectual projections, celerative aspect I and celer-
ative aspect II. While the former involves quantification over an event, the
latter involves quantification over a process. For Schäfer (2013) it’s a mat-
ter of event-related vs. verb-related modification. The latter assumes that
the modifier does not directly predicate over the event referred to by the
verbal predicate but is connected to the event via some appropriate rela-
tion, as in the proposals regarding speed and manner in Dik (1975) and
Piñón (2008), respectively.

Luckily, a sentential adverb from the evaluational subclass of speech-
act adverbials (cf. Maienborn & Schäfer 2011), can be paraphrased as in
(11b).

(11) a. Luckily the flies had gone by now. [A0N 2400]
b. It was lucky that the flies had gone by now.

According to Ernst (2002: 78), luckily is a pure evaluative and does not
come with a manner reading (though it can occur as a verb modifier for
some verbs, with a resultative-like interpretation, as in his (2.132a) The
performance turned out pretty luckily, considering the troubles we’d had).

While these paraphrases already show that the same content can be
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expressed by using either the adjective or the adverb of each pair, both
wisely and luckily have been explicitly linked to the to-INF pattern. Os-
hima (2009: 364) points to the following two sentences with wise/ly as be-
ing “roughly synonymous” (an observation also made in earlier works):

(12) a. Wisely, John left early. (= Oshima’s (1a))
b. John was wise to leave early. (= Oshima’s (1b))

The corresponding two sentences with lucky/ily show the same pattern:

(13) a. Luckily, John passed the exam. (= Oshima’s (6a))
b. John was lucky to pass the exam. (= Oshima’s (6b))

As shown in Schäfer (2020a), to-INF is equally frequent with quick and
slow, and they also seem very close to their adverbial counterparts, as in
(14).

(14) a. Therefore, they are slow to respond to market changes as re-
flected by movements in relative prices. [HXL 133]

b. Acne responds slowly and drugs need time to work. [CDR 1954]

For all four cases, the additional challenge is how to further tackle the dif-
ferences within the spectrum of “rough synonymy”. Oshima (2009: 372–
373), building on Wilkinson (1970) and Barker (2002), sees an assertion/
presupposition reversal between the adverbial and the to-INF for both
wise and lucky: e.g. that John left early is asserted in (15a) but presupposed
in (15b).

(15) a. Wisely, John left early.
b. John was wise to leave early.

Karttunen (2013) argues that lucky-to-INF does not presuppose its com-
plement, but is two-way implicative, that is, it yields a positive entailment
in positive contexts, but a negative entailment in negative contexts. An ex-
ample for the latter is (16), where the entailment is negative (“I did not get
a table on this trip”) in the negative context provided by ordinary negation.

(16) Anyway, I was not lucky to get a table on this trip. Maybe next time.
(= Karttunen’s (3a))
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In Schäfer (2020b), I point out a further difference between lucky-to-INF
and luckily: whereas for the standard evaluative usage of luckily there is
no restriction on the recipient of the luck (lucky for who?), lucky-to-INF is
always restricted to a subject-oriented interpretation.

For quick/slow-to-INF and the adverbial usages, I (in Schäfer 2020a and
Schäfer 2020b) try to establish a reliable difference. For both adjectives,
there are minority usages with non-ordinary subjects patterning with the
tough-construction, as in (17).

(17) The following recipes are quick to prepare and very low in calories.
[CDR 220]

In the majority pattern, where quick/slow-to-INF take ordinary sujects, as
in (18), quick/slow-to-INF share with wise the alignment with the high ad-
verbial readings, that is, for these two, a true rate reading is excluded.

(18) a. And he is quick to point out that it was a joint decision to make
a serious bid. [G39 1207]

b. But foreign governments have been slow to respond with aid.
[B7N 203]

Other than that, there are only tendencies, with quick-to-INF on the whole
showing a more consistent pattern: There is more overlap in the seman-
tic classes of verbs and a preference for inceptive readings for its top ver-
bal collocates. The subjects typically refer to humans or institutions. With
quick to point out, it also has a very dominant most frequent member
whose inceptive reading might serve as an analogical model for the other
verbs occuring in this construction.

Note that the only distributional difference discussed in all of the above
that does not require careful semantic annotation is the contrast involv-
ing the of -phrases in the simple predicative pattern. Little is known about
the distribution of these four pairs across the patterns in actual corpora,
and one main goal of this paper is to explore distributional semantics as a
means to close in on the specifics of the different items, ideally being able
to link the results of the distributional analysis to ideas discussed in the
theoretical literature. As a side effect, this might also shed some light on
an unresolved issue regarding the relationship between the base and the
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-ly forms: is it derivation or inflection? Bauer et al. (2013: 536) write “that
the evidence is inconclusive”.

3 The target patterns in the ukWaC
The ukWaC is a 2 billion word corpus of English (Baroni et al. 2009). It is
web-derived from only the .uk domain, therefore likely to be more rep-
resentative of British English than any other variety. The version I used
was part-of-speech-tagged and lemmatized with TreeTagger. Each adjec-
tive and the corresponding -ly form are treated as separate lemmata. All
eight lemmata are high-frequency items, as seen in Table 1, and their dis-
tribution across the target patterns is shown in Table 2.

pair base form -ly form total
quick/quickly 135705 187725 323430
slow/slowly 84391 59272 143663
wise/wisely 37950 6730 44680
lucky/luckily 51252 13911 65163

Table 1 Raw frequencies adjective vs. adverb overview

quick slow wise lucky
attrib 72607 33791 11551 12309
INF 8035 4733 5280 6034
pred 12307 15884 4563 20220
advSI 1433 2475 236 8950
advV 64149 22600 1848 513
Vadv 36178 15262 2405 64

Table 2 Distribution across target patterns

Within the adjective forms of quick, slow, and wise, the attributive us-
age is the most frequent usage. For lucky, the attributive usage comes sec-
ond after the standard predicative usage. For wise, the to-INF pattern is
actually slightly more frequent than the standard predicative usage. Closer
inspection reveals that the wise-to-INF pattern is special in that there is a
high proportion of instances of subject extraposition in the data, as illus-
trated in (19).
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(19) a. So, if you have one then it is wise to send it so we can add it to
the site.

b. But it is wise to be on your guard against these abuses.

Excluding all instances of it followed by any form of be from the to-INF
pattern halves the instances for wise, reduces the instances of quick by
20% and leaves slow and lucky by and large unchanged, as seen in Table 3.

quick slow wise lucky
INF 8035 4733 5280 6034
INF (excluding it) 6308 4556 2650 6004

Table 3 The ADJ-to-INF pattern including and excluding it in subject position

While the exact reason for the preponderance of this pattern for wise
and the effect of excluding this type on the distributional analysis must
await further investigation, it is clear that the corresponding sentences are
not paraphrasable by sentences with sentence-initial wisely. I therefore
excluded this subpattern from further analysis.

For the adverb forms, it is noticable that both quickly and slowly most
often occur preverbally, followed by their postverbal usage. The sentence-
initial usage is the least frequent. In contrast, wisely occurs more often
postverbally than preverbally. Luckily is special in being the only item oc-
curring most frequently in sentence-initial position, and rarely prever-
bally and even more rarely postverbally. This behavior of luckily is in line
with the observation in the theoretical literature that it does not allow a
low reading, which is syntactically associated with preverbal and postver-
bal position.

4 Distributional analysis
The distributional analysis compares the similarities of the four adjec-
tive/adverb pairs across three adjectival and three adverbial patterns. The
three adjectival patterns are (a) the adjective in attributive position, (b) the
adjective in predicative position followed by to-INF (excluding the sub-
pattern in which the auxiliary is immediately preceded by it, following
the discussion above), and (c) the adjective in predicative position not
followed by to-INF. The three adverbial patterns are (a) the -ly form in
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sentence-initial position, (b) the -ly form immediately preceding a main
verb, and (c) the -ly form in postverbal position.

4.1 Preliminaries
To compare the different usages of each adjective, I used distributional se-
mantics. The main idea behind this approach is to represent words exclu-
sively via their distribution (for a comprehensive introduction and over-
view, see Sahlgren 2006). There are many different ways this can be done,
and I proceeded as follows:

4.1.1 Initial steps
1. I first collected cooccurrence counts for each adjective, distinguish-

ing between the three adjectival and the three adverbial patterns in
the tagged ukWaC corpus.

2. The cooccurrence counts were collected for the top 10,000 content
words (nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs).

3. Only cooccurrences of at least 5 were used in the further calcula-
tions.

4.1.2 Further parameter setting and validation
Lapesa & Evert (2014: 542) point out that the three parameters score, trans-
formation, and distance metric consistently play a crucial role in the per-
formance of distributional semantic models, while the parameter of win-
dow size is influential but more task dependent. To find a useful setup
for the task at hand, I first compared the performance of different set-
tings against the human ratings on the adjective subset of the SimLex-999
dataset described in Hill et al. (2014). This dataset provides two human
judgements of interest: a similarity score and and an association score. For
the similarity score, raters where instructed to rate synonyms and near-
synonyms high, and to not confuse similarity with relatedness. For exam-
ple, the pair glasses/spectacles was given as a reference for a pair with very
similar meanings, whereas pairs like car/tyre, car/crash, and car/motorway
were used to exemplify the difference between similarity and semantic re-
latedness. The ratings were given by setting a slider on an integer scale
ranging from 0 to 6 with the low values indicating “less similar” and the
high values indicating “more similar”. In the dataset itself, these values are
linearly mapped from the [0,6] range to the [0,10] range. The association
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score gives the strength of free association from one word in a pair to its
partner. Values are taken from the University of South Florida Free Associ-
ation Dataset (Nelson et al. 1998). In particular, they use the cue-to-target
strength, arrived at by dividing the number of participants producing the
target by the number of participants seeing the cue. In the SimLex dataset,
this value is multiplied by the factor 10.

While I only used cosine similarity as a distance metric, I used a Python
script to vary the scoring and transformation, exploring pointwise mu-
tual information and log-likelihood, both with and without logarithm, and
the window size, considering complete sentences, and ranges of two to
four words to the left and to the right of the target word. The best per-
forming settings for the similarity scores was a window of three words to
the left and right of the target and pointwise mutual information without
logarithm. The best performing setting for the association scores was a
window of two words, and pointwise mutual information (pmi). Both are
shown below, with the best correlation score for each of the two measures
in boldface, and the best performing settings for the sentence window at
the bottom.

similarity association
window score and trans cor p value cor p value
3 pmi w/out log 0.518 5.6e-09 0.219 0.021
2 pmi 0.452 6.5e-07 0.359 1.2e-04
sentence pmi w/out log 0.331 3.9e-04 0.304 0.001

Table 4 Best performing settings overall and best performing setting with a sen-
tence window

As Table 4 shows, both narrow window versions clearly outperform the
sentence window on the similarity task, and a two word window version
also outperforms the sentence window version on the association task.
So far, only base forms of different adjectives were compared. For many
adjectives, these forms share a preference for attributive position. In con-
trast, the adjective and the adverb of each pair typically never occur in
the same position, and I further distinguish three distinct syntactic envi-
ronments for each form. To further explore which setting to use for the
comparison of these pairs across the syntactic environments, I calculated
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the similarity score between the adjective and the adverb of each of the
four pairs using the three settings. This reveals a stark difference between
the window sizes, as shown in Table 5.

pair sentence three words two words/pmi
quick/quickly 0.63 0.13 0.24
slow/slowly 0.63 0.16 0.29
wise/wisely 0.28 0.04 0.09
lucky/luckily 0.46 0.08 0.20

Table 5 Cosine similarities between adjective and adverb of each pair, using the
best settings per window size

A crucial factor responsible for these differences is the apparent inabil-
ity of the narrow word windows to meaningfully represent the similarity
between the attributive usage and the usages of the -ly forms. For exam-
ple, the similarities between attributive quick and all usages of quickly are
only at 0.07 and 0.06 for the two word and three word windows in the
above settings, and not higher than 0.04 for the three adverbial positions
considered here individually. In contrast, the similarity between attribu-
tive quick and all -ly forms is 0.52 when using the sentential window in its
best performing settings.

One factor behind this becomes clear when considering textbook equiv-
alences of adjective and adverb usages illustrated in (20).

(20) a. The quick runner . . .
b. The man runs quickly.

While the head noun runner in (20a) is an important and straightforward
cue for distributional systems that compare different adjectives, it is not
as straightforwardly helpful in establishing a similarity across the two sen-
tences, because the system is blind to the relationship between the verbal
base run and its nominalization runner. The larger contexts used by the
sentence window seems to be able to circumvent this problem.

Since the sentence-based window is better suited to comparisons across
constructions and forms, it is used when comparing pairs across usages.
When forms are compared within a pattern, I will use the setting perform-
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ing best for the similarity task, that is, a 3-word window with pmi with-
out log. Note that this method does not reduce the effects of absolute fre-
quency in the corpus completely. Given the considerable differences in
absolute frequencies between the six patterns and the four pairs, this fac-
tor might well play a role. However, of all 24 pattern/form combinations,
only postverbal luckily is a clear low frequency outlier.

4.2 Results
The resulting similarities are shown for each of the four adjectives in Ta-
bles 6–9. A cosine similarity of 1 indicates perfect similarity (the vectors
point in the same direction). The closer the value gets to 1, the more simi-
lar two vectors are. A cosine of 0, corresponding to a 90 degree angle, indi-
cates unrelated scores. Negative cosine values are not possible in the two
setups selected in §4.1.2 , as both use pmi without log on count data which
cannot result in negative values. NA in the last column of Table 9 results
from the rarity of postverbal luckily; the corresponding similarities could
not be meaningfully calculated.

pattern INF pred advSI advV Vadv
attrib 0.20 0.33 0.09 0.49 0.41
INF 0.16 0.10 0.33 0.26
pred 0.09 0.33 0.31
advSI 0.16 0.12
advV 0.68

Table 6 Cosine similarities between quick-usages.

pattern INF pred advSI advV Vadv
attrib 0.20 0.57 0.14 0.49 0.48
INF 0.28 0.08 0.19 0.19
pred 0.12 0.34 0.36
advSI 0.45 0.29
advV 0.73

Table 7 Cosine similarities between slow-usages.

Looking at the patterns across the four items, the tables show the fol-
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pattern INF pred advSI advV Vadv
attrib 0.17 0.51 0.02 0.17 0.13
INF 0.20 0.09 0.17 0.13
pred 0.01 0.16 0.13
advSI 0.13 0.03
advV 0.17

Table 8 Cosine similarities between wise-usages.

pattern INF pred advSI advV Vadv
attrib 0.21 0.33 0.19 0.06 NA
INF 0.41 0.34 0.22 NA
pred 0.40 0.14 NA
advSI 0.18 NA
advV NA

Table 9 Cosine similarities between lucky-usages.

lowing:

1. The attributive usage across all four adjectives shows little similarity
to to-INF, with all similarities in the narrow band between 0.17 and
0.21. The attributive usage is more similar to the standard predica-
tive usages, with a clear difference between slow and wise (0.57/0.51),
on the one hand, and quick and lucky, on the other hand (0.33/0.33).
The highest similarity to the sentence-initial adverbial pattern is only
0.19, for lucky. The similarities to the pre- and postverbal adverbs
show a clear split between relatively high values for quick and slow,
on the one hand, and the other two adverbs, which show little or no
similarity, on the other hand.

2. The to-INF pattern varies a lot in its similarity to the other usages
across the four adjectives. With the exception of lucky, it is less sim-
ilar to the predicative pattern than the attributive is to the predica-
tive pattern. Lucky also stands out when comparing the similarity
between the to-INF pattern and the sentence-initial adverb: the co-
sine value is 0.34, as opposed to no or hardly any similarity for the
other three items. The similarity between to-INF and the preverbal
adverbs is at the same level for slow/wise, and lucky, with a higher
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value for quick (0.33). Quick has also the highest similarity between
INF and the postverbal adverb (0.26), with only 0.19 and 0.13 for
slow and wise, respectively.

3. The similarity between the predicative usage and the sentence-initial
adverbs is relatively high for lucky (0.41), low for quick/slow, and
non-existing for wise. It is moderately high for preverbal and postver-
bal quick and slow, and low for wise and preverbal lucky.

4. The sentence-initial pattern is always more similar to the prever-
bal usages than the postverbal ones, with moderate similarity to the
preverbal and postverbal adverb for slow, and lower similarities with
the preverbal adverb for quick/wise/lucky, and little or not at all sim-
ilar for postverbal quickly and wisely.

5. The preverbal and postverbal adverbs are highly similar for quickly/
slowly (0.68/0.73), showing little similarity (0.17) for wise. As men-
tioned above, for lucky this contrast does not apply.

5 Discussion
This section cannot meaningfully discuss all the nuances of the distribu-
tional data across the four adjective/adverb pairs. Instead, I will focus on
contrasts that are of special interest in view of the discussions and classi-
fications in the previous literature. Therefore, I will discuss the following
points more closely:

1. Event and non-event predicates
2. The to-INF pattern and the adverbial usages
3. The preverbal and postverbal adverb positions
4. The relationship between forms with -ly and without -ly

5.1 Event and non-event predicates
In the literature, quick and slow are held to be event predicates, as op-
posed to wise and lucky. Wise is claimed to make covert reference to events.
Of the adverbial positions, both the preverbal and the postverbal position
allow low readings, which directly relate to events. The preverbal posi-
tion also allows high readings, which, for quick and slow at least, are both
linked to the event encoded by the verbal predicate (see §5.3 for more dis-
cussion). Since quick and slow are event predicates, they can simply be
used in the same way there as in attributive and predicative position. All
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four usages should be similar to each other. In contrast, for wise, the low
adverbial reading should be quite different from its attributive and pred-
icative usage, because now it must be brought in a direct relation with an
event. Table 10 shows the similarities for the relevant patterns.

attrib predicative
adjective advV Vadv advV Vadv
quick 0.49 0.41 0.33 0.31
slow 0.49 0.48 0.34 0.36
wise 0.17 0.13 0.16 0.13
lucky 0.06 NA 0.14 NA

Table 10 Cosine similarities between the attributive and the predicative patterns
and the preverbal and postverbal patterns for all four pairs

The observed similarities are by and large in line with the expectations:
both quick and slow have relatively high similarity values for both prever-
bal and postverbal adverbial usages, while for wise, the values are markedly
lower. While it is unclear how many of the preverbal usages correspond to
the high reading, the similarity value here is still not very high for wise,
showing that it is more distinct across its usages overall.

Note that the values for lucky are also low. I do not have an explana-
tion for this. It might have to do with the preverbal usage of luckily being
relatively rare and perhaps restricted to more idiosyncratic combinations.

Another quantitative effect of wise behaving more like an event predi-
cate in the two adverbial usages can be seen when looking at the similar-
ities between wise and quick/slow across the respective usages. Table 11
shows the similarities between the relevant four different usages of wise to
the corresponding usages of quick and slow (because I am now compar-
ing the same usage, the reported similarities are from the best performing
similarity setting, that is, using a 3-word window and pmi without log).

While there is no or almost no similarity across the adjective usages,
similarity slightly increases in the preverbal adverbial usage. There is a
marked increase in similarity for the postverbal usage, that is, the position
restricted to low readings.
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across-item similarity: wise
adjective attributive predicative preverbal postverbal
quick 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.05
slow 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.12

Table 11 Cosine similarities between four wise-patterns and the corresponding
quick/slow patterns.

5.2 The to-INF pattern and the adverbial usages
It is unclear what kind of similarities to expect for the to-INF pattern in
comparison to the attributive and predicative usage. For quick, I argue in
Schäfer (2020a) that its occurrence in the to-INF pattern is maximally dif-
ferent from its usage in the attributive position. Among other things, it
is restricted to intentionally acting subjects, typically, humans or institu-
tions. This would lead one to expect a low similarity between these two
usages, and a similar point could be made for slow. More interesting are
the expectations for the similarities to the adverbial readings, especially
those described as roughly synonymous. Since the to-INF construction
is aligned with the higher readings, I expect it to be more similar to the
sentence-initial and preverbal occurrences of quick, slow, and wise than
to the postverbal one. For luckily, there is only one reading, but the restric-
tion to subject-oriented interpretations might make it less similar than the
correspondences to the high readings for the other adverbs. I have no clear
idea what influence the presupposition/assertion reversal for wise should
have; see below for more discussion.

pattern attrib pred advSI advV Vadv
quick-to-INF 0.20 0.16 0.10 0.33 0.26
slow-to-INF 0.20 0.28 0.08 0.19 0.19
wise-to-INF 0.17 0.20 0.09 0.17 0.13
lucky-to-INF 0.21 0.41 0.34 0.22 NA

Table 12 Cosine similarities between the to-INF pattern and all other patterns for
each pair

Among the similarities of the to-INF pattern to the other usages, as seen
in Table 12, the relation to the attributive usages stands out as being the
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most consistent in magnitude. For all four adjectives, it is also clearly lower
than the corresponding attrib-pred values (0.33, 0.57, 0.51, 0.33). Lucky-
to-INF/luckily differ from the three corresponding pairings due to their
high value for the sentence-initial usage. The values for the similarity to
the preverbal usage are relatively consistent for all four adjectives, with
quick an outlier in being markedly more similar. The three values for the
postverbal usage are all different by at least 0.06, and there is a clear drop
in similarity for quick and wise, but not for slow.

All this only partially matches the expectations. As expected, quick-to
and slow-to are less similar to their corresponding attributive usages than
the attributive usage is to the predicative usage. However, this also holds
for lucky and wise. As for the adverbial usages, the high value for sentence-
initial luckily is expected, the consistently low values for the other three
adverbs are unexpected. The most likely explanation for these low values
is that the sentence-initial position is only a very marginal option for these
adverbs, used when regular options are exhausted. This is in line with the
observation that it is, for all three adverbs, the least frequent usage, less
frequent than their preverbal and postverbal usages by at least a factor
of 6. In contrast, for luckily, the sentence-initial pattern is the dominant
pattern, with the preverbal and postverbal usages less frequent by more
than a factor of 10 and of 100, respectively. That the similarity for luckily is
also the highest overall is unexpected giving that the usages are restricted
to subject-oriented interpretations (more on this in §5.2.1). The drop in
similarity between preverbal and postverbal adverbs observed for quick
and wise is expected. Why does it not obtain for slow? It could be related
to the observation in Schäfer (2020b) that quick-to-INF is internally more
coherent, but further research is needed here.

5.2.1 The subject-oriented reading of luckily
The narrowing of the interpretation of lucky to an evaluation relative to
the subject seems not to be something that is picked up by the distribu-
tional analysis. In fact, the sentence-initial similarity value is the highest
across all four adjectives. Why might this be? I think that the analysis of
luckily as a speaker-oriented evaluative is correct, that is, it is the speaker’s
evaluation of a fact. For who this is lucky can be made explicit by a for-
phrase, cf. (21).
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(21) Luckily for her, she had a clever lawyer at her trial, and was never
punished for the murder. [FPU 1866]

Without an explicit for-phrase, the tendency seems to be to assume that it
is lucky for the speaker, as in (22), where the context does indeed confirm
that it was an instance of luck for the speaker, and what it meant for the
referent of she is irrelevant.

(22) Luckily she left the school! [KA1 2120]

My impression is, though, that, when combined with sentences with hu-
man subjects, the speaker’s evaluation often plausibly coincides with the
assessment the speaker would give when taking the viewpoint of the sub-
ject, as in a typical example for luckily (from Ernst 2009) in (23).

(23) a. Luckily, Aaron did not fall off his bicycle. (= Ernst’s (1c))
b. It is lucky that Aaron did not fall off his bicycle. (= Ernst’s (2b))

While Ernst gives (23b) as a paraphrase, the corresponding to-INF sen-
tence will in most instances also be consistent with the situation described
in (23a), as shown in (24).

(24) Aaron was lucky to not fall off his bicycle.

Note that these subject-oriented readings are still different from the stan-
dard examples of subject-oriented adverbials in not describing a mental
attitude, nor are they agent-oriented in the sense that the agent has con-
trol over the action (the notion of agent orientation in Ernst 2002: 55).
That is, the readings are best described as still corresponding to speaker-
oriented adverbials, with the target of the luck made explicit, similar to
the adverbial usage with a for-phrase. If this is correct, then the difference
is indeed a minor one, and perhaps expected to not impact much on the
distributional similarity measure.

5.2.2 The assertion/presupposition reversal for wisely
The correspondence between wisely and wise-to INF is on average the
lowest. One reason could be that the distributional analysis is able to pick
up on the assertion/presupposition reversal. However, this is impossible
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to ascertain when one looks at other work on entailments in distributional
semantics.

Distributional semantics is in principle able to deal with entailments,
and there are numerous studies dealing with lexical entailment (cf. Turney
& Mohammad 2014 for a comparison of different approaches). Studies on
entailment above the word level also exist, but the domain for which en-
tailment in a strict formal semantic sense is explored is typically still very
small (cf. Baroni et al. 2012, who report two experiments on adj-noun to
noun and quantifier phrase to quantifier phrase entailments). At the sen-
tence level, the distinction between entailment and presupposition seems
to be largely irrelevant for the NLP community, where this task falls into
the domain of recognizing textual entailment: “In RTE [recognizing tex-
tual entailment], the gold standard for entailment is established by com-
mon sense, rather than formal logic” (Turney & Mohammad 2014: 2). No
differentiation is usually made between the role of linguistic and world
knowledge in this. In general, the inferences are not seen as absolute, and
a well-known approach states “We say that T entails H if, typically, a hu-
man reading T would infer that H is most probably true” (Dagan et al.
2009: iv). That is, there is also no specific distinction between entailment
and implicature. However, on this level, all four adjectives pattern together,
as opposed to adjectives like eager in this construction.

(25) It was a huge budget and the top agencies were eager to get their
hands on it. [ADK 667]

This lack of interest in the distinction between entailments, implicatures,
and presuppositions seems to be driven mostly by the assumption that
this level of detail is irrelevant for applied tasks. I don’t know of any study
that uses training data distinguishing between presuppositions and impli-
catures. Either way, I have no bottom line to compare the possible effect
of wise/wisely to, since, in my data, wisely is the only adverb that has the
standard subject-oriented adverbial reading. Its presuppositional behav-
ior is thus not its only difference to the three other adverbs.

5.3 The preverbal and postverbal adverb positions
The literature assumes, where available, pairs of high and low readings
for the adverbs. Of the positions tested, the sentence-initial position is re-
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served for high readings, and the postverbal position for low readings. The
position immediately preverbal is ambiguous between high and low read-
ings when no auxiliaries are present, whose presence was not controlled
for in this study. For quickly and slowly, this means that postverbally only
true rate readings are predicted to occur, with the immediately preverbal
position in addition allowing inceptive and holistic readings. For wisely,
only the manner reading is expected to occur postverbally, while the high
reading is restricted to preverbal position. Leaving aside the issue of how
many readings in the preverbal position are actual high readings, the two
variants are more closely related for quick and slow. This not only holds
on the theoretical level, but also conceptually: the different readings often
stand in implicative relationships. This can already be seen when looking
at (10) from §2, repeated here for convenience:

(26) a. Lynn quickly raced down the hallway.
b. Lynn raced down the hallway quickly.

For Ernst, (26a) “can be interpreted as saying that Lynn’s beginning the ac-
tion of racing-down-the-hallway occurred quickly after some other event
(perhaps a command to go fetch something), while (2.149b)[(26b)] is a de-
scription of the speed of her movement” Ernst (2002: 85). I suspect that in
real world situations, the inceptive interpretation of (26a) typically is taken
to imply the true rate reading of (26b). And given that the hallway is of a
limited length, the true rate reading for (26b) implies the holistic inter-
pretation that the whole action only took a short amount of time. In this
particular example, since to race already is something connected to high
speed, the true rate reading might be even more likely to imply the holis-
tic interpretation. This requires more investigation, as it is also clear that
these implicative relationships do not obtain for all verb types (for exam-
ple, quickly in combination with stative verbs cannot receive a true rate
reading and typically receives an inceptive reading). In contrast, the high
and low reading of subject-oriented adverbs like wisely are conceptually
clearly distinct, and, while not very common, opposites can be used with
the respective readings, leading to much-discussed examples like Parson’s
(1972) John painstakingly wrote illegibly. Thus, we can expect higher sim-
ilarity values for quickly and slowly between the preverbal and postverbal
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usages, and lower ones for wisely. This is borne out by the data; in fact, the
preverbal and postverbal usages of quickly and slowly lead to the high-
est similarity values observed in this study, 0.68 and 0.73, respectively. In
contrast, the corresponding value for wisely is a mere 0.17.

5.4 The relationship between forms with -ly and without -ly
The relationship between the adjectival base form and the -ly form is often
discussed in English linguistics. The issue is whether it should best be seen
as a derivational suffix or an inflectional suffix: see Payne et al. (2010) and
Giegerich (2012) as representatives of the two positions.

Criteria that can be approached by distributional semantics should con-
cern meaning. Plag (2003: 195–196) argues that two meaning-related as-
pects have a bearing on this issue: -ly does not encode lexical meaning,
which would be expected from derivation, and -ly is always semantically
transparent (the latter with only a few exceptions), which would be ex-
pected from inflection.

Bonami & Paperno (2018) discuss a list of five criteria from Stump (1998).
These also includes Plag’s two points (instead of semantic transparency,
Stump speaks of semantic regularity: “inflection is semantically more reg-
ular than derivation”). They point out that these criteria are “formulated
in terms of high-level morphological notions that are not easy to opera-
tionalize” and instead provide an operationalization of the semantic regu-
larity criterion in terms of stability of contrasts, as given in (27) (= Bonami
& Paperno’s (2)):

(27) Stability of contrast: The morphosyntactic and semantic contrasts
between pairs of words related by the same inflectional relation
are more similar to one another than the contrasts between pairs
of words related by the same derivational relation.

Bonami & Paperno explored this criterion by looking at sets of triplets of
<pivot, inflectionally related form, derivationally related form> in French.
For example, one such triplet was <verb INF, verb PST.IPFV.3SG, SG -eur
noun>, e.g.<baigner ‘to bathe’, baignait ‘bathed’, baigneur ‘bather’>. They
found that overall the contrasts between inflectionally related forms were
more stable (measured in terms of dispersion around the average vector
offset for a specific paradigmatic system).
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While their approach was word-form based, the comparison across pat-
terns here used lemmatized forms, and I only looked at four word pairs.
However, even these four pairs are interesting because they suggested that
a combination of word form and syntactic pattern can yield more insight
into this issue. Recall that the overall similarity between the two forms
across all usages were 0.63, 0.63, 0.28, and 0.46, respectively, leading to an
overall standard deviation of 0.17. Taking the standard deviation as a mea-
sure of dispersion, we can now compare the standard deviations across all
usages, as seen in Table 13.

pattern INF pred advSI advV Vadv
attrib 0.02 0.12 0.07 0.22 0.23
INF 0.11 0.13 0.07 0.11
pred 0.17 0.10 0.16
advSI 0.15 0.13
advV 0.36

Table 13 Standard deviations of the four similarity values for the four pairs in
each pairing

As the table shows, the dispersions for the similarities within the adjec-
tive usages are all clearly below 0.17, with 0.12 the highest value. Within
the adverbial usages, the standard deviation for the similarities between
preverbal and postverbal usage is 0.36, the highest standard deviation in
the table. The two other values, while higher than any of the adjectival
values, fall below the threshold of 0.17. Looking at the values for similari-
ties involving one adjectival and one adverbial usage, we see a wide range,
with only two values higher than 0.17. Only four out of nine values fall in
the range of the adjective-only values: the standard deviations for the sim-
ilarities between attributive adjective and sentence intitial adverb, to-INF
and preverbal adverb, to-INF and postverbal adverb, and simple predica-
tive usage and preverbal adverb. Following the general logic of Bonami &
Paperno (2018), these values support the assumption that -ly is deriva-
tional: low dispersion around different usages not involving derivation,
higher values between derived forms, and on average higher values for
pairs of forms related by derivation.
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6 Summary and outlook
This paper presented a pilot study using distributional semantics to com-
pare four adjective/adverb pairs across six different usages. The four pairs
were meant to represent a variety of different lexical types that are dis-
cussed in the literature to be reflected in their linguistic behavior. The
general idea was to explore whether qualitative observations made about
these items and their corresponding classes show up in their distribu-
tional characteristics. After presenting the distributional analysis of quick,
slow, wise, and lucky across three adjectival and three adverb patterns,
four areas were discussed in more detail:

1. The assumption that quick and slow are event predicates is in line
with the high similarity across their standard adjectival and stan-
dard adverbial usages, contrasting with wise, which shows consis-
tently lower similarities.

2. The comparison between the to-INF pattern and the adverbial pat-
terns only partially reflected expectations. In general, lucky behaved
differently from the three other adjectives, which might in part be
due to its already very different distribution of absolute frequen-
cies. Also, all three other adjectives were expected to be more simi-
lar to the preverbal usages, but this was only the case for quick and
wise, and not for slow. Further, it remained unclear whether any-
thing in the distributional data was sensitive to the subject-oriented
interpretation of lucky in the INF construction and the presupposi-
tion/assertion reversal observed for the wise-to-INF construction.

3. Of the three adverbs that occured frequently enough in both pre-
and postverbal position, quickly and slowly were relatively similar,
in contrast to wisely. This is in line with the observation that the
high and low readings for wisely are clearly conceptually distinct.
For quickly and slowly, the respective readings in many cases imply
at least one of the other readings.

4. The data presented is in line with the assumption that -ly is a deriva-
tional affix if one assumes that derivation is linked with less stabil-
ity of contrasts, here operationalized by higher standard deviations
across the similarity values for a given comparison.

Overall, this paper has shown that the combination of distributional se-
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mantics of different modifier usages with qualitative analysis is a promis-
ing step forward in the analysis of the semantics of adjectives and adverbs
and their interrelation. Many findings that remained unresolvable here
might be resolvable when more pairs are taken into account. Consider-
ation of a larger number of pairs, and also exploration of further distribu-
tional setups, would also allow one to clarify the possible influence of the
raw frequencies of the forms across the six patterns on the results reported
here.
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